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The gear is better than ever, season passes are cheaper 
than ever and the barrier to get into the backcountry is 
lower than ever. Yes, the lift lines at iconic resorts are 
longer, and the easiest backcountry zones to access are 
more crowded, but finding a pure wilderness experience 
on your snowboard has never been easier. If you are 
wiling to walk a half day and sleep outside you can 
escape every track.

People often ask me how I choose where to ride. They 
wonder if I do a lot of research using Google Earth, etc. 
Truth is, I do very little research other than choosing a 
trailhead to start the journey from. My strategy is to pick 
a trailhead or drainage I have never been to, walk until I 
can’t walk any more and set up camp. Starting early the 
next day, I keep walking deeper into the range until I come 
to a line I can no longer walk by. I start climbing the line, 
and when I reach the top, I look out and see five more 
lines I want to ride. This is how I find new terrain in my 
home range, with my own two feet and eyes. I don’t like 
to do much prior research because you only have one 
chance to walk into new terrain for the first time and I like 
my wilderness experiences to feel as fresh as possible.

This year we are debuting a completely re-designed 
Solution splitboard with a 3D Contour Base that represents 
our biggest engineering achievement yet. With the 3D 
base, weight reductions and tip clips that never pop open, 
you’d swear you were riding a solid board if you drop in 
without looking down. 

Between the high performance backcountry gear, long 
range weather forecasting, detailed avalanche reports, 
talented guides and detailed guidebooks the only thing 
that can really hold you back from getting out there is 
your own motivation.

I hope this golden age of backcountry snowboarding 
exploration lasts forever, but we recognize that on our 
current path it’s unlikely. That’s why we continue to work 
towards making more environmentally friendly products 
and fighting climate change through our donation to 1% 
For The Planet. The world is warming and we need to 
do everything in our power to slow down this change 
for future generations.

Climate change is also why we offer such a diverse line 
of snowboards. Whether we have a big winter or a small 
winter, 90% of my snowboarding is done in the Sierra, 
my home range.  A drought winter riding the same old 
groomers inspired me to make a snow skate and a huge 
winter with lots of storms that shut down the resorts is 
why we have the Mountain Surfer. We make snow crafts 
to take advantage of whatever weather anomalies winter 
throws at us.

But not every board in this catalog is for you, or for me. 
Your perfect board depends on your riding style, abilities 
and aspirations. Take the time to think about what you 
want to get out of your snowboarding and your best board 
choice should come clear.

WE ARE IN THE GOLDEN 
AGE OF SNOWBOARDING.
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Welcome to the future - 3D Contour Bases now on splitboards.

New Youth Flagship & Youth Solution - proven

shapes and tech for smaller rippers.

Easy to replace screw mounted tip and 
tail clips now standard on all splits.

Karakoram Tip-Lock Clips
Now featured on most splits.

All new Solution 

featuring new shape 

and groundbreaking 3D 

Base Contours.

New construction, new name, 

same unparalleled performance.

New shape and 3D bases for the Mountain Twin, 

Ultra Twin and Twin Sister. The Modern All-Mountain Marvel.

FEEL THE FLOW,
UP AND DOWN

FOR THE GROM 
REVOLUTION

RIVETS, BE GONEGOODBYE OPEN TIP CLIPS

THE NEW 
STANDARD IN 
SPLITBOARD 
TECH

ULTRA SOLUTION
ULTRA FLAGSHIP

RE-DEFINITION OF THE
ALL-MOUNTAIN CLASSIC

MEET STRATOS



New Fusion Carbon Construction balances 

weight, durability and response.

Introducing the Talon FXP,

an all-new compact pole system.

New low profile and grippy AuxTech

toe straps on all bindings.

New dual stiffness Control Flex 

highback on the Mercury.

100% of our boards built with Bio Resin 

and FSC woodcores.

New ergonomic and durable ASYM

buckles on all bindings. 

New triple density Apollo foot pillow matches

cush binding comfort and epic response.

Forever Flex, a new production process that helps 

stabilize the flex of a board for its lifetime.

The wood core secret to an easy turning, 

yet stable and responsive split.

100% of our snowboards now

feature 3D Base Contours

Like a serrated knife slicing into the snow,

Traction Tech improves your edge grip

Snowboard factory partner going 

100% solar by May 2020.

BODY, BRAINS
AND BRAWN

POLES THAT FIT
YOUR PACK

SPIDER WEB 
INSPIRED

CARVE HARD,
TWEAK HARDER

100% FSC™
100% BIO RESIN

THUMB 
APPROVED

PART GAS PEDAL, 
PART PILLOW

BROKEN-IN TO PERFECTION

SPLIT V-CORES 

100%
3D BASE CONTOUR

100%
INNER & OUTER
TRACTION TECH

DESIGNED UNDER
STARS, BUILT BY
THE SUN



There are many paths to progression, but the goal is 
always the same - to evolve, explore and break new 
ground. Rules and preconceived ideas are dangerous 
in this game. Progression takes an open mind and the 
belief that what is not possible today will be possible 
tomorrow through hard work and testing.

The purity, clarity and power one absorbs from time in 
the mountains is essential to all things Jones. Our design 
round table comes together on pre- dawn skin tracks, 
chairlift rides, campfires, nights under the stars and 
mountaintops. It is here that the seeds of new products 
are planted.

Equally critical to the planting of the seed in the mountains 
is the growth of the roots in the factory. Once an idea 

2019-2020

is born it is imperative to nurture the concept with the 
engineers because they are the ones who will evolve the 
idea and turn it into reality.

Then, it is on to the fun part. Blue ice, white ice, slush, 
zipper crust, rain crust, wind board, old pow, cold pow, 
hot pow, blower pow - we test, tweak, and refine our 
ideas in all-conditions because we ride in all conditions. 
So should your board.

At the end of this cycle, new products are born and 
new ground is gained. Is the time and money spent on 
development worth it? This question is never asked. The 
price of not shooting for the stars is too high.

ALL THINGS CAN BE IMPROVED 
THROUGH MATERIALS OR DESIGN. 
STAGNATION IS NOT AN OPTION.

ODE TO
PROGRESSION

NO SHORTCUT
TO GREAT PRODUCT.
Test, tweak, repeat.

The simple inspiration for all we do. CAMERA Andrew Miller



ISPO AWARD
WINNER
2016-2017

2018-2019

2017-2018

2016-2017

2015-2016

2014-2015

2013-2014

2012-2013

2011-2012

2010-2011

 Half baked designs don’t survive our testing grounds. CAMERA Andrew Miller

ISPO AWARD
WINNER
2014-2015



The winner of the 2019 Jones Ambassador Adventure 
Grant was veteran Jones ambassador Forrest Shearer. 
Forrest has been a pro rider for nearly two decades, 
spending a majority of his career based in the Wasatch. 
In recent years he’s been focused on climbing and riding 
bold backcountry lines around the world.

Forrest and a heavy crew of seven other talented riders 
used the grant to help fund a splitboard expedition to 
Alaska with the goal of riding Denali, the tallest peak in 
North America. In May 2019, Forrest, Nick Russell, Harry 
Kearney, Jerry Mark, Clark Henarie, Nat Murphy, Danny 
Davis and Ian Walsh made the push into Denali basecamp 

Top left: Forrest Shearer walks the plank on Denali’s West Buttress. CAMERA Erich 

Roepke / Top right: The dudes on day 19 (clockwise from top right) - Forrest 

Shearer, Nick Russell, Harry Kearney, Nat Murphy, Danny Davis, Clark Henarie, 

Ian Walsh, Jerry Mark. CAMERA Erich Roepke / Bottom left: Nick Russell charges 

down the massively long Messner couloir. CAMERA Clark Henarie 

Bottom middle:  Maui native Ian Walsh celebrates a successful summit waving 

a camp-made Hawaii state flag. CAMERA Erich Roepke / Bottom right: Kickin’ back 

on the Kahiltna glacier on the way to camp one. CAMERA Clark Henarie / Right: 

Stable snow and even better weather, sometimes it all comes together. Forrest 

Shearer rips into Denali’s Sunshine Face. CAMERA Clark Henarie 

with enough food and gear to spend three weeks exploring 
the revered peak and the surrounding region.

The expedition was a huge success as they were greeted 
by perfect snow and weather conditions. The entire team 
summited and between all the riders they rode every line 
on the mountain and then some. They even found a day 
toward the end of the trip to throw down some potential 
first descents on Black Rock Peak, a sub peak of Denali’s 
North Summit.

Watch the feature video highlighting Forrest and crew’s 
Denali adventure on the ROAM Media YouTube channel.

AMBASSADOR
ADVENTURE GRANT
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Since 2015, we have offered an annual grant award to 
our family of ambassadors to help fund an ambitious 
local backcountry snowboarding expedition. In 2018 we 
expanded the grant program to include two new public 
grants open to any rider who is a US citizen.
     
Created in association with the American Alpine Club, the 
Jones Backcountry Adventure Grant and the Jones Live 
Like Liz Award offer amateur riders the opportunity to seek 
funding for a dream expedition in their backyard. The goal 
of these grants is to encourage human-powered exploration 
of the winter wilderness by motivated amateur riders.
     

The 2019 Jones Backcountry Adventure Grant was awarded 
to Graeme Greenwood from Bozeman, Montana. Graeme is 
an engineer and avid splitboarder who spends his winters 
exploring the mountain ranges surrounding Bozeman. 
In June 2019, Graeme and four partners headed out for 
a four day traverse of a remote section of the Northern 
Absarokas range with the goal of riding Sunlight Peak. 
They were met with variable summer snow conditions 
and crossed tracks with several grizzly bears, but their 
trip was a raging success as they rode lines on Sunlight 
Peak in perfect weather and safely completed their 
traverse without getting eaten.

globe-americas Northern Absarokas range

PUBLIC ADVENTURE 
GRANT

BACKCOUNTRY
ADVENTURE GRANT

Both grants have the same selection criteria and offer 
the same award, but the Live Like Liz award is open to 
only female applicants. The Live Like Liz Award honors 
aspiring mountain guide Liz Daley who was killed in an 
avalanche accident in 2014 and looks to support female 
riders with the same amazing passion for splitboarding 
that Liz was known for.   
 

Top: Graeme Greenwood and Jack Johnson drop into the glacial cirque below 

Sunlight Peak. / Middle: Every step is worth the effort when you unlock dream 

lines. / Bottom: The coldest crux of the journey. Graeme fords Sunlight Creek 

on day one of the traverse. CAMERA Chet Stefan
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The 2019 Live Like Liz Award was awarded to Shawna 
Wianecki-Paoli from Glacier, Washington. Shawna is a Mt. 
Baker local who spends her summers on a fishing boat 
in Alaska and her winters shredding Pacific Northwest 
powder. In May 2019, Shawna and three friends packed 
up their touring bikes with 5 days worth of food and 
splitboarding gear and started pedaling up the road 
from Shawna’s residence with the goal of completing a 
“doorstep to doorstep 100% human powered splitboard 

globe-americas Mount Baker

LIVE LIKE
LIZ AWARD

circumnavigation of Mount Baker”. The start of the 
adventure went well and they succeeded in summiting 
the peak via their first intended route but they called off 
plans to circumnavigate the peak due to incoming weather.

Top: Carving back to the car with a full overnight kit, Shawna Wianecki-Paoli 

drops off Heliotrope Ridge. / Bottom left: The long grind, pedaling up Glacier 

Creek road to the Heliotrope trailhead. / Bottom right: Entering the alpine, Shawna 

and crew close in on their camp spot near Black Buttes. CAMERA Calvin Shillington 
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It really does come down to respect. Too many politicians bow down to the short 

sighted perspectives of older generations instead of doing what’s right for our 

future generations. We do everything we can to minimize our footprint and 

maximize our environmental message out of respect for the youth of today. Even 

babies born in 2021 deserve a life full of pow days! CAMERA Ming Poon

ETHICS
OUR MISSION

Design innovative mountain gear that sets new performance 
standards and be a leader in manufacturing sustainability, 
environmental outreach, and backcountry education.

If only snowboards grew on trees, born 
from simply seed, soil, water, and sunshine, 
with a rogue root pushing up the sidewalk 
as their only impact. Manufacturing 
snowboards, and all the gear we make, 
demands resources with a more complex 
footprint than a fruit tree, but that doesn’t 
stop us from holistically tending to our 
production like an orchard.

We start with unique ECO-performance 
designs, the seeds of our products, that 
utilize innovative sustainable materials 

whenever possible. Our partner factories 
are our rich soil, cutting edge facilities 
where our designs come to life while 
providing steady employment and social 
stability to the workforce. The water and 
energy we use is never taken for granted 
and we strive to minimize our carbon 
footprint by analyzing the environmental 
impact at every stage of our products’ life 
cycle and investing in renewable energy.
We are very proud of the fruits of our 
labor. We make performance standard 
setting products that unlock limitless 

potential for human creativity and well 
being. We also give back to the global 
community through jobs and donations to 
environmental non-profits. No doubt there 
will be challenges as we work to make our 
garden ever greener, but we’re excited to 
share our successes and failures publicly. 
We’ve got nothing to hide in our orchard. 
Every business decision we make is firmly 
rooted in our desire to grow the sweetest, 
most sustainably produced snowboards 
and backcountry gear we can.



ETHICS

ENVIRONMENTAL NON-PROFIT PARTNERS

Our quest to improve the sustainability of our products 
is only one facet of our environmental efforts. We strive 
to take real action against climate change through our 
partnerships with the non-profit organizations 1% For 
The Planet, Protect Our Winters (POW), and Community 
Carbon Trees (CCT), plus public fundraising campaigns 
that help support them.

Protect Our Winters is a climate change organization 
founded by Jeremy Jones in 2007. The mission of POW 
is to engage and mobilize the winter sports community 
to lead the fight against climate change. POW is the 
environmental center point of this global community 
and unites brands, athletes and communities towards 
a common goal of reducing climate change’s effects on 
our sports and local economies. The collective power of 
the winter sports community is massive and POW helps 
organize the effort to step up and take responsibility to 
save a season that fuels our passions and provides jobs 
and economic vitality to mountain regions.

Jones’ 1% For The Planet donation to POW is used to 
support their efforts to push climate change legislation 
in Washington D.C., fight coal exports in the Pacific 
Northwest, as well as, promote climate change awareness 
campaigns such as the ‘Hot Athlete Cool Planet’ program 
that brings professional athletes into schools to talk 
about climate change.

Community Carbon Trees (CCT) fights against climate 
change by reforesting clear cut swaths of Costa Rican 
rainforest with a wide diversity of native tropical trees. The 
reforestation and protection of trees is truly an important 
step toward the mitigation of climate change as forests 
pull carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and recycle it 
into oxygen. The benefits of reforestation in Costa Rica are 
greater than most other places on Earth because tropical 
trees are able to grow 365 days-a-year thanks to Costa 
Rica’s unique location within 10 degrees of the Equator. 
With our total donations to CCT, we have supported the 
planting of 2100 trees on a previously deforested cattle 
ranch. The trees are now 2-3 years old and the forest is 
already flourishing with secondary growth and wildlife.

1% For The Planet is a growing association of businesses 
that have pledged to give 1% of their sales directly to 
sustainability-oriented non-profits. The mission of 1% 
For The Planet is to leverage this alliance of financially 
committed businesses to support a healthy planet.

“We understand that supporting environmental efforts is 
important to our customers,” said Jeremy Jones. “As a 
member of 1% For The Planet our customers are assured 
that their support goes beyond just our profits. We are 
proudly accountable for giving back to the earth.”
1% For The Planet member companies support thousands 
of non-profit organizations helping to save land, protect 
forests, rivers and oceans, make agricultural and 
energy production more sustainable, get toxics out of 
the environment, plastics out of the oceans and more. 
1% for the Planet carefully vets each nonprofit for track 
record, credibility and impact and annually verifies that 
members are making their contributions. More than $100 
million dollars has been invested by 1% for the Planet 
members in the last ten years.

More information on:
www.onepercentfortheplanet.org

More information on:
www.protectourwinters.org

More information on:
www.communitycarbontrees.org

Future climate champions make their voice heard at the Youth Climate Strike in Truckee, California. CAMERA Ming Poon Offering fair wages and consistent work, CCT employs dozens of local tree planters in Costa Rica. 
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FIGHTING 
DEFORESTATION 
WITH 
REFORESTATION
The mass destruction of the world’s rainforests from human activity is 
still out of control. Since 1970, the Amazon has lost over 17% and Latin 
America has lost 10% of their rainforests. What’s more shocking is that 
the rate of deforestation in the Amazon increased by 88% in June 2019 
compared to the previous year. Not only do rainforests matter more than 
ever, they are under more serious threat than ever.

As the clear cutting of rainforest in places 
like Brazil is seemingly unstoppable, our 
only solution to fight deforestation is to 
reforest other tropical areas. We found 
the perfect local organization to help us 
support rainforest reforestation in Costa 
Rica and since 2015 we have allocated a 
portion of our 1% For The Planet donation to 
Community Carbon Trees, an environmental 
organization based in the San Juan de 
Dios region.

Community Carbon Trees (CCT) reforests 
previously clear cut swaths of rainforest 

1 TON

5

25

20,000

9,000

Amount of CO
2
 offset by one

tropical tree in 25 years

Amount of adult trees necessary to 
offset annual CO

2
 emissions of

average passenger car - 5 tons CO
2

The amount of years CCT helps maintain the 
trees, four years of direct maintenance and 

21 years of supervision.

Amount of trees planted by
CCT in Costa Rica since 2010 

Amount of trees supported
by Jones since 2015

land with a wide diversity of native tropical 
trees. Reforestation fights climate change 
as forests pull carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere and recycle it into oxygen. 
The benefits of reforestation in Costa Rica 
and other tropical regions are greater 
than most other places on Earth because 
trees are able to grow 365 days-a-year 
in warm tropical climates. The faster a 
tree grows, the faster it starts pulling in 
CO2. CCT also helps empower the local 
community through the creation of fair 
pay employment, alternative forest income 
sources and eco-tourism projects.
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PROTECTING 
FORESTS
WITH FSC™
100% of Jones’ wood materials are now Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC™) certified.

Here’s why we switched to all FSC™ wood:

WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL ABOUT FSC™?

What is FSC™?

Why does FSC™ matter?

What does FSC™ do?

Is FSC™ a trend?

Known as the mark of responsible forestry, you’ll find 
the FSC™ label on many wood products from tissue 
paper to snowboards. FSC™ works to improve global 
forest management and prevent deforestation, and as a 
result, helps manufacturers who use wood reduce the 
social and environmental impact of their products. There 
is no getting around the fact that a snowboard’s wood 
core used to be a tree, but by choosing FSC™ wood we 
are choosing to work with suppliers who are committed 
and monitored for sustainable forest practices.

According to recent studies, deforestation accounts for 
8% of annual global green house gas emissions. If the 
world’s forests were a country, their annual destruction 
would be the third largest GHG contributor behind China 
and the USA. By choosing to purchase FSC™ wood 
products you are choosing to support the sub-section of 
the global wood industry that recognizes deforestation 
and un-sustainable harvesting are not the proper solution 
to increased consumer demand for wood. Some FSC™ 
wood suppliers may not be perfect eco-angels, but the 
fact that they invite transparency to their operations is 
a huge first step towards pushing a deeply in trenched, 
global resource extraction industry towards improved 
sustainability.

FSC™ sets the gold standard for forest management. 
Their principles and management plans set stringent 
guidelines for the planting, harvesting and protection of 
trees and the habitat a forest provides for flora, fauna, 
and humans. Obtaining FSC™ certification is a voluntary 
act. Only wood suppliers and manufacturers who care 
enough about the environment to have their operations 
monitored for compliance apply to become FSC™ certified. 
No laws are used to require manufacturers to follow the 
management protocols set by the FSC™.

The market for sustainably produced consumer products 
is massive and growing like wildfire. FSC™ is one of the 
most well known eco-certifications of any kind, and by 
far the most respected wood and paper eco-certification. 
Thousands of new products and materials are FSC™ 
certified every month, and though some brands may 
seek certification to increase product demand from eco-
conscious consumers, the overall effect of FSC™’s rapid 
growth is the same. The more suppliers and brands that 
demand clean wood, the higher percentage of the world’s 
forests that will inevitably become better protected. We’re 
not expecting deeper powder days because we switched to 
100% FSC™ certified wood, but we do believe supporting 
FSC™ is undeniably movement in the right direction 
towards fighting global deforestation, and inherently, 
climate change.
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ETHICS

Performance + durability + sustainability

PERFORMANCE FOCUSED, ECO CONSCIOUS.

Balancing the qualities of performance, durability and 
sustainability is one of the most difficult aspects of 
snowboard design. We strive to use as many sustainable 
materials as possible, but we trust our lives to these boards 
so we must value performance and durability equally as 
much. This ECO-Performance design philosophy is the 
foundation upon which everything we make is made. We 
strive to make the most sustainable products possible 
without sacrificing performance.

The raw materials in our 2021 collection are the most 
sustainable we’ve ever used. 100% of Jones snowboards 
feature FSC™ certified woodcores, Bio resin, recycled 
ABS sidewalls + steel edges and are factory waxed with 
Wend Natural Wax. Select models feature FSC™ certified 
wood veneer topsheets or eco-plastic topsheets. Topsheet 
graphics are printed with water based inks.

SNOWBOARDS / SPLITBOARDS APPAREL BACKPACKS

700 km 14,000 kg92,000 m2

Recycled Sidewalls used Solvent Varnish savedPlastic Topsheets saved

If we would put them next to each, the sidewall 
length would do a trip from San Franciso to 
Los Angeles, with of course a pit stop at El 
Captain, Yosemite.

The equivalent mass of 23 compact cars.Put side by side, the area would represent 
12 European soccer fields 

Organic
Cotton

GOTS - Global Organic
Textile Standard

Recycled
Fabrics

Flip-Flop
Base

Sustainable 
Flax/Basalt Stringers

Bio Resin

FSC™
Engineered Veneer

Flax
Fiber

Fusion
Tech

PVC Free
Fabrics

Textured ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Basalt
Stringers

Water Based
Inks

Wend
Natural Wax

FSC™
Ash Veneer

UPDATED

No Solvents 
Coated Varnish

Finger-Joined
Wood Cores

Recycled
Black ABS

FSC™
Woodcores

Oversized
Recycled Edges

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

100%
Repreve – Recycled

Lightweight Polyester
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CAMERA Andrew Miller

Our quest to produce the most sustainable snowboards possible took a massive leap 
forward in 2019 with our switch to bio-resin epoxy. Bio-resin is a bio-based epoxy made 
with 27% plant-based carbon instead of petroleum-based carbon. The organic raw 
materials used to make bio-resin are co-products or waste products of plant-based 
industrial processes. Bio-resin perfectly matches our ECO-performance goals as 
there is no performance difference between bio-resin and standard petroleum based 
epoxy, but the bio-resin requires 33% less greenhouse gas emissions to produce 
than conventional epoxy. 

33% 100%
of our boards molded

with Bio Resin
Reduced toxcicity
in manufacturing

less greenhouse
emissions

Plant based performance
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ETHICS

SUPPLY CHAIN MAP

Atlantic Ocean

North
Sea

Norwegian
Sea

Indian Ocean

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

FACTORIES SNOWBOARD RAW MATERIALS

GERMANY AUSTRIA

CHINA

SWITZERLAND SLOVENIAU.A.E.

SWEDEN

BELGIUM U.S.A.

UNITED KINGDOM

FRANCE

Snowboards U.A.E.

Bindings China

Backpacks Vietnam

Skins Switzerland

Poles Austria

Shovel Czech Republic

Probe South Korea

Apparel Turkey

Hats China

	� Carbon 

	� Fiberglass

	� Foil Stamp Foil 

	� Shrink-foil 

	� Stainless Steel

	� Stickers

	� Veneers

	� Water Inks

	� Carbon 

	� Fiberglass 

	� Steel edge

	� Basalt Stringers

	� Base

	� Carbon Stringers

	� Recycled Sidewalls

	� Topsheet

	� Inserts 

	� Raw Woodcores

	� Raw Veneers

	� Inks 	� Raw Woodcores

	� TeXtreme

	� Flax 	� Web Fused Carbon

	� Base

	� Engineered Veneer

	� Basalt / Flax

CODE OF CONDUCT & SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY AUDIT
The support of our factory partners is critical to maintain and advance our social 
and sustainability standards.  We designed and implemented a Code Of Conduct and 
a Social and Environmental Responsibility Audit Program to ensure our partners meet 
our standards. All suppliers are obligated to adhere to our Code of Conduct and major 

HUMAN RIGHTS THE ENVIRONMENT FAIR OPERATING PRACTICES LABOR PRACTICES

Civil, Political, Economic, 
Social & Cultural Rights

Resource & waste management,
 pollution prevention

Anti-corruption, 
Fair competition

Health and safety at work,
Minimum wage, Max work hours

CONSUMER ISSUES

Product quality control, 
Consumer health & safety

THE CODE OF CONDUCT HAS 5 CORE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY SUBJECTS.

suppliers are subject to the audit. Using the results of the audit, we determine each 
supplier’s necessary corrective actions/deadlines/penalties and work with them to 
progress with clear objectives.
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Sustainability focused + socially 
responsible factory partner

All Jones boards are proudly built in the U.A.E by SWS 
Board Technologies. SWS is an industry leading board 
sports manufacturer that strives to build the highest 
quality and most sustainable products possible while 
providing an exceptional workplace for their employees. 
SWS manages all aspects of their production and facilities 
to ensure they continually reduce their non-renewable 
energy use, recycle any viable waste products and 
provide a safe working environment. For 2020/21 SWS 
has made exciting developments on all these aspects 
of their company.

THE FACTORY

100% solar power by May 2020 MSDS SEDEX member Recycling

SWS is located in Dubai where the entire 
government run power grid is 30% solar 
powered. SWS is planning to become 
100% solar powered by May 2020 with 
the installation of their own massive 
solar power array. When the solar array 
is completed they will be able to cover all 
their own energy needs and contribute 
power back to the public energy grid. By 
converting to 100% solar they expect to 
save 596 tons of CO2 emissions per year. 

SWS has developed an efficient MSDS 
(hazardous chemical) management system. 
All employees that handle chemicals are 
well trained and all MSDS documentation 
is linked to their overall Environmental 
Management System that helps them 
adhere to all international regulations such 
as BSSL, PROP 65 and REACH.

SWS is a member of SEDEX, a not-for-profit 
membership organization for businesses 
committed to social accountability. As 
an SEDEX member, they periodically 
conduct audits to make sure the labor 
standards, health + safety standards, 
plus environmental and business ethics 
of the company meet or exceed all SEDEX 
requirements.

Every effort is made to eliminate material 
waste in production, but some waste 
products are unavoidable. Wood dust 
generated from making wood cores 
is collected and sent to government 
authorized recyclers. The factory has plans 
to use wood dust as fuel for the boilers 
in the future. The factory also recycles all 
plastic and metal material containers and 
topsheet printer ink cartridges are refilled.

-22%-3.5%-25%-5%
Waste reductionGHG EmissionsWater reductionEnergy reduction

SWS has been focused on reducing waste. 
By updating processes and investing in 
new technologies they will achieve a 22% 
absolute reduction in waste that goes to 
the landfill this year.

By reducing energy use and streamlining 
transportation logistics the factory achieved 
a 3.5% global reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions last year.

A majority of the water used in the factory 
is recycled in a closed loop water system. 
Even gray water from washrooms and other 
sources is collected, processed and used 
for drip irrigation of factory landscaping. 

From board presses to lights the factory 
continually fine tunes production processes 
to minimize energy use. 60% of the factory 
lights are now LED fixtures with the goal 
of going completely LED by 2021.
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Words: Nick Russell / Photos: Christian Pondella  

Rising high above Convict Lake, Mount 
Morrison dominates the skyline and can be 
seen visibly from the 395 corridor outside 
of Mammoth Lakes. Records indicate 
that the peak was first climbed by either 
Norman Clyde or John Mendenhall in 1928, 
presumably via its Eastern flanks. The 
trademark characteristic is certainly its 
seemingly impenetrable Northeast face, 
split by a thin Y shaped couloir ending 
in a 200 foot cliff. This heavily guarded 
narrow passageway is, in my mind, one 
of the most eye catching forbidden fruits 
of the front country. Despite the obvious 
objective hazards of the crux, the line’s 
beauty is simply undeniable.  
 
I’d passed by it many times, yet it took 
several years and the right mindset 
before actually viewing the line as a viable 
riding option. Named due to Morrison’s 
notoriously loose rock and poor protection, 
apparently the only safe way to gain the 
corridor is by a delicate alignment of 
the stars. First, a melt-freeze cycle is 
needed for the rock pitch to freeze over 
and become possible to ascend as an ice 
climb. Secondly, once in the couloir itself, 
the ideal juxtaposition of snow conditions 

PATIENCE AND
PERSEVERANCE:
THE DEATH COULOIR 

must be present due to the exposure to 
hangfire of opposing southerly aspects 
that funnel into the gun barrel.  
 
No clue whether or not the line had been 
ridden or skied before or if it was even 
possible, a phone call to photographer 
Christian Pondella only further intensified 
my curiosity and planted the seed for what 
would become our primary and secretive 
springtime vendetta. We were thwarted by 
the elements on two separate occasions, 
one of them being a close call at the bottom 
of the line in which we retreated moments 
before the mountain came crashing down 
above us. With patience and perseverance, 
our third attempt granted passage to the 
summit ridge and atop one of the more 
exhilarating lines either of us had ever 
ridden. 

Top: A deceiving view down the Death Couloir. Looks mellow 

right? Not so much. Ice axe in hand, Nick knows no mistakes 

allowed riding above the close out cliff lurking below. / 

Bottom left: On approach with Morrison’s Northeast face 

and the Death Coulior looming above. / Bottom middle: 

Stoke is high on the summit ridge of Mount Morrison. / 

Bottom right: Just your casual 200 foot rappel down an 

ice fall to finish the line.





EQUIPMENT 
YOU CAN
TRUST.

Does anything shake this kid? You’d never know it if it did. Telluride shredder Harry Kearney is a zen master when it comes 

to climbing and riding through exposure. Harry has been snowboarding since he was in diapers and has the board control 

and confidence to prove it. Harry see lines where others don’t. We’re honored to make equipment Harry trusts his life to 

when he’s pushing his limits. CAMERA Andrew Miller





BINDINGS
HIGH POWERED BODY X BOARD CONNECTION

Bindings are the critical link between your body and your board. The perfect binding hugs 
your boot with no pressure points and transfers every movement to your edges with 
maximum efficiency. Jones bindings are designed to deliver such unmatched comfort and 
response. The Apollo is a premium freeride binding built for riders who need maximum 
response in technical terrain and the Mercury is a freestyle/freeride binding designed 
for all-terrain riders who slash up the whole mountain. At the heart of both models is the 
NOW Skate Tech pivot system. NOW technology increases board control, decreases board 
chatter and let’s you ride with more power and less foot fatigue from first to last chair.

When your bindings fit right your board should feel like a natural extension of your body. Nick Russell tests the theory at 

Mammoth Mountain. CAMERA Andrew Miller



toe straps ASYM buckles Triple-Density foot pillow

Full baseplate footbed made from 3 different EVA foam 
densities for best-in-class cushioning that maximizes 
binding comfort while minimizing foot fatigue. 3D molded 
footbed surface offers supreme traction for any boot tread 
pattern and prevents snow build-up.

Designed for max comfort, durability and response. Even 
pressure distribution around the toe of your boot. Better 
grip, increased durability and better connected-comfort, 
that’s AuxTech.  

All-new bombproof buckles made from aircraft-grade 
alloy featuring ultra-strong levers and springs. Triple 
action ratchet design increases speed of entry and release.

When I first tried Skate Tech (NOW Bindings) prototype bindings back in 2009, I tested them 
against the leading traditional binding on two identical boards with the same tune, same 
stance. I instantly felt the difference: more control, less chatter, less foot pain. Once I felt 
the power of Skate Tech, there was no going back.

— Jeremy Jones

ENHANCEREDUCE CUSTOMIZE

Foot fatigue and board chatter Board control and edge hold Response and dampening
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The components of the NOW Skate Tech design mimic the function of a skateboard 
truck. The “Hanger” acts as a lever that transfers energy input from the straps to the 
“Bushings” and onto the board edges. The “Kingpin” acts as the fulcrum for the “Hanger” 
and magnifies the energy transfer through leverage. Traditional bindings lose energy 
when the baseplate flexes and bends unevenly. The energy loss forces you to crank 
your straps tighter and ride with more forward lean to gain the same control. Uneven 
pressure and tight straps lead to more foot fatigue and pain. By evenly pivoting over 
the “Post”, the middle of your board flexes more uniformly and your energy inputs 
are focused directly on your edge. Your feet stay more relaxed and more comfortable 
because the bindings transfer power to the board with less work.

KINGPIN

HANGER 2.0

POSTBUSHINGS

FLUSHCUP

The Kingpin is the fulcrum that the Hanger 
pivots on. Design magnifies energy transfer 
and enhances board response through 
leverage. Made from stainless steel with 
4mm allen key hardware.

Hanger pivots on the Kingpin like a lever 
allowing lightning fast edge-to-edge energy 
transfer. True baseless design that delivers 
the most even board flex of any binding 
on the market.

The Post attaches the hanger to the kingpin 
and is the connection between binding 
and board. Made from nylon and recycled 
carbon, the post is super light and durable.

Bushings are the primary binding contact 
point and offer customizable response 
and dampening.
Surf mode: soft bushings - white
Freeride mode: hard bushings - black

Free your feet and and feel 
true surf vibes by riding 
without a highback on the 
super deep powder days.

BINDINGS TECH
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Jones bindings offer customizable dampening and response by switching between 
Surf Mode and Freeride Mode. Surf Mode lets you tweak harder, while Freeride Mode 
keeps you locked in for maximum response. Switch modes by changing the bushings 
from soft (Surf Mode) to hard (Freeride Mode) and adjusting the Flip-It ankle straps. 
The Flip-It strap allows you to interchange the ankle straps between the left and right 
binding to create custom response. Ride with the ankle straps in Freeride mode for 
more lateral support and board response or flip the straps into Surf Mode for solid 
heel support, but more ankle flexibility for getting loose.

FREERIDE MODE VS SURF MODE

	� Position the wide half of the strap below the buckle for solid heel support but more 
ankle flexibility for getting loose.

	� Use Soft Bushings for a looser, more dynamic surf feel.

	� Position the wide half of the strap above the buckle for more lateral support and 
board response.

	� Use Hard Bushings for maximum board response.

SURF MODEFREERIDE MODE

MEN’S SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

US 5-7.5 7-10.5 10-13

EU 36.5-40 39-43.5 43-47

MD 23.5-25.5 25-28.5 28-30.5

WOMEN’S SMALL MEDIUM

US 5.5-8.5 8.5-10

EU 36.5-40 39-42.5

MD 23.5-25.5 25-27.5

Designed for durability.
Lifetime warranty on binding Hanger 
and Post. One year warranty on all other 
binding components.

BOOT FIT

ANKLE STRAPS FOOT PILLOW

DURABILITY

Mid-Wide strap

The Flip-It Mid-wide strap has a moderate 
size profile for balanced response and 
tweak-ability. It’s built around a 3D-injected 
core for solid support and a foam wrap 
for even pressure distribution and lateral 
flexibility. 

Wide strap Comfort Foam foot pillow Response Tri-Foam foot pillow

The Flip-It Wide strap has a thin, wide 
profile that covers more of your boot for 
maximum response. It’s built around a 
3D-injected core for solid support and a 
foam wrap for even pressure distribution 
and lateral flexibility. 

Full length EVA foam footbed that 
maximizes binding comfort while 
minimizing foot fatigue. The 3D molded 
footbed surface offers supreme traction 
for any boot tread pattern and prevents 
snow build-up.

Premium full length foam footbed made 
with three different densities of EVA foam. 
The heel + toe are soft for max comfort, 
the center is mid-stiff for precise response 
and the bottom of the footbed is stiff for 
solid support.
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#JonesMercury

MERCURY

The Mercury binding is designed for the all-mountain rider who needs supreme edge 
control and comfort balanced with a more maneuverable, medium stiff flex. The Mercury 
will respond instantly to your every move thanks to NOW Skate Tech technology that 
transfers your energy directly to your edges. The Mercury’s new Control Flex highback 
offers solid support while absorbing chatter and eliminating calf-bite. The Mercury 
can be set up in Surf mode or Freeride mode by switching bushing and swapping the 
Flip-It ankle straps. Surf mode offers maximum tweak-ability, Freeride mode offers 
maximum response. New for 2021, the Mercury has a new Control Flex highback plus 
low profile Auxtech toe straps and ergonomic buckles.

The Mercury Surf Series edition comes set up in Surf Mode with the ankle straps positioned for maximum tweak-ability 

and soft bushings in the hangers for a playful board feel.

Ideal for freestyle, freeriding and surf slashing

BINDINGS FEATURES

FLEX RATINGCONTROL FLEX HIGHBACK

FREERIDE MODE / SURF MODE

	■ Control Flex Highback

	■ 3D AuxTech Toe Straps

	■ Asym Buckles

	■ Tool-less Strap Adjustment

	■ Nylon, Recycled Carbon Post

	■ Comfort Foam foot pillow

	■ Asym highback with wider lateral side for added toe side 

turn support.

	■  Stiff middle spine for solid carving performance

	■  Flexible side edges for added freestyle performance

	■  Tool-less forward lean adjustment

	■  Highback Flex Rating: 6

Designed for balanced response and flex
Mid-wide profile and mid-stiff flex let you lock in turns 
or tweak airs.

Flip-it ankle strap technology:
Side 1 · Freeride mode
Side 2 · Surf mode

Available bushings:
Soft · Surf mode
Hard · Freeride mode

SPECS

Color: 
Sizes:
Weight:

Color: 
Sizes:
Weight:

Surf Series, Navy, Natural
Medium, Large
868 gr

Black
Small, Medium, Large
868 gr

THE ALL-MOUNTAIN FREE-SURF BINDING

	■ Mid-Wide ankle strap

	■ Hanger 2.0 - Nylon Reinforced with 30% 

Fiberglass

	■ NOW Highcup Compatible

	■ Flushcup Technology

	■ 4x4 and EST Disc included / 50% GF Nylon

UPDATED

Surf Series
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Navy Black

Natural
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#JonesApollo

APOLLO

The Apollo binding is designed for the expert freerider who demands unmatched edge 
control, response and comfort. What sets the Apollo apart is the Flax Carbon highback 
that features a wide upper section that locks in your boot top on toe side turns. Matching 
the ultra responsive highback with NOW Skate Tech technology offers a binding that 
will react to your every muscle twitch with lightning fast accuracy. The Apollo can be 
set up in Surf mode or Freeride mode by switching bushings and swapping the Flip-It 
ankle straps. Surf mode offers maximum tweak-ability, Freeride mode offers maximum 
response. New for 2021, the Apollo has a triple-density EVA foot pillow plus low profile 
AuxTech toe straps and ergonomic buckles.

Ideal for technical freeriding and high speed carving

BINDINGS FEATURES

FLEX RATINGASYM FLAX / CARBON WIDE-BACK

FREERIDE MODE / SURF MODE

	■ Asym Flax / Carbon Wide-Back

	■ 3D AuxTech Toe Straps

	■ Asym Buckles

	■ Response Tri-Foam foot pillow 

	■ Wide ankle strap

	■ Tool-less Adjuster Straps

	■ Asymmetrical shape follows leg angles

	■ Pre-rotated five degrees

	■ Made from Flax and 3K Carbon Fiber

	■ Multi-position forward lean block with allen key hardware

	■ Highback Flex Rating: 9

Designed for maximum response
Flax/Carbon composite highback with extended width 
upper section for improved toe-side turn response.

Flip-it ankle strap technology:
Side 1 · Freeride mode
Side 2 · Surf mode

Available bushings:
Soft · Surf mode
Hard · Freeride mode

SPECS

Color: 
Sizes:
Weight:

Black
Medium, Large
840 gr

THE ULTIMATE FREERIDE BINDING

	■ Nylon, Recycled Carbon Post

	■ Hanger 2.0 Nylon Reinforced with 30%  

Fiberglass

	■ NOW Highcup Compatible

	■ Flushcup Technology

	■ 4x4 and EST Disc included / 50% GF Nylon

UPDATED
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SCRAPER GRIP

The Jones exclusive Scraper Grip has a hard plastic snow 
scraper built into an ergonomic EVA foam grip. Use the 
scraper to remove ice from your base and topsheet on 
the way up or down. The extended foam handle offers 
secure grip for multiple hand positions.

Snow Claw basket 2.0 Floating basket

Our redesigned Snow Claw 2.0 baskets deliver exceptional traction on firm or soft snow 
and are easy to plant on any slope angle thanks to a unique basket attachment that 
floats relative to the pole shaft. The new Snow Claw baskets are stiffer for the firm 
days and have 25% more surface area for the super deep days. Baskets interlock with 
pole tips for a tighter pole package when strapped to your pack.

Dynamic basket design that grips the snow at any slope angle by floating relative to 
the pole shaft at a maximum angle of 32°.

SPLITBOARDING
POLES
ADVANCED ASCENT GEAR,
BUILT TO LAST

Collapsible poles are the four-wheel drive of your backcountry ascent 
gear. They keep you from slipping and sliding as you ascend the skintrack 
and give you solid balance in the bootpack.

We are excited to introduce a new model to the Jones Pole collection 
for 2020/21, the Talon FXP.  The new Talon FXP is a four section carbon/
aluminum pole that collapses to a size small enough to fit inside a backpack. 



TALON TALON PRO

UPDATEDUPDATED

The Talon Pro Poles are ultralight three-section collapsible poles designed to offer 
unmatched performance and minimal carry weight. The Talon Pro features our dual-
density Scraper Grip that has a hard plastic snow scraper built into a comfortable 
EVA foam grip. The scraper can be used for de-icing your base before dropping in or 
knocking snow off your split skis on the ascent. The redesigned Snow Claw 2.0 baskets 
deliver exceptional traction on firm or soft snow and are easy to plant on any angle 
slope thanks to a unique basket attachment that floats relative to the pole shaft. The 
Talon Pro’s upper two sections are made with carbon to keep the poles light and stiff 
while the lower section is made with Titanal for added durability. The usable length of 
the Talon Pro poles is 105-135cm. Collapsed length is 61cm and the baskets interlock 
with the pole tips for a tighter package when strapped to your pack. Talon Pro poles 
are covered by a three-year warranty. Made in Austria.

The Talon poles are ultra durable three-section collapsible poles designed for a lifetime 
of backcountry use and abuse. The Talon features our dual-density Scraper Grip that 
has a hard plastic snow scraper built into a comfortable EVA foam grip. The scraper 
can be used for de-icing your base before dropping in or knocking snow off your split 
skis on the ascent. The redesigned Snow Claw 2.0 baskets deliver exceptional traction 
on firm or soft snow and are easy to plant on any angle slope thanks to a unique 
basket attachment that floats relative to the pole shaft. The Talon’s pole sections are 
made with 7075-T6 aluminum for maximum durability and the usable length is 105-
135cm. Collapsed length is 61cm and the baskets interlock with the pole tips for a 
tighter package when strapped to your pack. Talon poles are covered by a three-year 
warranty. Made in Austria.

POLES FEATURES & TECHNOLOGYPOLES FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY

	■ 3x Part Adjustable Pole

	■ 2x Carbon Sections

	■ 1x Bombproof Titanal Section

	■ Dual Density Scraper Grip

	■ Ergonomic Padded Strap

	■ 3x Part Adjustable Pole

	■ Recycled Aluminum 7075-T6

	■ Dual Density Scraper Grip

	■ Ergonomic Padded Strap

	■ Powerlock 3.0 Mechanism

	■ Powerlock 3.0 Mechanism

	■ Snow Claw Baskets 2.0 / Floating Basket

	■ Ice-flex Tungsten/Carbide Basket Tip

	■ ECO Water soluble coatings

	■ 3 Year Warranty

	■ Snow Claw Baskets 2.0 / Floating Basket

	■ Ice-flex Tungsten/Carbide Basket Tip

	■ ECO Water soluble coatings

	■ 3 Year Warranty

THE STIFF, ULTRALIGHT POLETHE SIMPLE, SOLID POLE
Ideal for backcountry touring and extended expeditionsIdeal for backcountry touring and wilderness exploration

SPECSSPECS

Sections:
Usable Length:
Collapsed Length:
Weight Per Pair:

Sections:
Usable Length:
Collapsed Length:
Weight Per Pair:

Ø18/16/14 mm
105 / 135 cm
61 cm
466 gr

Ø18/16/14 mm
105 / 135 cm
61 cm
505 gr
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TALON FXP 

The new Talon FXP poles are four-section collapsible poles designed to balance weight, 
performance and collapsed length. When expanded, the Talon FXP offer stiff, adjustable 
length support, and when collapsed, they can fit inside a backpack. The Talon FXP also 
feature our dual-density Scraper Grip that has a hard plastic snow scraper built into 
a comfortable EVA foam grip. The scraper can be used for de-icing your base before 
dropping in or knocking snow off your split skis on the ascent. The redesigned Snow 
Claw 2.0 baskets deliver exceptional traction on firm or soft snow and are easy to plant 
on any angle slope thanks to a unique basket attachment that floats relative to the pole 
shaft. The Talon FXP’s middle two sections are made with carbon to keep the poles 
light while the upper and lower sections are made with Titanal for added durability. 
The usable length of the Talon FXP poles is 115-135cm. Collapsed length is 42cm and 
the baskets interlock with the pole for a tighter package. Talon FXP poles are covered 
by a three-year warranty. Made in Austria.

POLES FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY

	■ New Compact, 4-section FXP design

	■ 2x Ultralight Carbon sections

	■ 2x Bombproof Titanal section

	■ Dual Density Scraper Grip

	■ Ergonomic Padded Strap

	■ Powerlock 3.0 Mechanism 

	■ Snow Claw Basket 2.0 / Floating Basket

	■ Ice-Flex Tungsten/carbide basket Tip

	■ ECO Water soluble coatings

	■ 3 Year Warranty

THE PREMIUM, COMPACT POLE
Ideal for backcountry touring and technical descents

SPECS

Sections:
Usable Length:
Collapsed Length:
Weight Per Pair:

Ø18/16/14 mm
115 / 135 cm
42 cm
610 gr

NEW

FXP Technology

New adjustable length folding pole technology that sets 
new benchmark in folding pole stiffness and durability. 
FXP poles use two push button triggers and a tensioned 
wire cable for securing pole sections.
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SKINTRACK PROVEN

All it takes is one hour in the skin track to 
realize the importance of solid climbing 
skins. High performance skins will not 
only deliver you to dream lines, but they 
will get you back to the trailhead safe 
and sound. Jones skins are made in 
Switzerland by Pomoca, one of the most 
trusted manufacturers in the industry. We’ve 
tested our skins over hundreds of hours in 
the skintrack and stand by both models as 
the premier splitboard skins in the world.

CLIMBING
SKINS



NOMAD PRONOMAD

UPGRADED

Jones Nomad Climbing Skins are premium splitboard skins that offer the ideal balance 
of glide, grip and durability. The Nomad skin fibers are 70% Mohair and 30% Synthetic 
Nylon. The natural mohair fibers deliver exceptional glide in any snow condition because 
they remain soft and flexible at any temperature. The nylon fibers provide extra traction 
when the skin track gets steep or icy and improved durability over 100% Mohair skins. 
Nomad skins are PFC-free and are coated with Bluesign-approved EVER DRY 3.0 Anti-
glopping treatment to improve performance in wet snow. Jones Nomad PRO Skins are 
also laminated with RUBBER SAFER SKIN backing. This rubber layer keeps the skin from 
absorbing water and makes the skins easier to pull apart. Nomad skins are available 
in two models: Trim-To-Fit with Universal Tail Clip and Pre-Cut with Quick Tension Tail 
Clip. The Quick Tension Tail Clip adjusts in seconds, provides the perfect skin tension 
and is compatible with all Jones splitboards 2016 and newer.

Jones Nomad PRO Skins are the ultimate high performance splitboard skins in any snow 
condition. The Nomad Pro skin fibers are a blend of 70% Mohair and 30% Synthetic Nylon 
fibers. This combination of natural and synthetic fibers provides the perfect balance 
of glide, grip and durability. Nomad Pro skins are PFC-free and have been coated with 
both Bluesign-approved EVER DRY 3.0 Anti-glopping treatment to improve wet snow 
performance and GLIDE TECH treatment which helps maintain the glide for the lifetime 
of the skin. Jones Nomad PRO Skins are also laminated with RUBBER SAFER SKIN 
backing. This rubber layer keeps the skin from absorbing water and makes the skins 
easier to pull apart. Nomad PRO skins are available in two models: Trim-To-Fit with 
Universal Tail Clip and Pre-Cut with Quick Tension Tail Clip. The Quick Tension Tail Clip 
adjusts in seconds, provides the perfect skin tension and is compatible with all Jones 
splitboards 2016 and newer.

Ideal for backcountry touring and wilderness exploration Ideal for all-seasons, all-conditions backcountry touring

SKINS TECHNOLOGY

MADE IN SWITZERLAND EVER DRY (BLUESIGN APPROVED) RUBBER SAFER SKINS

70% MOHAIR / 30% NYLON GRIP TECH GLIDE TECH

SKINS PACKAGE INCLUDES SKINS PACKAGE INCLUDESSKINS TECHNOLOGY

	■ Rubber Safer Skins

	■ Ever Dry

	■ Grip Tech

	■ 70% Mohair & 30% Nylon

	■ Universal Tail Clip

	■ PFC-Free skins

	■ Glide Tech 

	■ Rubber Safer Skins

	■ Ever Dry

	■ Grip Tech

	■ 70% Mohair & 30% Nylon

	■ Universal Tip Clip

	■ PFC-Free skins

Quick Tension Tail Clip:
One pair skins with Quick Tension Tail 
Clips attached / Two Backing Sheets / 
Skin Bag / Cheat Sheet

Universal Tail Clip:
Trim-To-Fit Skin
Skin size: 140mm x 1450mm
Fits all Splitboards brands

Universal Tail Clip:
Trim-To-Fit Skin
Skin size: 140mm x 1450mm
Fits all Splitboards brands

Quick Tension Tail Clip:
Pre-Cut Skin / Nine Pre-Cut sizes
Fits all 2016 and newer Jones 
splitboards (except Youth Splits)

Quick Tension Tail Clip:
Pre-Cut Skin / Nine Pre-Cut sizes
Fits all 2016 and newer Jones 
splitboards (except Youth Splits)

Quick Tension Tail Clip:
One pair skins with Quick Tension Tail 
Clips attached / Two Backing Sheets / 
Skin Bag / Cheat Sheet

Universal Tail Clip:
One pair skins / One pair Universal 
Tail Clips / Four Rivets / Two Backing 
Sheets / Skin Cutter / Cheat Sheet / 
Skin Bag

Jones Nomad and Nomad PRO climbing 
skins are both made with a blend of 70% 
natural mohair fiber and 30% synthetic 
nylon. The mohair offers unmatched glide 
and a supple skin feel while the nylon 
improves grip and water repellency.

Grip Tech skins are made with a special 
material that works well under dynamic 
tension and has a high resistance to 
twisting and abrasion.

Glide Tech coating reduces friction on each 
skin fiber so neither super-cold fresh snow 
or wet, hot snow will stick to the skin and 
rob energy-saving glide.

Jones skins are made in Switzerland by 
one of the most innovative and trusted skin 
manufacturers in the world, POMOCA. For 
the last 40 years POMOCA has produced 
industry leading skins for high altitude 
ski mountaineering and randonee racing.

Jones skins are treated with EVER DRY 
anti-glopping treatment. The coating keeps 
the skins from absorbing moisture and 
prevents snow/ice build-up under the skin.

Jones skins are laminated with a rubber 
backing that prevents skins from getting 
waterlogged. Drier skins are safer as they 
are less likely to lose adhesion to your skis 
in critical situations.

Universal Tail Clip:
One pair skins / One pair Universal 
Tail Clips / Four Rivets / Two Backing 
Sheets / Skin Cutter / Cheat Sheet / 
Skin Bag

Left: Puttin’ in a path to paradise. Forrest Shearer sets a track into the Sierra. CAMERA Andrew Miller
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CRITICAL EQUIPMENT FOR 
EVERY BACKCOUNTRY RIDER

Avalanche rescue gear is critical equipment. These tools 
save lives in the right hands. We’ve partnered with ARVA, 
an industry leading avalanche safety gear manufacturer 
to produce durable and high performance rescue tools for 
riders of every backcountry skill level. Our shovels and 
probes are built to perform when you need them most.

MOUNTAIN 
SAFETY GEAR

Know before you go. Nick Russell assess the snowpack before attempting a 

backcountry descent in Sonora Pass. CAMERA Andrew Miller



EXCAVATOR SHOVELEXCAVATOR CARBON SHOVEL

The Excavator Carbon Shovel is an ultralight backcountry tool built for light and fast 
alpine missions. Featuring a streamlined yet high volume anodized aluminum blade and 
a single section carbon shaft, you’ll barely notice the weight of the Excavator Carbon 
in your backcountry pack. The Excavator Carbon’s 49cm carbon shaft is a functional 
length for moving snow fast yet short enough to fit in any backpack. For unshakable 
grip or changing hand positions, the Excavator Carbon is outfitted with an ergonomic 
symmetrical T-handle.

The Excavator Shovel is a robust and lightweight backcountry tool built for both rescue 
and winter camping use. Featuring a streamlined yet high volume anodized aluminum 
blade, the Excavator can move snow fast, yet easily slips into any size backpack. The 
Excavator’s two-section collapsible aluminum shaft can adjust from 32cm to 49cm and 
offers a functional length while keeping the shaft compact. For unshakable grip when 
moving fast or changing hand positions, the Excavator is outfitted with an ergonomic 
symmetrical T-handle.

SHOVEL FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY SHOVEL FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY

	■ Shaft Material: Carbon

	■ Shaft Geometry: Round

	■ Shaft Size: 46 cm

	■ Full Size: 69 cm

	■ Blade Size: 23.5 cm / 24 cm

	■ Shaft Material: Aluminium

	■ Shaft Geometry: Ovoïd

	■ Shaft Size: 49 cm

	■ Collapsed size: 32 cm

	■ Full Size: 69 cm

	■ Blade Material: 1,5mm Anodized Aluminium 

	■ Handle Shape: T

	■ Weight: 377 gr

	■ Made in Europe

	■ Blade Size: 23.5 cm / 24 cm

	■ Blade Material: 2 mm Anodized Aluminium 

	■ Handle Shape: T

	■ Weight: 565 gr

	■ Made in Europe

ULTRALIGHT BACKCOUNTRY TOOL MANDATORY BACKCOUNTRY TOOL
Ideal for light and fast backcountry travel Ideal for backcountry travel and winter camping
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STRIKE 240 PROBESTRIKE 320 PROBE

The Strike 320 Probe is a robust backcountry safety tool designed for backcountry 
travelers who frequently tour in deep snowpacks or avalanche professionals. Featuring 
eight 13cm diameter aluminum sections and a Double Push Pin with wire cable locking 
system, the Strike 320 comes together in seconds. For unmatched grip when moving 
fast, the Strike has an ergonomic thermoplastic grip.

The Strike 240 Probe is a simple and solid backcountry safety tool that you can count 
on when you really need it. Featuring six 11cm diameter aluminum sections and a new 
Rack Locking System with Kevlar cord, the Strike comes together in seconds with just 
the flick of a wrist. For unmatched grip when moving fast, the Strike has an ergonomic 
thermoplastic grip.

PROBE FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY PROBE FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY

	■ Ergonomic Thermoplastic Grip

	■ Tension: Wire Cable

	■ Locking: Double Push Pin

	■ Material: Aluminum 7075 

	■ Ergonomic Thermoplastic Grip

	■ Tension: Kevlar cord

	■ Locking: Rack Locking System

	■ Material: Aluminum 7075 

	■ Size: 340cm

	■ Diameter: 13 mm

	■ Segments: 8x40 cm

	■ Weight: 426 gr

	■ Size: 240 cm

	■ Diameter: 11 mm

	■ Segments: 6x40 cm

	■ Weight: 226 gr

THE BACKCOUNTRY NECESSITYTHE BACKCOUNTRY POWER PROBE
Ideal for backcountry travel and wilderness explorationIdeal for deep snowpacks and avalanche professionals
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No place for a loose kit. Inaki Odriozola and Jeremy Jones 

battle ferocious winds in Bariloche. CAMERA Andrew Miller

MODERN DESIGNS,
MADE FOR MOVEMENT

When you are one with your pack in fit and function it is 
a game changer. You move faster and conserve energy to 
ride stronger when your food and water are close at hand 
and your gear is locked down tight. We live and breathe 
backcountry snowboarding so we design our packs to be 
perfect for what we do. Jones packs are built to feel like a 
natural extension of your body as you move through the 
mountains. The DSCNT packs and the Minimalist were 
designed for riding dynamic technical terrain. They include 
all the features you need for efficient backcountry travel 
contained in a modern shape that disperses weight evenly 
over your entire torso to keep your center of gravity tight.

BACKPACKS
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PACK FEATURES

FRONT & SIDES

Available on: All Backpacks

Available on: DSCNT R.A.S. 32L · DSCNT 32L · DSCNT 25L · DSCNT 19L

Available on: DSCNT R.A.S. 32L · DSCNT 32L · DSCNT 25L
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Avy tools pocket

Fleece lined goggle pocket

Main pocket

Side split-ski carry

Vertical board carry

Helmet holder

Internal zipper pocket with key clip

Ice axe loops
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Back panel access

Thermo molded back panel

Dual hip belt pockets

Integrated safety whistle

Ergonomic comfort shoulder straps

Computer/Hydro-pocket with insulated sleeve
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BACK

Available on: All Backpacks

Available on:DSCNT R.A.S. 32L · DSCNT 32L · DSCNT 25L · DSCNT 19L

Available on: DSCNT R.A.S. 32L · DSCNT 32L · DSCNT 25L

Available on: DSCNT R.A.S. 32L · DSCNT 32L
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DCSNT 32L R.A.S.DCSNT 32L

The DSCNT 32L is designed for long tours and technical objectives that demand you 
carry the full kit. Featuring a streamlined rectangular shape that evenly distributes 
weight and volume over the center of your torso, the DSCNT 32L is built for both ascent 
and descent performance. The main compartment will easily swallow crampons, food, 
water and layers with separate accessory pockets and sleeves to organize your avy 
tools, skins, goggles, helmet, camera and keys. When it comes time to bootpack, vertical 
board carry straps plus side ski-carry straps allow multiple options for carrying your 
board and a back panel zipper to the main pocket provides access to your gear even 
with the board attached. The DSCNT 32L is built with PVC-free 450D nylon.

The DSCNT 32L RAS pack is the ultimate tour pack for technical backcountry terrain. 
It has all the features of the DSCNT 32L pack plus the pockets that hold the MAMMUT 
Removable Airbag 3.0 system. The Removable Airbag 3.0 system allows you to use 
the pack with or without the airbag installed and utilizes compressed air instead of 
nitrogen so you can deploy the bag before a plane trip and then easily refill the canister 
at your destination (North American Canister Only). Removable Airbag 3.0 system and 
canister sold separately by MAMMUT.

Ideal for long technical backcountry tours Ideal long technical tours in avalanche prone terrain

PACK FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY PACK FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY

	■ Avy Tools Pocket

	■ Fleece Lined Goggle Pocket

	■ A-frame Split-Ski Carry Mode

	■ Helmet Holder

	■ Internal Zipper Pocket with Key Clip

	■ Dual Ice Axe Loops

	■ Back Panel Cargo Access

	■ Thermo-Molded Foam Back Panel

	■ Avy Tools Pocket

	■ Fleece Lined Goggle Pocket

	■ A-frame Split-Ski Carry Mode

	■ Helmet Holder

	■ Internal Zipper Pocket with Key Clip

	■ Dual Ice Axe Loops

	■ Back Panel Cargo Access

	■ Thermo-Molded Foam Back Panel

	■ Dual Hip Belt Pockets

	■ Integrated Safety Whistle

	■ Ergonomic Comfort Shoulder Straps

	■ Hydro-Pocket with Insulated Sleeve

	■ Reflective Strap Accents

	■ Internal Aluminum Suspension Frame

	■ Hip Belt Gear Loop

	■ Avy Rescue Protocol Info Panel

	■ Dual Hip Belt Pockets

	■ Integrated Safety Whistle

	■ Ergonomic Comfort Shoulder Straps

	■ Hydro-Pocket with Insulated Sleeve

	■ Reflective Strap Accents

	■ Internal Aluminum Suspension Frame

	■ Hip Belt Gear Loop

	■ Avy Rescue Protocol Info Panel

SPECS SPECS

Size:
Weight:
Color:

Size:
Weight:
Color:

Fabric: Fabric:H-55 / W-30 / D-18
1.48 kg
Black

H-55 / W-30 / D-18
1.6 kg
Black

Nylon 450D fabric
PVC Free, PU coated
Water resistant

Nylon 450D fabric
PVC Free, PU coated
Water resistant
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DSCNT 19LDSCNT 25L

The DSCNT 25L is a mid-size touring pack designed to hold everything you need for a 
basic backcountry mission. The pack’s contoured profile is purposefully designed for 
ascent/descent performance and keeps the weight of your gear evenly distributed in 
the center of your torso. The DSCNT 25L’s highlight features include a main pocket with 
dual internal accessory pockets and a hydration sleeve, a dedicated avy tools pocket, 
a fleece lined goggle pocket, dual hip pockets, a stow-able front panel helmet holder, 
a thermo molded back panel, reflective strap accents and a removable safety whistle. 
When it comes time to bootpack, vertical board carry straps plus side ski-carry straps 
allow multiple options for carrying your board. The DSCNT 25L is built with PVC-free 
450D nylon.

The DSCNT 19L pack is a sleek sidecountry and quick tour pack that’s the perfect size 
for the bare essentials - avy tools, water, snacks and a layer. The pack’s compact profile 
is designed to keep your center of gravity tight on the way down and your board locked 
to your back when you hit the bootpack. The DSCNT 19L’s highlight features include 
a main pocket with an internal accessory pocket and avy tool sleeves, a fleece lined 
goggle pocket, a stow-able front panel helmet holder, a thermo molded back panel, 
a hydration sleeve, reflective strap accents and a removable safety whistle. All of the 
board straps and the hip belt can also be tucked away for streamlined use off the slopes. 
The DSCNT 19L is built with PVC-free 450D nylon.

Ideal for intermediate backcountry tours Ideal for sidecountry and quick tours

PACK FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY PACK FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY

	■ Avy Tools Pocket

	■ Fleece Lined Goggle Pocket

	■ A-frame Split-Ski Carry Mode

	■ Helmet Holder

	■ Internal Zipper Pocket with Key Clip

	■ Dual Ice Axe Loops

	■ Thermo-Molded Foam Back Panel

	■ Dual Hip Belt Pockets

	■ Fleece Lined Goggle Pocket

	■ A-frame Split-Ski Carry Mode

	■ Helmet Holder

	■ Internal Zipper Pocket with Key Clip

	■ Ice Axe Loop

	■ Thermo-Molded Foam Back Panel

	■ Integrated Safety Whistle

	■ Ergonomic Comfort Shoulder Straps

	■ Integrated Safety Whistle

	■ Ergonomic Comfort Shoulder Straps

	■ Hydro-Pocket with Insulated Sleeve

	■ Reflective Strap Accents

	■ Internal Aluminum Suspension Frame

	■ Hip Belt Gear Loop

	■ Avy Rescue Protocol Info Panel

	■ Hydro-Pocket with Insulated Sleeve

	■ Reflective Strap Accents

	■ Internal Aluminum Suspension Frame

	■ Avy Tools Slots

SPECS SPECS

Size:
Weight:
Color:

Size:
Weight:
Color:

Fabric: Fabric:H-52 / W-30 / D-14
1.2 kg
Black

H-52 / W-30 / D-12
950 g
Black

Nylon 450D fabric
PVC Free, PU coated
Water resistant

Nylon 450D fabric
PVC Free, PU coated
Water resistant
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EXPEDITION BOARD BAGESCAPE BOARD BAG

The Escape Board Bag is a fully padded bag designed for basic travel trips with your 
shred gear. The Escape has room for multiple boards and surely more gear then you 
can fit under most airline’s bag weight limit. The zippered exterior pocket is prime 
to hold a jacket, skins or any accessories you want quick access to and there’s an ID 
pocket to keep your name on your hard earned equipment. Carrying the Escape through 
terminals and on to connecting boats, buses, taxis or trains is easy with dual side carry 
handles and a removable shoulder strap. The Escape is available in one size and fits 
up to a 166cm board.

The Expedition Board Bag is a fully padded roller bag built to carry multiple boards 
and gear to any snowy location on the planet. It’s lightweight, high volume and tricked 
out with just the right amount of pockets and handles to handle any travel challenge 
you throw at it. The main compartment has reinforced straps to secure 2-3 boards 
plus two removable pouch pockets for carrying boots, bindings and avy gear. Small 
items can be stashed in the dual zippered pockets on either side of the top lid. On the 
exterior, dual compression straps keep your load solid and six carry handles allow 
you to pick it up from any side. Oversized wheels and a skid plate keep the Expedition 
rolling smooth from the terminal to the city streets. The Expedition is available in one 
size and fits up to a 166cm board.

Ideal for road trips, bus, train and quick plane travel Ideal for travellers and international explorers

BAG FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY BAG FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY

	■ Fully Padded Shell

	■ Water Resistant PVC-free Exterior Fabric

	■ Zippered Exterior Pocket

	■ Exterior ID Window Pocket

	■ Removable Shoulder Strap

	■ Side Carry Handle

	■ Fully Padded Shell

	■ Water Resistant PVC-free Exterior Fabric

	■ Main Pocket Board Straps

	■ (2) Removable Pouch Pockets

	■ Zippered, Mesh Interior Pocket

	■ Zippered Exterior Pocket

	■ Exterior ID Window Pocket

	■ Dual Compression Straps

	■ Removable Shoulder Strap

	■ Dual Side, Top and End Carry Handles

	■ Oversized Wheels

SPECS SPECS

Size:

Weight:

Size:

Weight:

Color:
Fabric:

Color:
Fabric:

H-20 / W-30 / D-170
Fits up to a 166cm board
1.28 kg

H-20 / W-30 / D-170
Fits up to a 166cm board
3.85 kg

Black
PVC Free 600D Polyester

Black
PVC Free 600D Polyester
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ADVENTURE BOARD BAG

The new Adventure Board Bag is a lightweight, fully padded roller bag built to carry 
your board and shred gear on long distance travel trips. The main compartment has 
compression straps to keep 1-2 boards locked down tight and a zippered pocket inside 
the top lid to hold gloves, goggles or apparel. Oversized wheels and a skid plate keep 
the Adventure rolling smooth through airport terminals or city streets and four exterior 
handles provide multiple options for carrying or lifting. The Adventure Board Bag is 
available in one size and fits up to a 166cm board.

Ideal for long distance and plane travel BAG FEATURES & TECHNOLOGY

	■ Fully Padded Shell

	■ Water Resistant PVC-free Exterior Fabric

	■ Zippered Interior Pocket

	■ Exterior ID Window Pocket

	■ Top and Side Carry Handles

	■ Oversized Wheels and Skid Plate

SPECS

Size:

Weight:

Color:
Fabric:

H-20 / W-30 / D-170
Fits up to a 166cm board
2.98 kg

Black
PVC Free 600D Polyester
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INSTRUMENTS
OF STOKE

INNOVATIVE DESIGNS FOR 
LIMITLESS RIDING PROGRESSION

Every board in the Jones line is a unique high-performance design that 
rides the mountain in its own way. All shred equally hard, but no two models 
ride the same. Our 2020/21 collection is our most complete offering yet. 
From daily driver directional freeride boards to surf-inspired pow sticks, 
choose from twenty-five solid models and twelve splitboards all backed 
by a 2+1 year warranty.

Sun is gettin’ low, stoke is still high. Harry Kearney heads up for one last run. CAMERA Andrew Miller



HIGH POWERED 
BINDING TO BOARD 
CONNECTION

Skate Tech x Traction Tech = unreal response + edge grip

Jones SkateTech bindings and Jones Traction Tech edges are designed to work 
together. Matching the two technologies unlocks a new level of confidence 
boosting board feel in any snow condition. SkateTech drives power to your edges 
and Traction Tech locks you into turns of any size, shape or speed. 

TRACTION TECH
Traction Tech Edges have 3 distinct sidecut points that 
work like a serrated knife to grip the snow without 
slipping. There is a point in front of each foot and one 
in the center of the board.

The SkateTech binding pivot system transfers muscle 
energy to your edges with maximum efficiency. Lean 
forward and step on the gas, or lean back and pump 
the brakes, SkateTech drives movements directly to 
your edges using mechanical advantage.

Jeremy Jones

Jeremy Jones

Nick RussellMat SchaerHarry Kearney

Freeride stance: +27°, 0° to +6°

Width: 22 in

Surf stance: +27° to 30°, +6° to +12°

Width: 17.5 to 20 in

Stance angles: +18°, +6°

Width: 19.5 in

Stance angles: +21°, -6°

Width: 22.4 in

Stance angles: +18°, +0°

Width: 22 inStratos 156

Mercury (Navy)

Mind Expander 154

Mercury (Surf Series)

Flagship 161

Apollo

Mountain Twin 160

Mercury (Black)

Hovercraft 156

Mercury (Natural)



2020/21 MODEL MATRIX

Confidence inspiring freeride models built for maximum performance off piste and 
in technical terrain. All models feature shapes designed to stomp and straight line 
plus a directional rocker/camber profile that delivers insane float and unmatched 
edge grip.

Versatile directional twin models designed for piste, park and pow. Each model 
features a unique combination of flex, materials and camber profiles that have been 
fine tuned for maximum maneuverability and stability riding in any snow condition.

DIRECTIONAL FREERIDE

DIRECTIONAL ALL-MOUNTAIN

ULTRA SOLUTION ULTRA FLAGSHIP

AVIATOR

SOLUTION

ULTRA MOUNTAIN TWIN

FLAGSHIP STRATOS

MOUNTAIN TWIN SPLIT TWIN SISTER PRODIGY

FRONTIER SPLIT

MOUNTAIN TWIN AIRHEART

WOMEN’S YOUTH

PROJECT X

156158 · 161 · 162w

164 · 165w

158 · 161 · 162w

164 · 165w

153 · 156 · 159 · 161w

162 · 164w

152 · 156 · 158 · 158w

160 · 160w · 162 · 164

154 · 158 · 159w · 161

162w · 164 · 165w

167 · 169w

154 · 156w · 157 · 159w 

160 · 162w · 163 · 165w

151 · 154 · 158 · 159w 

161 · 162w · 164 · 165w

167 · 169w · 172

157 · 159w · 160 140 · 143 · 146 · 149

152 · 155

110 · 115 · 120 · 125 · 130

135 · 140 · 145

152 · 156 · 158w · 159

161w · 162 · 164w

151 · 154 · 156w · 157

159w · 160 · 162w · 163

165w · 168w

146 · 149 · 152



Progressive surf-inspired snowboards designed by surfboard shaper Chris 
Christenson and Jeremy Jones. Each model in the collection features a unique 
shape, flex, rocker and SPOON profile that delivers ultra fast glide and nimble 
performance in pow or on piste.

SURF SHAPES

WOMEN’S SOLUTION WOMEN’S FLAGSHIP

MOUNTAIN SNOWSKATE

DREAM CATCHER SPLIT DREAM CATCHER

MOUNTAIN SURFER

YOUTH SOLUTION

LONE WOLF

YOUTH FLAGSHIP

STORM CHASER SPLIT STORM CHASER

FRONTIER

YOUTHWOMEN’S

SNOWSKATE

146 · 149 · 152 · 155 146 · 149 · 152 · 155

115

145 · 148 · 151 · 154 142 · 145 · 148 · 151 · 154

142 · 152

137 · 142 · 147

162 · 168 · 174

127 · 132 · 137 · 142 · 147

147 · 152 · 157 142 · 147 · 152 · 157 · 160

152 · 156 · 158w · 159

161w · 162 · 164w

165 · 167w  



Inspired freeride models that feature unique shapes, camber and SPOON profiles. 
Designed for the creative freerider who demands a stable and nimble snowboard that 
offers maximum glide and float in any terrain or snow conditions.

ALTERNATIVE FREERIDE

ULTRACRAFT SPLIT ULTRACRAFT

ULTRA MIND EXPANDER

HOVERCRAFT SPLIT

MIND EXPANDER SPLIT

HOVERCRAFT

MIND EXPANDER

WOMEN’S HOVERCRAFT SPLIT

WOMEN’S MIND EXPANDER

WOMEN’S HOVERCRAFT

MINI MIND EXPANDER

WOMEN’S

WOMEN’S YOUTH

156 · 160 152 · 156 · 160

150 · 154 · 158 · 162

152 · 156 · 160

154 · 158

148 · 152 · 156 · 160 · 164 

146 · 150 · 154 · 158

162 · 166

146

142 · 146 · 150 

144 · 146 · 150

130 · 138



Big Horn Series
If you wear US Men’s 11.5 or bigger, look for our BIG HORN 
series boards with minimum waist width 26.3 cm.

STORM CHASER MIND EXPANDER HOVERCRAFT AVIATOR MOUNTAIN TWIN FLAGSHIP ULTRA FLAGSHIPSTRATOS

156

FIND YOUR PERFECT BOARD

The Waist Width of a snowboard is a critical performance dimension. If your board is too 
wide, it will feel slow moving edge to edge. If your board is too narrow, you will drag the 
toe cap or heel cup of your binding in the snow when you turn sharply. Riding a board 
with the ideal waist width is most critical for riders with big feet, as “heel cupping” can 
be dangerous on steep terrain.

Note that ideal waist width may vary based on board design. Both the Storm Chaser 
and Hover/Ultracraft are designed to be ridden wider than normal.

Not all board shapes are designed to be ridden the same size. Directional Freeride 
boards are the longest boards you will ride. Choose the ideal size Directional Freeride 
board using your weight and boot size.

Twin boards can be ridden shorter than a Directional Freeride board, unless you plan 
to ride the Twin in deep pow. For steeps and park riding, size your Twin 2 - 3 cm shorter 
than your Directional Freeride board.

Alternative Freeride boards are designed to be ridden substantial shorter than a 
Directional Freeride board. For a Hovercraft or Mind Expander, go 4 - 8 cm shorter than 
your Dierctional Freeride board.

The Surf Series models live by their own sizing rules. The Storm Chaser should be 
ridden 6 -13 cm SHORTER than your freeride size and the Lone Wolf should be ridden 
6 -13 cm LONGER than your freeride size.

If you’re going to ride a board nearly everyday, you want a “Daily Driver” that can handle 
variable conditions. For most riders, Directional Freeride and Twin boards that have full 
size tails and camber underfoot will be best for day in, day out riding including those 
icy days. If all you ride is pow, spring slush, or soft snow, then an Alternative Freeride 
board with a short tail and surf rocker may also work as your “Daily Driver”.

“Quiver Boards” are shred sticks that you ride only when the conditions line up just 
right with that boards unique performance characteristics. Could be a board for that 
nipple deep day, a board for spring resort rat packin’, or a dedicated park/pipe board. 
Our Alternative Freeride and Surf Series boards are all worthy additions to your quiver. 
They are not designed to excel in all conditions, but in good conditions they offer next-
level performance.

Finding the perfect board can be as easy as knowing your body size and riding style, plus understanding how basic board dimensions affect 
board performance. Understand these concepts to narrow the search for your perfect board model and size.

KNOW YOUR WAIST WIDTH

DIFFERENT SHAPE, DIFFERENT SIZE

JEREMY JONES RIDES:

“DAILY DRIVER” VS “QUIVER BOARD”

SIZING QUICK GUIDE

24 - 25.4 cm US Men’s 5 - 7

24.8 - 26 cm US Men’s 7.5 - 9.5

25.2 - 26.3 cm US Men’s 10 - 11

26.3 - 27.5 cm US Men’s 11.5 - 14

Directional Freeride traditional length

Directional Twin 2 - 3 cm shorter

Alternative Freeride 4-8 cm shorter

Storm Chaser 6-13 cm shorter

Mind Expander 4-8 cm shorter

Lone Wolf 6-13 cm longer

23.7 - 24.5 cm US Women’s 5 - 7

23.9 - 24.9 cm US Women’s 7.5 - 9.5

24.1 - 25.3 cm US Women’s 9.5 - 11

IDEAL WAIST WIDTH BY
MEN’S BOOT SIZE:

IDEAL WAIST WIDTH BY
WOMEN’S BOOT SIZE:

147

Jeremy Jones is 5’8” (1.73m)  tall, weighs 150 lbs (68kg)

154 156 156 157 161 164
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LENGTH 161cm

EFFECTIVE EDGE 120cm

SIDECUT 9.1m

TIP LENGTH 33cm
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TAIL LENGTH 19cm

Y* cm
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REFERENCE STANCE 64cm*

Snowboard edges do not follow a straight line from tip to tail. The edges follow the 
shape of an arc. The size of this arc is called the Sidecut radius. Sidecut effects turn 
performance. A board with a long sidecut will excel at making big, fast turns.  A board 
with a short sidecut will excel at making tighter turns at slower speeds. A board with 
a medium sidecut will excel at making turns of any size at medium speeds.

You can still make slow, tight turns on a board with a long sidecut, and you can make 
big, fast turns on a board with a short sidecut, but you will need to put more energy 
and muscle into the turn.

Snowboard stance width is a personal preference. Some riders like wide stances that 
keep your center of gravity lower for more stability in the air. Other riders like narrow 
stances that let you feather turns faster and ride more “long board” surf style. The 
general recommendation is to ride a stance width that places your feet slightly wider 
than shoulder width apart. Most riders will find a stance between 21-24 inches (53-
60 cm) to be the most stable. 

The binding position marked as Reference Stance* is the stance width and position that 
a board model/size was designed for. With your bindings set on the Reference Stance 
you are positioned with the intended stance setback relative to the effective edge. Stance 
setback varies by model from 0-3 cm. If you prefer a narrower or wider stance than the 

Your riding level and riding style decide if you need a Medium or Stiff Flex board. 
Relative to the rest of the snowboard market, we don’t make soft flex boards. Medium 
flex boards offer good stability at speed and are easy to turn and maneuver. Stiff flex 
boards are really stable at high speed and in rough snow conditions, but they require 
solid strength and technique to ride smoothly. If you are a beginner, intermediate or 
freestyle focused rider, a medium flex board is your best choice. If you are an expert 
rider, or are looking to increase your confidence riding in steep, rough terrain, look at 
our stiffer models. Note that many expert riders like medium flex boards especially 
when riding pow.

Several Jones models feature V-CORES that affect the flex of a board from tip to tail. 
Boards with V-CORES are slightly softer in the very center of the board for improved 
maneuverability and stiffer from the inserts through the tip and tail for stability and pop.

KNOW YOUR SIDECUT

UNDERSTANDING STANCE WIDTH

KNOW YOUR FLEX

Medium Flex Models (6/10 – 7/10):
Mountain Twin · Frontier · Hovercraft · Aviator · Project X · Mind Expander · Storm Chaser · Lone 

Wolf · Twin Sister · Dream Catcher · Airheart · Women’s Mind Expander · Youth Flagship · Prodigy

Mini Mind Expander · Stratos

Short sidecut models (6 - 7m):
Mind Expander · Storm Chaser · Women’s Mind Expander · Youth Flagship · Youth Solution

Prodigy · Mini Mind Expander · Ultra Mind Expander

Stiff Flex Models (8/10 – 10/10):
Ultracraft · Ultra Mountain Twin · Flagship · Ultra Flagship · Solution · Ultra Solution

Women’s Flagship · Women’s Solution · Ultra Mind Expander

Medium Sidecut models (7 - 8.4m):
Stratos · Mountain Twin · Mountain Twin Split · Ultra Mountain Twin · Frontier · Aviator · Project X 

Twin Sister · Dream Catcher · Airheart

Models with V-cores:
All women’s and youth models · Lone Wolf · Mind Expander · Flagship · Mountain Twin · Hovercraft

Ultracraft · Frontier · Project X · Aviator · Stratos · Frontier Split · Hovercraft Split · Dream Catcher 

Split · Women’s Hovercraft Split

Long Sidecut models (8.5 - 10m):
Hovercraft · Ultracraft · Flagship · Ultra Flagship · Lone Wolf · Solution · Ultra Solution

Women’s Flagship · Women’s Hovercraft · Women’s Solution

Taper: X - Y cm

SIDECUT RADIUS
NOSE TAIL

Reference Stance, you must move each binding in or out the same amount of holes. 
If you move one binding in and one binding out from the marked positions you will be 
riding the same stance width, but you will not be set in the Reference Stance. Riding 
in the Reference Stance is not critical but it unlocks the intended board performance. 

The maximum stance width of a board model/size is 1.6 inches (4 cm) wider than the 
Reference Stance. The minimum stance width of a board model is 3.1 inches (8 cm) 
narrower than the Reference Stance.

DRAWING OF THE FLAGSHIP, SIZE 161
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WELCOME
TO THE
FUTURE.

Feel the flow, up and down.

3D CONTOUR BASES ON SPLITBOARDS!

New for 2021, select Jones splitboards now feature 3D 
Contour Bases. These models offer cutting edge board 
performance in variable backcountry snow conditions.

Making splitboards with 3D Contour Bases has 
been a monster undertaking. When we thought 
of the idea a couple years back we questioned 
whether it would ever be possible. Thanks to the 
full commitment of our engineers, we solved our 
biggest manufacturing challenge yet. The dream is 
now a reality and splitboard performance just took 
a huge leap forward. Once I started riding a new 
Solution with a 3D Contour Base I could not go back.

— Jeremy Jones

100%
of our snowboards now 
feature 3D Contours bases
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Available on: Solution, Ultra Solution, Ultracraft Split, 
Youth Solution and Mountain Twin Split

“On a surfboard, the subtle shaping of the nose is what 
makes the entry into a turn so smooth and fluid. The feeling 
of an effortless surf turn is what inspired the development 
of our 3D Contour Bases. Instead of having to abruptly tip 
the board into a turn, 3D Contour Bases let you roll your 
edge into a turn. I’ve been on a quest to design a snowboard 
that offers the free friction glide and edge-to-edge fluidity of 
a surfboard for years. 3D Contour Bases cracked the code 
on how to achieve this next level of board performance.”

— Jeremy Jones

3D CONTOUR BASES

Next level technology for ultimate response

FREE FRICTION SNOWBOARDING

Nobody wants a choppy and rough run. The descents 
you dream about are dynamic and smooth. Inspired by 
the rounded bottom contours of surfboards, 3D Contour 
Bases are designed to make every run smoother and every 
turn more effortless by reducing the drag of the board 
tips. 3D Contour Bases enhance glide and improve float 
helping you ride faster and with better flow.

Glide

Flow

Float

3D Contour Bases enhance glide. The smooth radius of 
the nose and tail edges reduce friction at the contact 
points. With less friction and catch in the tips you can 
maintain more speed.

3D Contour Bases deliver unmatched turn flow and fluidity. 
Just like the nose and tail on a surfboard, the rounded tip 
and tail edges eliminate catch as you transfer pressure 
edge-to-edge. Turn initiation is effortless because you 
can roll the board on to the edge instead of tip the board 
on to the edge. Once on edge, camber and Traction Tech 
lock in your turn.

When a board has good float it should feel effortless to 
keep your nose up through pow, crud or crust. 3D Contour 
Bases improve float by reducing the “plow effect” of your 
nose and tail edges. Instead of plowing through the snow, 
the rounded edges smoothly deflect the snow to the sides 
of the board which pops your nose up without having to 
lean back and burn out your back leg.
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Moderate 3D Contour Base featuring an even balance of 
4mm spoon bevel in the nose and 4mm spoon bevel in 
the tail. Spoon bevel starts at the rocker point.

Freeride focused 3D Contour Base featuring a 7mm of 
spoon bevel in the nose and 0 to 7mm of spoon bevel in 
the tail. Spoon bevel starts at the rocker point.

Subtle yet effective 3D Contour Base featuring an even 
balance of 2mm spoon bevel in the nose and 2mm 
spoon bevel in the tail. Spoon bevel starts just after the 
rocker point.

3D CONTOUR BASE 2.03D CONTOUR BASE 3.0 3D CONTOUR BASE 1.0

Drawing of the Aviator, size 158Drawing of the Flagship, size 161 Drawing of the Frontier, size 159

EFFECTIVE EDGE NOSETAIL INSERTS INSERTSEFFECTIVE EDGE NOSETAIL INSERTS INSERTS
EFFECTIVE EDGE NOSETAIL INSERTS INSERTS

The unique riding personality of each board in our collection demanded we develop 
multiple 3D Contour Base designs. Not every model would benefit from the same amount 
of spoon bevel. Each 3D Contour Base design is matched to the attitude of the board. 

1. Center

Riding flat

2. Contact point

Turn initiation

3. Nose and tail edges

Mid-turn

The center of the board is perfectly flat with no spoon 
bevel on the edges between the contact points. The flat 
base allows instantaneous edge engagement between 
the feet when you lean into a turn.

When riding flat, the spoon bevel on the edges is not 
engaged, but it does help smoothly deflect snow away 
from the nose of the board.

The spoon bevel starts at the contact point. The bevel 
increases very gradually so there is not an abrupt transition 
between the flat center of the board and the raised tip 
and tail edges.

As you begin to make a turn the spoon bevel helps you 
smoothly roll the board on to your edge with less friction 
and edge drag.

The spoon bevel is most defined at the tip and tail of 
the board. The rounded edges at the tips reduce edge 
catch and drag.

In the middle of a turn camber and traction tech keep 
you locked onto your edge in the center of the board 
while the spoon bevel reduces the “plow effect” of your 
nose and tail edges.

1 2 3
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BLUNT NOSE

BOLT-LESS BRIDGE

TRACTION TECH

INNER EDGE TRACTION TECH

PROGRESSIVE SIDECUT
QUICK TENSION TAIL

The Bolt-less Bridge eliminates split clip 
attachment hardware from the base of 
the board by re-profiling the wood core 
at the clips. The wood core under the 
clips is thicker providing better torsional 
stifness and a more powerful connection 
at the split clips.

Like a serrated knife slicing into the snow, Traction Tech 
improves your edge grip by adding multiple contact points 
along the running length of your board.

Inner edge Traction Tech improves splitboard edge grip 
on ascent. Three side cut “bumps” on each side of your 
binding keep you locked in on icy skin tracks no matter 
which way you are traversing.

At the far ends of the sidecut, the radius 
is incrementally increased as the edge 
reaches the contact point. Gradually 
increasing the sidecut radius towards 
the contact point delivers smoother turn 
initiation and exit as the edge tracks in 
and out of the snow with a less abrupt 
transition.

Built-in climbing skin tension system using 
pre-cut notch that eliminates the need for 
a traditional skin tail clip.

Traction Tech 3.0 features three bumps per edge (front 
binding, board center, back binding). The middle bump 
is slightly bigger than the outside bumps for better grip.

2

3

4

5
6

1

How a board glides in powder, crust, 
corn or any snow more than an inch 
deep, is dictated by it’s front contact 
point and just past it. Next time you are 
in soft snow watch how much snow 
comes over the corner of the nose 
near the contact point. The billowing 
snow coming out from behind the tip 
means you are plowing through it 
which is obviously slowing you down. 
By adding a blunt nose you get the 
float benefits of a much longer nose 
without the ‘snow plow’ rounded tip 
and it’s extra swing weight

Traction Tech is a critical feature for rockered boards. 
Rocker improves glide in mixed conditions, but the 
decreased edge contact makes it harder to really lock 
into your turns and hold a solid edge. Traction Tech is 
crucial to offset the edge drift of rocker.

— Jeremy Jones

— Jeremy Jones

TRACTION TECH 3.0

6

2

3

1

4

5

Carve pack Float pack Freeride/Freestyle pack

Allows super setback stance for deep pow days. Allows option to center or set back stance on sidecut as 
conditions demand. 

Allows more centered stance option for riding firm snow.

SHAPE TECH

INSERTS PACK

Available on: Flagship · Ultra Flagship · Women’s Flagship

Stratos Available on: Mountain Twin · Ultra Mountain Twin · Twin Sister

Available on: Mind Expander · Ultra Mind Expander · Women’s 

Mind Expander
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CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER CHRISTENSON SURF CAMBER / ROCKER

Chris Christenson in his Sierra shaping room. CAMERA Andrew Miller

PROFILES

A hybrid rocker/camber flex pattern defined by more tip rocker then tail rocker and 
camber between the bindings. The rockered tip floats the board’s nose and improves 
maneuverability while the camber underfoot provides edge hold and response. A slightly 
rockered tail maintains the power and stability of a traditional board but helps keep 
the tail catch-free initiating turns and landing switch.

Custom tip/tail rocker profile designed by surf shaper Chris Christenson for the Mind 
Expander, Mountain Surfer and Storm Chaser. The nose rocker starts just inside of the 
front inserts and the tail rocker starts just at the back inserts. When you weight the tail 
of the board the nose ramps up out of the snow for insane float on the deepest days. 
These subtle rocker contours match a Christenson surfboard rocker profile.

DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

CHRISTENSON SURF PROFILES

My experience is that most falls in freeriding start from the nose of the 
board – you either go over the bars in powder, the nose gets caught under 
a weird crust and tosses you, or you hit a hard tranny at the contact point 
of the tip and get bucked. Directional Rocker eliminates most of these falls.

— Jeremy Jones

CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER

EFFECTIVE EDGE NOSETAIL

INSERTS INSERTS

CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER

DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

EFFECTIVE EDGE NOSETAIL

INSERTS INSERTS

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

CHRISTENSON SURF CAMBER / ROCKER

EFFECTIVE EDGE

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

INSERTS INSERTS

NOSETAIL

DIRECTIONAL ROCKER CRAFTING 

 

  

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

EFFECTIVE EDGE NOSETAIL

INSERTS INSERTS

Drawing of the Storm Chaser, size 147

Available on: Mind Expander · Mind Expander Split · Storm Chaser · Storm Chaser Split 

 Women’s Mind Expander · Mind Mind Expander · Mountain Surfer

Drawing of the Flagship 161

Available on: Ultra Solution · Solution · Ultra Flagship · Flagship · Stratos · Project X · Frontier

 Frontier Split · Youth Flagship · Youth Solution · Women’s Flagship

 Women’s Solution · Prodigy · Dream Catcher · Dream Catcher Split

Drawing of the Hovercraft & Hovercraft Split, size 156

Available on: Ultracraft · Ultracraft Split · Hovercraft · Hovercraft Split · Women’s Hovercraft 

 Women’s Hovercraft Split

Drawing of the Lone Wolf, size 168

Available on: Lone Wolf · Ultra Mind Expander

Chris makes rocker profile templates out of wood using the same rocker dimensions as his surfboards.

The Mountain Surfer’s Christenson Surf Rocker profile
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FOREVER FLEX

EVERYDAY PRECISION 
PERFORMANCE

Forever Flex is a new manufacturing process that helps stabilize the flex and rocker 
profile of a board for it’s lifetime.

Our boards now finish the first stages of production slightly overbuilt and then we “break 
them in” using specialized machinery that mimics extreme riding use. By flexing the fresh 
board fibers and epoxy at the factory the materials settle in to their final arrangement 
within the board layup much the same as if you rode the board for 20 days. This process 
helps us narrow our production tolerances so the board you buy has a more accurate 
specified flex and rocker profile that will change less as you ride it more.

CAMERA Andrew Miller

A unique rocker/camber flex pattern defined by evenly balanced tip and tail rocker and 
camber between the bindings. CAMROCK improves freestyle finesse by keeping your 
tips playful while maintaining the power and pop of camber underfoot.

An innovative traditional camber profile tweaked to offer the insane edge response of 
camber without the usual hang-ups. The camber radius tapers to flat toward the tips and 
the base is beveled up one degree at the edges from the contact points of the camber 
to the ends of the board. The base beveling releases the edges where they like to hook 
which balances the pop and directional stability of camber with a looser, less-catchy feel.

CAMROCK POWER CAMBER

CAMROCK

EFFECTIVE EDGE NOSETAIL

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

INSERTSINSERTS

POWER CAMBER

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

EFFECTIVE EDGE NOSETAIL

INSERTS INSERTS

Drawing of the Mountain Twin, size 157

Available on: Ultra Mountain Twin · Mountain Twin · Mountain Twin Split · Twin Sister

Drawing of the Aviator, size 158

Available on: Aviator · Airheart
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THE ULTIMATE BALANCE 
OF WEIGHT AND POWER

The Ultra series is the redefinition of what it takes to build a snowboard. We’ve tested 
every inch of the board to precisely position materials exactly where they are needed 
while eliminating all excess materials. Combining these innovative construction 
techniques with superlight wood cores and flax/basalt or carbon fiber stringers delivers 
revolutionary results. Jones Ultra boards are the lightest, yet most powerful and durable 
snowboards on earth. 

New for 2021 we’re excited to introduce the Ultra Flagship and Ultra Solution. These 
models replace the Carbon Flagship and Carbon Solution. Both models feature all new 
construction and materials. 

One last send before sunset. Mat Schaer eyes his landing through the alpenglow in the Swiss Alps. CAMERA Sean Sullivan



INGREDIENTS

BUILT WITH THE FINEST TECH AND MATERIALS

100% of our adult models feature high-end materials, 
construction technologies and sustainable manufacturing 
process. We accept no compromises in producing the most 
durable and sustainable snowboarding gear.

SINTERED 9900 BASE

ULTRA BASE ECO-PLASTIC TOPSHEET

SINTERED 8000 BASE

Made from Ultra-High Molecular Weight 
 Polyethylene (UHMW-PE) and Carbon. This 
ultra-fast base is easy to repair thanks to 
the UHMW-PE.

Bio-plastic topsheet made from Castor 
beans. This eco-material is ultralight, 
chip/scratch resistant and water/snow 
repellent (snow sticks less to topsheet)

New super durable material made from 
Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene 
(UHMW-PE) and carbon. Base is easily 
repairable, highly wax absorbent and 
wicked fast.

UPDATED

Sintered base Sustainability sourced topsheet Compression Clips

100% 100% 100%

All Jones adult board models feature Sintered 
bases. Our bases are made out of Ultra-High 
Molecular Weight polyethylene and are super 
durable and wax absorbant.

All Jones adults topsheets are made with 
materials that are sustainable sourced. A 
majority of our models feature ECO-plastic 
topsheets and several feature FSC certified 
wood veneer topsheets.

All Jones splitboards features Karakoram 
Clips, which deliver umatched compression.

TEXTURED ECO-PLASTIC TOPSHEET

FSC™ ENGINEERED VENEER

FSC™ ASH WOOD TOPSHEET

Bio-plastic topsheet made from Castor 
beans featuring a subtle texture for added 
durability. This eco-material is ultralight, 
chip/scratch resistant and water/snow 
repellent (snow sticks less to topsheet)

New composite wood veneer topsheets 
made from 100% FSC certified wood. 
Wood veneer topsheets dampen ride and 
absorb board chatter.

Thin Ash wood veneer layer that functions 
as both a protective topsheet and a global 
reinforcement layer. The thin wood 
stringers that make up the topsheet provide 
even flex and suck up chatter from uneven 
snow conditions.

KARAKORAM ULTRA CLIPS

KARAKORAM STD CLIPS

KARAKORAM TIP-LOCK TIP CLIPS

ULTRA clips are the strongest, lowest 
profile splitboard clips in the world. They 
deliver unmatched compression between 
board halves and they are adjustable so 
you can maintain even compression as 
your splitboard ages.

Jones Splitboards feature premium 
Karakoram K-clips plus tip and tail hooks. 
Adjustable tension K-clips increase board 
torsional stiffness and offer a superior 
connection to simple interlocking clips.

Every splitboarder knows the feeling - you 
drop into a firm line and your tip clip pops 
open! Never again. Using Active Joining 
Technology, the Karakoram Tip-Lock Tip 
Clips quickly lock and clamp the tips of 
your splitboard with the flick of the lever. 

Jones exclusive base material that sets 
new performance standards. Lab results 
and snow testing show 25% better wax 
absorption, better glide in warm/wet snow 
and better durability for grinding. We’ve 
also doubled the amount of wax and mixed 
multiple wax types for a faster factory wax 
in a wider range of conditions.

EXTRUDED 5000 BASE

Classic base material built for durability.
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FSC™ FUSION CORE WEB FUSED CARBONFLAX

TRIAX FIBERGLASS

BIAX FIBERGLASS

CARBON STRINGERS

BASALT POWER STRINGERS

FLAX/BASALT POWER STRINGERS

CARBON/INNEGRA REINFORCEMENT

FIBERGLASS REINFORCEMENT

FSC™ ULTRA CORE

FSC™ ULTRA SPLIT CORE

FSC™ POWER CORE

FSC™ CONTROL CORE

FSC™ CONTROL SPLIT CORE

FSC™ CLASSIC CORE

FSC™ BAMBOO SURF CORE

100% FSC™ Woodcores Fibers Reinforcements

100%

All Jones woodcores are made with Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) certified wood. 
Every piece of wood we use in every board 
comes from a responsibly managed forest.

Fibers are critical performance ingredients 
in snowboard constructions. We use both 
sustainable Flax fiber plus traditional Biax 
and Triax fiberglass.

The stringers we use match our Eco-
performance design philosophy. The design 
of some models demand Carbon stringers, 
while several models feature sustainable 
Flax/Basalt stringers.

The new Fusion Core is our lightest 
wood core yet. Core is made from mostly 
paulownia with specifically positioned 
pockets of poplar for improved durability 
and response.

Web Fused Carbon - New carbon stringer 
pack that blends different widths of carbon 
matched to the specific needs of the board 
model. Made in the USA, EXCLUSIVE for 
Jones.

Flax fiber represents the future of 
sustainable snowboard manufacturing as 
this natural fiber is lighter then carbon and 
fiberglass and is 100% bio-sourced. The 
Flax also uses less resin in the board layup 
which saves more weight and synthetic 
materials. Flax fibers are used in place of 
a traditional topsheet and offer a damp 
ride that absorbs chatter at any speed.

Multi-axis, stitched fiberglass laminate 
that offers a precise and responsive ride 
in any  terrain or snow conditions.

A dual-direction, dual-layer, stitched 
fiberglass laminate that provides a fun, 
forgiving and snappy ride.

Carbon stringers add torsional stiffness 
for improved response and increased 
pop. Carbon layer keeps flex profile 
dimensionally stable for a consistent 
ride for the lifetime of the board.

Sustainable stringer made with 100% 
natural fibers. Basalt stringers improve 
torsional response and transfer power 
from under your feet to the tips of the board 
to help eliminate nose and tail chatter.

Jones exclusive sustainable stringer made 
with 100% natural fibers. Composite Flax 
and Basalt stringer helps transfer power 
to the edges, improves torsional response 
and absorbs board chatter.

Carbon Innegra fiber forms an ultra-tough 
hybrid composite layer that dampens the 
board torsionally and from tip to tail. Made 
in the USA and featured on the Aviator, 
Airheart and Lone Wolf.

Fiberglass layer improve pop in nose and 
tail plus increases the longevity of the 
flex profile. This lightweight layer helps 
the board perform the same on day 100 
as it did on day one - precise and playful.

Dual density premium wood core made of 
mostly paulownia with specially positioned 
poplar stringers for better durability and 
turn power.

Dual density premium wood core made of 
mostly paulownia with specially positioned 
poplar stringers for better durability and 
turn power.

Triple-density full wood core featuring 
hardwood bamboo stringers for added 
pop and durability plus paulownia for 
weight savings.

Dual-density full premium wood core 
featuring a 2:1 paulownia to poplar stringer 
ratio that keeps core light but ultra damp.

Dual-density full premium wood core 
designed specifically for splitboards 
2:1 paulownia to poplar stringer ratio 
keeps core light yet ultra damp

Full wood premium poplar core that offers 
fun pop, even flex and solid durability.

Re-designed triple density Bamboo 
Surf wood core that features primarily 
paulownia stringers with bamboo stringers 
positioned in the pocket of the sidecut for 
better edge response and turn power.
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THE PINNACLE OF MODERN 
SNOWBOARD TECH

All Jones Ultra Series models except the Ultra Mountain Twin, Ultra Mind 
Expander  and Ultracraft Solid feature new Fusion Carbon Construction. 
This cutting edge board lay-up process is the latest evolution of our 
previous Fusion Tech construction and reduces board weight and improves 
durability by combining board materials in two stages. We start by fusing 
together multiple layers of aerospace grade carbon fiber and a wood 
core using as little epoxy as possible. After curing, these internal board 
layers are then pressed in between a base and topsheet, once again 
using as little epoxy as possible. By stabilizing the internal layers prior 
to the final moulding stage and reducing heavy epoxy volume, Fusion 
Carbon construction produces the most damp, durable and responsive 
snowboards we’ve ever tested.

FUSION CARBON

WEND NATURAL WAX

FACTORY TUNED

OVERSIZED RECYCLED EDGES

THIN RECYCLED EDGES

All Jones boards are made with oversized 
recycled steel edges for added durability 
and improved production sustainability.

Advancements in ski edge durability allow 
us to use thinner edges on splitboard 
inside edges (and Project X outside edges) 
to save weight. Outside edges are 2mm, 
inside edges are 1.5mm.

Ready to shred Recycled edges Recycled sidewalls

100% 100% 100%

Jones boards are de-tuned, waxed and ready 
to ride straight out of the wrapper.

From 2010 to 2021, every Jones board ever 
made was built with 100% recycled edges. 

From 2010 to 2021, every Jones board ever 
made was built with 100% recycled sidewalls.

RECYCLED ABS

RECYCLED ROUNDED ABS

ABS Plastic is one of the necessary evils 
of snowboard production. We improve the 
sustainability of our snowboards by using 
only recycled plastic.

Rounded sidewall finish that improves 
board durability by protecting topsheet 
from chipping. New rounded sidewall 
finish that improves board durability by 
protecting topsheet from chipping.

Jones boards are ready to shred straight 
out of the shop and are factory waxed with 
WEND natural wax.

All Jones Snowboards are factory de-tuned 
at the tip and tail so you can go right from 
the shop to the mountain.

Project X Ultra Solution Ultra Flagship Ultracraft Split
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Ultra Solution 162W 26.3

165W 26.6

Ultra Flagship 162W 26.3

165W 26.6

Solution 159W 26.3

162W 26.3

165W 26.6

169W 27.0

Flagship 159W 26.3

162W 26.3

165W 26.6

169W 27.0

172 26.3

Frontier Split 161W 26.4

164W 26.6

Frontier 161W 26.4

164W 26.6

167W 26.8

Stratos 161W 26.4

164W 26.5

Storm Chaser 142 26.5

147 27.5

152 27.5

157 27.5

160 27.5

Ultra Mind Expander 162 26.4

Mind Expander 162 26.4

166 26.8

Storm Chaser Split 147 27.5

152 27.5

157 27.5

Ultracraft 160 26.4

Hovercraft 160 26.4

164 26.8

Ultracraft Split 160 26.4

Hovercraft Split 160 26.4

Mountain Twin 162W 26.3

165W 26.7

168W 26.9

Ultra Mountain Twin 162W 26.3

165W 26.7
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Big feet? We’ve got you covered.

The Big Horn Series identifies the boards in the Jones line designed for 
riders with big feet. These boards have a 26.3 cm or wider waist width for 
added performance on steep and hard snow. If you wear size US 11 boots 
or larger, look for the Big Horn sizes of most board models.



DIRECTIONAL FREERIDE

HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 
DESIGNS BUILT 

FOR DYNAMIC 
DESCENTS

Russian freerider Sasha IIyin finds a dreamy panel in the Italian Dolomites. CAMERA Andrey Britanishskiy  



Alaska native Ryland Bell in his happy place - staring down the barrel of a steep spine line 

in Haines. A commercial fisherman in the summer, Ryland posts up in Haines every spring 

and picks off a few trophy lines before he gears up for fishing season. The Ultra Flagship 

is Ryland’s board of choice for riding heavy lines that demand flawless direction and speed 

control. CAMERA Will Wissman

THE FREERIDE FOUNDATION
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#JonesUltraFlagship#JonesFlagship

ULTRA FLAGSHIPFLAGSHIP

The Flagship excels in technical terrain and is one the most confidence inspiring free ride boards 

on the planet. Featuring a directional rocker profile + Traction Tech 3.0 for unmatched edge grip on 

hard snow and a 3D Contour Base 3.0 for epic float in pow, the Flagship carves, stomps or straight 

lines with unbelievable precision. The Flagship’s tapered shape sinks the tail in pow for better 

float and quicker turns, while the FSC™ Engineered Veneer Topsheet, Flax/Basalt Power Stringers 

and new FSC™ Power Core add torsional response and reduce board chatter in rough snow. New 
for 2021, the Flagship has Float Pack inserts that give you the option of super setback stance 
on the deepest days.

The renamed Ultra Flagship is a seriously stiff, competition-ready freeride board designed to crush 

steep terrain at top speed. Built with new Fusion Carbon construction, the Ultra Flagship features a 

3D Contour Base 3.0, a new FSC™ Ash wood veneer topsheet plus multiple layers of carbon stringers 

that offer supreme stability at speed and eliminate chatter in rough snow. The Ultra Flagship’s 

tapered shape sinks the tail in pow for better float and quicker turns and the FSC™ Power Core 

and Traction Tech 3.0 edges deliver unmatched torsional response and edge control. The Ultra Base 

is the fastest base we’ve ever tested and comes factory waxed with multiple wax types for better 

glide in variable snow temperatures. New for 2021, the Ultra Flagship has Float Pack inserts that 
give you the option of a super setback stance on the deepest days.

THE FREERIDE FOUNDATION ONLY FOR THE EXPERT FREERIDER
Ideal for freeriding and fall line freestyle Ideal for high speed freeriding and freeride competitions

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
CARBON FLAGSHIP

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

CARBON FLAGSHIP

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

8 10PRECISE POWERFULFLEX FLEX

FLAGSHIP

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

ULTRA FLAGSHIP

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

FSC™
Power Core

Fusion
Carbon

FSC™
Engineered Veneer

FSC™
Power Core

Triax
Fiberglass

Ultra
Construction

Flip-Flop
Base

Sintered
9900 Base

Factory TunedBio ResinWend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin Factory TunedWend
Natural Wax

Ultra
Base

Sustainable 
Flax/Basalt Stringers

FSC™
Ash Veneer

UPDATED

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Black ABS

Float Pack
Inserts

Recycled
Black ABS

Float Pack
Inserts

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0 3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Tapered Shape, 12.5mm

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Tapered Shape, 12.5mm

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

151 · 154 · 158 · 159w · 161 

162w · 164 · 165w · 167

169w · 172

158 · 161 · 162w · 164 · 165w

NEW MODEL
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Three-time Freeride World Tour champ Sammy Luebke practices for his 

next contest run in the Tahoe backcountry. Sammy may be a Superman 

on the tour, but in his home town of Truckee, he’s a super dad to two 

beautiful daughters. With a stiff rocker nose for stable float and a full 

size tail for serious stomping, the Solution is Sammy’s go-to split for 

technical backcountry lines that demand air time. CAMERA Andrew Miller
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Introducing the completely redesigned 20/21 Solution 
featuring a groundbreaking 3D Contour Base 3.0. This 
stunning new edition of the world’s best selling splitboard 
sets a new standard in all-conditions, all-terrain backcountry 
performance. By adding taper, a 3D base and smoothing 
out the nose shape, the new Solution is faster down the 
line and more precise to turn in tight terrain than ever 
before. For those icy skintracks and bulletproof couloir 
entrances the Solution now features our latest Inner/Outer 
Traction Tech 3.0 Edges. It took three years of development 
to crack the code on 3D Base Contours for splitboards 
and now the future is here. Find flow in the backcountry 
you’ve never felt before and speed where you used to slog 
on the new Solution.

3D INNOVATION 
FOR THE 
BACKCOUNTRY

How do you make the best even better?

DO SOMETHING THAT’S 
NEVER BEEN DONE.

I am in love with the new Solution shape. So happy to finally share the new 
design with the world. The evolution of the Solution has been subtle. Just 
minor shape tweaks and hardware updates here and there. That is not 
the case with this new edition. By completely redesigning the shape and 
materials, we broke through a wall into the future. The new Solution is 
lighter, quicker edge-to-edge and more torsionally stable that any previous 
edition. The Solution timeline just got it’s biggest development notch since 
the model’s debut ten years ago.

— Jeremy Jones
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#JonesUltraSolution #JonesSolution

SOLUTIONULTRA SOLUTION

154 · 158 · 159w · 161 · 162w 

164 · 165w · 167 · 169w

Art by Havoc Hendricks

158 · 161 · 162w · 164 · 165w

The Solution is the ultimate all-terrain splitboard and delivers unrivaled backcountry performance 

in any snow condition. Featuring a directional freeride shape, directional rocker profile and a mid-

stiff flex, the Solution is playful in soft snow, yet confidence inspiring on steep, hard snow. We’ve 

completely redesigned the Solution’s shape for 2021 by adding more taper and a 3D Contour Base 

3.0. The tapered shape sinks the tail in pow for better float and the 3D Contour Base makes every 

turn more fluid and effortless. For added response the Solution is built with our premium FSC™ 

Ultra core, Flax/Basalt Power stringers and an ECO-plastic topsheet. The Solution also features the 

Boltless Bridge plus Karakoram Ultra Clips and Tip-Lock Tip Clips for unmatched torsional board 

lock and Inner/Outer Traction Tech 3.0 for added edge grip going up or down.

The renamed Ultra Solution is built for powerful riders who like to throttle turns at top speed and 

push the limits of what’s possible in the backcountry. The Ultra Solution features a directional freeride 

shape, directional rocker profile and a stiff flex that makes it the most stable, damp and responsive 

split in the Jones line. We’ve completely redesigned the Ultra Solution’s shape for 2021 by adding 

more taper and a 3D Contour Base 3.0. The tapered shape sinks the tail in pow for better float and 

the 3D Contour Base makes every turn more effortless. For added response the Ultra Solution is built 

with a FSC™ Ultra core, a FSC™ Ash Veneer topsheet and 2x Carbon stringers. The Ultra Solution 

also features the Boltless Bridge and Karakoram Ultra Clips plus Tip Lock Tip Clips for unmatched 

torsional board lock and Inner/Outer Traction Tech 3.0 for added edge grip going up or down.

THE ULTIMATE ALL-TERRAIN SPLITBOARDTHE BACKCOUNTRY LINE BOMBER
Ideal for backcountry freeriding and wilderness explorationIdeal for technical backcountry lines 

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH SHAPE TECH

	■ Tapered Shape, 12.5mm

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

	■ Tapered Shape, 12.5mm

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
CARBON SOLUTION

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

SOLUTION

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

10 8POWERFUL PRECISEFLEX FLEX

FSC™
Ultra Split Core

Fusion
Carbon

Textured ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

FSC™
Fusion Core

Outer Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Sintered
9900 Base

Ultra
Construction

Inner Thin
Recycled Edges

Ultra
Base

Sustainable 
Flax/Basalt Stringers

Textured ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

Karakoram Ultra Clips
with Tips Lock

Wend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin

Karakoram Ultra Clips
with Tips Lock

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Bio ResinFactory Tuned

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Inner Thin
Recycled Edges

Outer Oversized
Recycled Edges

Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

Triax
Fiberglass

SOLUTION

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

ULTRA SOLUTION

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

NEW SHAPENEW MODEL

3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0 3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Boltless bridge

	■ In. & Out. Traction Tech 2.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Boltless bridge

	■ In. & Out. Traction Tech 2.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

ISPO AWARD
WINNER
2016-2017
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Tahoe ripper Nick Russell has no shortage of high alpine aspirations. He’s always got his 

eye on grand objectives both at home in the Sierra or in unique ranges around the world. 

When he’s expecting variable backcountry snow conditions, Nick rides the Solution. With 

rocker tips, camber under foot and Traction Tech edges, the Solution is perfectly designed 

to make the most of a mixed bag. CAMERA Andrew Miller

THE ULTIMATE ALL-CONDITIONS SPLIT
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FREERIDE 
CONFIDENCE, 
FREESTYLE 
FINESSE.

Introducing the 20/21 Stratos, a modern 
all-mountain board designed to elevate 
your shred style in every direction. The 
Stratos is built for the diverse freerider 
who demands a board that can carve, boost 
and butter with equal aplomb. The tapered 
shape and narrow sidecut deliver lightning 
fast turn response and the 3D Contour Base 
3.0, our most advanced 3D base yet, offers 
effortless float and unreal glide. Push your 
stance forward on the Stratos and the full 
size tail begs to be ridden switch or push 
your stance back on the deep days with the 
new Float Pack inserts. You know that friend 
who’s super friendly, but also a humble 
bad ass at everything? That’s the Stratos. 

What makes a
snowboard more fun?

WHEN IT’S READY
FOR ANYTHING.
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#JonesStratos

STRATOS

NEW MODEL

153 · 156 · 159 · 161w

162 · 164w

The new Stratos is a hybrid all-mountain board built with the body of a directional freeride board and 

the spirit of a freestyle board. The Stratos has a playful board feel thanks to a narrow sidecut and 

friendly flex, but the 10mm of taper and 3D Contour Base 3.0 give it the float and turn performance 

of a pow board. The directional rocker profile and Traction Tech 3.0 keep the Stratos locked on edge 

accelerating into carves and the textured Eco-plastic topsheet and Basalt stringers add torsional 

response and reduce board chatter in rough terrain. The Stratos also features our new Float 

Pack inserts. The Float Pack offers a setback stance option for the deepest days. For improved 

sustainability, the Stratos is built with Bio Resin instead of standard petroleum-based epoxy and 

an FSC™ certified Ultra wood core.

THE MODERN ALL-MOUNTAIN RIPPER

TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

Ideal for all-conditions freeriding, freestyle and carving

STRATOS

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

	■ Tapered Shape, 10mm

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
STRATOS

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

7 PLAYFULFLEX

FSC™
Ultra Core

Float Pack
Inserts

Textured ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Wend
Natural Wax

Power Sustainable
Basalt Stringers

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Sintered
9900 Base

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

This board started out as an experiment with no end date in mind. We had some shape ideas and some new material and 
manufacturing concepts we wanted to play with. For the shape we started with the most nose spoon we’ve ever used, 
added traditional camber and a deep side cut and finished with a proper freestyle tail with 10 mm of taper. The first proto 
sat on my living room floor for a few days while I tried to wrap my head around the shape.

When I got it on snow I was instantly blown away. It is super quick edge-to-edge thanks to the 3D base and the deep 
side cut gives it a ton of snap and allows for really sharp, fully carved turns. The full nose and tail taper also let you 
ride powder with a centered stance which is very unique for a board with this much camber.

Jeremy Jones
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#JonesFieldTest

PROJECT X

The all new Project X is a hybrid all-mountain board that rides smooth and powerful 
like a luxury sports sedan. Jones’ Snowboard Engineer Xavier Nidecker completely 
redesigned the Project X for 2021 using a new shape, new materials and our new 
Fusion Carbon construction. The Project X shares a shape with our new Stratos model 
and features 10mm of taper, a narrow sidecut and a 3D Contour Base 3.0. The tapered 
shape drops the tail in pow for more float and the 3D Contour Base, narrow sidecut 
and mid-stiff flex offer the perfect balance of turn performance and stability at speed. 
The directional rocker profile and Traction Tech 3.0 keep the Project X locked on edge 
accelerating into carves and two layers of carbon stringers add torsional response and 
reduce board chatter in rough terrain. The Project X also features our new Float Pack 
inserts. The Float Pack offers a setback stance option for the deepest days.

FLYWEIGHT ALL-MOUNTAIN RAZOR
Ideal for park, pipe and all-mountain charging

TECHNOLOGY

Fusion
Carbon

Ultra
Construction

FSC™
Fusion Core

Ultra
Base

Thin
Recycled Edges

Fiberglass
Reinforcement

Float Pack
Inserts

PROJECT X

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Tapered Shape, 10mm

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
PROJECT X

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

7 PLAYFULFLEX

Recycled
Black ABS

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Wend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin Factory Tuned

156

NEW SHAPE
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Tahoe local Sammy Luebke is a true all-around shredder who mixes it up between resort, 

split and sled shredding. He’s not picky, he just wants to ride pow! The Project X suits 

Sammy’s open minded style just perfect. With our most advanced 3D Contour Base and a 

tight, ultralight board feel, the Project X is a state-of-the-art all-mountain board designed 

for fun days on the mountain wherever you can find them. CAMERA Andrew Miller

FLYWEIGHT ALL-MOUNTAIN RAZOR
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Taylor Carlton is a veteran Sierra surfer and the founder of the Tahoe shred communities’ 

most cherished annual event, the Rocker Memorial Banked Slalom. The race is a benefit to 

the local skatepark and goes down on a hand built course in the Donner backcountry not 

far from where this shot of Taylor charging on his Frontier Split was taken. With a versatile 

directional freeride shape and a friendly flex, the Frontier is a perfect match for Taylor’s 

playful and powerful style. CAMERA Andrew Miller

THE ALL-TERRAIN, SHRED EVERYTHING BOARD 
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#JonesFrontier

FRONTIER SPLITFRONTIER

The Frontier is a directional freeride board designed to be the perfect daily driver for the playful 

all-mountain shredder. Featuring a floaty, freeride nose matched with a freestyle tail, the Frontier is 

ideal for pow days, park days and every day in between. The Frontier’s Directional shape, Directional 

Rocker profile and Traction Tech 2.0 edges provide confident stability riding through tech terrain 

or rough snow while the spooned nose+tail edges on the 3D Contour Base 1.0 reduce edge catch 

and make it easy to turn in tight terrain. The Frontier offers high performance without skimping on 

materials as it’s built with our new Sintered 8000 base, an Eco-plastic topsheet and a new FSC™ 

Classic Core that is specially profiled between the feet for added pop.

The Frontier Split is the ultimate splitboard for playful riders looking for a directional freeride 

shape without a stiff flex. The Frontier features a floaty, freeride nose for pow crushing and crud 

busting matched with a freestyle tail that’s perfect for popping pillows and stomping cliff drops. On 

icy skin tracks or firm descents, the Directional Rocker profile and Inner/Outer Traction Tech 2.0 

edges provide confident stability and edge grip. The Frontier Split offers high performance without 

skimping on materials as it’s built with our new Sintered 8000 base, an Eco-plastic topsheet and a 

new FSC™ Classic V-Core that is specially profiled for added pop between the feet. New for 2021, 

the Frontier Split has easily replaceable, screw mounted Karakoram tip clips.

THE ALL-TERRAIN, SHRED EVERYTHING BOARD THE ALL-TERRAIN, SHRED EVERYTHING SPLIT
Ideal for freeride, freestyle and backcountry pow Ideal for freeride, freestyle and backcountry pow

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
FRONTIER

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

FRONTIER SPLIT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

6 6FRIENDLY FRIENDLYFLEX FLEX

FRONTIER

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

FRONTIER SPLIT

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

FSC™ 
Classic Core

FSC™ 
Classic Core

Bio Resin Recycled
Rounded ABS

Biax
Fiberglass

Biax
Fiberglass

Factory Tuned Wend
Natural Wax

Sintered
8000 Base

Sintered
8000 Base

Flip-Flop
Base

Flip-Flop
Base

Bio Resin Factory Tuned

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Recycled
Black ABS

Karakoram
Clips

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Wend
Natural Wax

Oversized
Recycled Edges

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 1.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex Pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 2.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

152 · 156 · 158w · 159 · 161w 

162 · 164w · 165 · 167w 

Art by Trevor Kekke 

152 · 156 · 158w · 159 · 161w

162 · 164w

Art by Trevor Kekke

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Inside & Outside Traction 

Tech 2.0
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SURF SERIES

INSPIRED 
SHAPES
FOR CREATIVE
RIDERS



SHAPED BY WORLD RENOWNED SURF 
SHAPER CHRIS CHRISTENSON

Dark thirty starts are never easy, but if you play your cards right, the pay off is 

like doublin’ down. Jeremy Jones reaps the rewards of going all in riding his 

Storm Chaser Split in Lake Tahoe. The Storm Chaser and all the surf series 

models are designed by surfboard shaper Chris Christenson. Chris uses design 

elements from his fastest surfboards to make snowboards that offer insane 

float and effortless glide. CAMERA Ming Poon



#JonesMountainSurfer

MOUNTAIN SURFER

The Mountain Surfer is a next level powder board built to surf the earth without bindings. 
From backyard hills to full on backcountry descents, the Mountain Surfer offers a whole 
new perspective on riding powder. Surf shaper Chris Christenson and Jeremy Jones 
designed the Mountain Surfer’s complex 3D contours using the same hydro dynamic 
principles Chris uses to design surf boards. The Mountain Surfer features a Spoon nose 
for float, a 3D center hull for improved glide and 3D stepped edges for turn precision. 
The Mountain Surfer has a sintered p-tex base, ABS sidewalls and a wood core but 
no metal edges or binding inserts. To keep you attached after a closeout barrel, the 
Mountain Surfer includes a foam deck pad and an eyebolt. New for 2021, the Mountain 
Surfer comes in two sizes, a 142cm and a new 152cm.

NEXT LEVEL SURF SLED
Ideal for powder surfing and backyard exploration FEATURES

	■ Christenson Surf Rocker 

	■ Full Poplar Woodcore

	■ Waxed Sintered Base

	■ Biax Fiberglass

	■ White ABS Sidewall

	■ Thin Durable Topsheet

	■ 3D Pad with tail kick

	■ M6 Insert for leash attachment

	■ M6 Eyebolt

142 · 152

NEW SIZE
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Believe it or not, few things Jeremy Jones enjoys more than a epic backyard pow surf 

session. The day after a huge storm, when the backcountry avy danger is sky high and 

the resorts are barely open, Jeremy is out there fully frothing, charging down 15 degree 

slopes in his neighborhood on his Mountain Surfer. Featuring a surf inspired 3D Contour 

Base that’s designed to maximize glide, the Mountain Surfer will open your eyes to a whole 

new world of fun on mellow, low consequence terrain. CAMERA Andrew Miller

THE NEXT LEVEL SURF SLED
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EXPAND YOUR 
MIND. EXPAND
YOUR MOUNTAIN.
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THE MIND EXPANDER COLLECTION

The surf-inspired alternative all-mountain board.
Expanded collection to fit riders of all sizes.

Mammoth’s Jimmy Goodman let’s his riding do the talking. He’s a super humble guy, but he’s 

got a big presence when he shreds. Every other turn is a casual double over head explosion. 

More pow days than not, Jimmy rips the resort on the Ultra Mind Expander. The stiff flex 

and camber underfoot keep him locked in at speed and the tapered shape and 3D Contour 

Base let’s him detonate turns with unbelievable power and precision. CAMERA Andrew Miller
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#JonesMindExpander

ULTRA MIND EXPANDER

The Ultra Mind Expander is a super charged alternative all-mountain board designed 
for high speed slashing and freeriding. We stepped up the top speed of the playful Mind 
Expander by adding camber, premium materials and a stiffer flex to the Ultra Mind 
Expander. Directional rocker nose + tail, camber underfoot and Traction Tech 3.0 give 
the Ultra unmatched float and edge hold while the FSC™ Ash wood veneer topsheet, 
Basalt Power stringers, FSC™ Power Core and Triax Carbon Innegra suck up chatter 
in rough terrain. The Ultra shares the standard Mind Expander’s 3D Contour Base 3.0 
and hybrid directional shape. The blunted nose, full size tail and tight sidecut offer the 
nimble maneuverability of a directional board matched with the freestyle abilities of 
a directional twin. New for 2021, the Ultra Mind Expander has Carve Pack inserts that 
offer the option of a more centered stance for ripping hard pack.

ALTERNATIVE ALL-MOUNTAIN CHARGER
Ideal for creative freeriding and freestyle

TECHNOLOGY

Ultra
Construction

FSC™
Power Core

FSC™
Ash Veneer

UPDATED

Sintered
9900 Base

Power Sustainable
Basalt Stringers

Triax
Fiberglass

ULTRA MIND EXPANDER

PROFILE:
CHRISTENSON SURF CAMBER ROCKER

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
ULTRA MIND EXPANDER

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

8 PRECISEFLEX

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin Factory Tuned

150 · 154 · 158 · 162
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#JonesMindExpander

MIND EXPANDER SPLITMIND EXPANDER

The Mind Expander is an alternative all-mountain board that wants to slash every terrain feature in 

sight. Surf shaper Chris Christenson and Jeremy Jones designed the Mind Expander for the creative 

rider who draws lines blending freestyle, freeride and surf styles. For playful float in pow the Mind 

Expander features a Surf Rocker profile, a 3D Contour Base 3.0 and a hybrid directional shape. The 

blunted nose, full size tail and tight sidecut offer the nimble maneuverability of a directional board 

matched with the freestyle abilities of a directional twin. The Mind Expander also features a FSC™ 

Bamboo Surf Core and Basalt Power Stringers for better edge response and Rounded Recycled ABS 

Sidewalls for improved topsheet durability. New for 2021, the Mind Expander has a Sintered 8000 

base and Carve Pack inserts that offer the option of a more centered stance for ripping hard pack.

The Mind Expander Split was built for the creative rider who weaves nimble and playful lines as they 

slash through the backcountry. Designed by surf shaper Chris Christenson and Jeremy Jones, the 

Mind Expander Split features a Christenson Surf Rocker profile and blunt nose for epic float in pow, 

plus a full size tail for legit freestyle performance. The unique shape is matched with a short sidecut 

for snappy turn potential in tight trees and Inner/Outer Traction Tech 1.0 edges for enhanced grip on 

icy skintracks or firm descents. For unmatched torsional board connection in ride mode, the Mind 

Expander Split also features the Boltless Bridge plus Karakoram Ultra Clips and Tip-Lock Tip Clips. 

New for 2021, the Mind Expander is built with our new ultra fast and durable Sintered 8000 base.

ALTERNATIVE ALL-MOUNTAIN SHREDDER ALTERNATIVE BACKCOUNTRY SHREDDER
Ideal for creative freeriding and freestyle Ideal for trees, powder and backcountry surf slashing

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
MIND EXPANDER

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

MIND EXPANDER SPLIT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

6 6FRIENDLY FRIENDLYFLEX FLEX

MIND EXPANDER

PROFILE:
CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER

MIND EXPANDER SPLIT

PROFILE:
CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER

FSC™ Bamboo
Surf Core 

FSC™ Control
Split Core

Wend
Natural Wax

Wend
Natural Wax

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Bio Resin Bio Resin

Sintered
8000 Base

Sintered
8000 Base

Factory Tuned Factory TunedFlip-Flop
Base

Flip-Flop
Base

Biax
Fiberglass

Biax
Fiberglass

Karakoram Ultra Clips
with Tips Lock

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 2.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

146 · 150 · 154 · 158 · 162 · 166 154 · 158

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Boltless Bridge

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Inside & Outside Traction 

Tech 2.0

Sustainable 
Flax/Basalt Stringers
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#JonesStormChaser

STORM CHASER SPLITSTORM CHASER

147 · 152 · 157142 · 147 · 152 · 157 · 160

The Storm Chaser Split unlocks access to those remote frozen swells and packs insane float into 

a short, but still high volume splitboard. The ultra-wide waist width maximizes the float of the 

shortened running length and the Surf Rocker profile pops the nose even further out of the snow 

when you step on the gas. The Storm Chaser’s short sidecut will have you ripping tight tree runs 

like a GS course on even the deepest days. The unique shape is matched with Inner/Outer Traction 

Tech 1.0 edges for enhanced grip on icy skintracks or firm descents and the Boltless Bridge plus 

Karakoram Ultra Clips and Tip-Lock Tip Clips for unmatched torsional board connection in ride 

mode. New for 2021, we’ve re-profiled the Storm Chaser Split’s FSC™ Control Split Core for added 

pop between the feet.

The Storm Chaser is a power packed swallowtail that offers magical float in pow and radical carving 

potential. Surfboard shaper Chris Christenson designed the rocker profile and base contours of the 

Storm Chaser by using the refined dimensions of his fastest gliding surfboards. The result is an 

explosively fast powder rocket that packs insane float into a nimble, short board. The ultra-wide 

waist width and 3D Contour Base 3.0 help maximize the float of the short running length and the 

Surf Rocker profile pops the nose even further out of the snow when you rock into a bottom turn. 

For a lively board feel, the Storm Chaser features a FSC™ Bamboo Surf Core, and new for 2021, a 

new ultra fast and durable Sintered 8000 base.

THE BACKCOUNTRY SURF SLASHERSURF-INSPIRED POWDER SLASHER
Ideal for surfing frozen waves and snorkel deep daysIdeal for surfing frozen waves and snorkel deep days

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Boltless Bridge

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Inside & Outside Traction 

Tech 1.0

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
STORM CHASER

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

STORM CHASER SPLIT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

7 7PLAYFUL PLAYFULFLEX FLEX

FSC™ Bamboo
Surf Core 

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Bio Resin

Sintered
8000 Base

Factory Tuned

Biax
Fiberglass

Flip-Flop
Base

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Wend
Natural Wax

Recycled
Rounded ABS

STORM CHASER SPLIT

PROFILE:
CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER

STORM CHASER

PROFILE:
CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

FSC™ Control
Split Core

Wend
Natural Wax

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

Biax
Fiberglass

Karakoram Ultra Clips
with Tips Lock

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Sustainable 
Flax/Basalt Stringers

Sintered
8000 Base
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There’s nothing quite like the feeling of a bottomless pow turn. It’s like your leaning into 

the air and being carried by the world itself. The only thing quite like it, is a surf turn on a 

perfect wave face. This is what inspired Jeremy Jones and Chris Christenson when they 

designed the Storm Chaser. Using design elements from Chris’ fastest gliding surf shapes, 

the Store Chaser rides like a high performance magic carpet, explosively fast and effortless 

easy to float and manuever. CAMERA Erik Hoffmann

SURF-INSPIRED POWDER SLASHER
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Mammoth Mountain ruler Jimmy Goodman has got a mean groomer game. When the corduroy 

is the best thing happenin’, you’ll catch Jimmy railing around the resort on his Lone Wolf. He 

loves pushing what’s possible on the unique shape and has been known to hit rails riding this 

rocketship. With a long effective edge and an even longer sidecut, the Lone Wolf is a serious 

shred stick for creative riders. CAMERA Andrew Miller

THE RADICAL ROCKETSHIP
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#JonesLoneWolf

LONE WOLF

The Lone Wolf is a big gun swallowtail built to arc big turns in big terrain. Designed by 
surf shaper Chris Christenson and Jeremy Jones, the Lone Wolf blends features of a 
pow board with the long sidecut of a Super-G race board. It’s designed to be ridden long 
as the narrow waist width, long sidecut, camber underfoot and Triax Carbon Innegra 
make it a rocketship for the aggressive hard pack carver. In powder, the Lone Wolf’s 
3D Contour Base 3.0 and Directional Rocker profile offer unsinkable float. The Lone 
Wolf also features a FSC™ Bamboo Surf Core for better edge response and Rounded 
Recycled ABS Sidewalls for improved topsheet durability. 

BUILT FOR BIG TURNS, BIG TERRAIN
Ideal for carving, pow and wide open freeriding

TECHNOLOGY

LONE WOLF

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE:
CHRISTENSON SURF CAMBER ROCKER

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ V-corenose only

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
LONE WOLF

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

7 PLAYFULFLEX

162 · 168 · 174

FSC™ Bamboo
Surf Core 

Bio Resin

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Factory Tuned

Sintered
9900 Base

Flip-Flop
Base

Biax
Fiberglass

Triax Carbon / Innegra
Reinforcement

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Wend
Natural Wax
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DIRECTIONAL ALL-MOUNTAIN

BUILT FOR 
ALL-TERRAIN 
DOMINATION

Harry Kearney takes it off the top rope leaping into the Mount Baker wrestling ring. For a guy 

born in Colorado Harry has earned himself serious respect amongst the Baker hardcore for 

his hard charging style and his consistent ability to crush it in the legendary Baker Banked 

Slalom. Harry won the pro race twice and took second in 2019. CAMERA Andrew Miller





NEW 
ADDITION 

TO THE 
QUIVER

Introducing the new 20/21 Mountain Skate, a premium 
snow skate designed for any rider looking to expand their 
sideways sliding horizons and learn a fun new way to rip a 
mountain. Snow skates have a reputation of being difficult 
to ride. Thankfully, times have changed. Improved shapes 
and board tech have made learning to snow skate an 
accessible goal for riders of any ability, even kids. More and 
more resorts around the world also allow snow skates on 
slope as they can be safely ridden on more terrain than you 
might expect. When the high pressure sets in and ripping 
groomers has lost it’s appeal, a snow skate can change 
your entire perspective on the mountain. Just linking turns 
down a green circle run is a blast, and once you’ve got your 
balance, terrain parks become thrilling new playgrounds. 
Beyond the resorts, you’ll find exciting snow skate terrain in 
your backyard, parks or urban areas. After getting hooked 
on snow skating during a drought year in Tahoe, Jeremy 
Jones was drawn to bring his snowboard shape concepts 
and materials to the snow skate world. The Mountain 
Skate is the perfect easy turning, all-mountain snow skate 
designed to help you learn a new shred challenge.

What’s the secret to eternal youth?

EMBRACE NEW CHALLENGES 
AND NEVER STOP LEARNING.



MOUNTAIN SNOWSKATE

The new Mountain Skate is a premium snow skate that’s designed for riders of all 
abilities and built with cutting edge snowboard tech. The Mountain Skate’s sub deck 
offers both carving and freestyle performance thanks to the tapered directional twin 
shape, CamRock profile and 3D Contour Base 1.0. The construction of the sub deck is 
just like a miniature Jones board and features a FSC wood core, Biax fiberglass and 
recycled edges + sidewalls. The Top Deck is shaped like a concave skateboard deck 
and is also built with bomber snow-proven materials including a FSC wood core, Biax 
fiberglass and full wrap ABS sidewalls. For added traction, the top deck is lined with a 
full length foam pad, and for precise turn performance, we fitted the Mountain Skate 
with the industry’s finest, Rocker brand snow skate trucks.

THE SNOWY SIDEWALK SECRET WEAPON
Ideal for switching up your resort game and shredding the streets SUB DECK (SKI) FEATURES TOP DECK FEATURES

	■ Directional Twin shape

	■ 10 mm of taper nose to tail

	■ CamRock profile - rocker tips, camber between 

trucks

	■ 3D Contour Base 1.0 on tip + tail

	■ Blunt nose

	■ Progressive sidecut for smooth turn initiation

	■ Length: 115cm

	■ Industry standard truck insert pattern

	■ Snowboard construction

	■ Concave top contours with reinforced nose 

and tail kick

	■ Directional Twin shape - nose 1cm longer 

than tail

	■ Full length foam traction pad

	■ Length: 91 cm / 36 in

	■ Width: 24 cm / 9.6 in

	■  Industry standard truck insert pattern

	■ Rocker Trucks - Made in USA

NEW MODEL

115

Art by Joseph Toney 
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Can never get enough days like these. Sammy Luebke enjoys a blower day in the Tahoe backcountry on the Ultra Mountain Twin. CAMERA Andrew Miller

NEXT LEVEL
TWIN SHAPE TECH
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Introducing the completely redesigned 20/21 
Mountain Twin featuring a 3D Contour Base 
and a unique new shape. This latest evolution 
of our best selling snowboard offers a new 
level of all-mountain performance for riders 
who’s style demands the versatility of a 
twin. The Mountain Twin’s new shape and 
Freestyle/Freeride Stance Pack allows you 
a centered stance on the contact points for 

a traditional ‘true twin’ freestyle feel or a 
set back ‘directional twin’ stance for pow 
days and pillow lines. The new 3D Contour 
Base brings cutting edge modern snowboard 
technology to a timeless shape and provides 
effortless float in pow and buttery smooth 
turn initiation at any speed. Pop harder, spin 
quicker and stomp everything with more 
power and speed on the new Mountain Twin.

How do you blend tradition and the now?

COMBINE THE BEST
OF BOTH WORLDS.
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You know the guy who always lands everything? Swiss ripper Mat Schaer is that dude. Mat 

has a reputation for stomping and has a legacy of beastly Absinthe Films’ video parts to prove 

it. With a balanced spin weight and a poppy CamRock profile, the Ultra Mountain Twin and the 

Mountain Twin Split are Mat’s favorite boards for jumping. He hits this gigantic glacier gap in 

his new movie Shelter by Almo Films. CAMERA Vernon Deck

THE FREERIDE FOCUSED TWIN
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#JonesUltraMountainTwin

ULTRA MOUNTAIN TWIN

154 · 156w · 157 · 159w · 160

162w · 163 · 165w

Art by Joseph Toney

The Ultra Mountain Twin is a lean and mean directional twin freestyle board built with 
speed boosting, chatter sucking premium materials. It’s designed for the expert freerider 
who likes to throw big tricks outside the terrain park. We’ve completely redesigned 
the shape of the Ultra Mountain Twin for 2021 by adding a more blunted tip profile, 
a 3D Contour Base 2.0 and Traction Tech 3.0 edges. The blunted tips reduce weight, 
Traction Tech keeps you locked in on firm snow and the 3D Contour Base makes every 
turn more effortless. Balanced rocker in the tip and tail deliver serious float in pow 
while camber underfoot gives the Ultra Mountain Twin snap and hold on hard pack. 
The Sintered 9900 base provides the speed boost you need to go big off any feature 
and the Flax/Basalt Power Stringers + new FSC™ Ash Veneer topsheet provide the 
stability to stomp. The new Ultra Twin also has added stance options with our new 
Freestyle/Freeride Stance Pack.

THE FREERIDE FOCUSED TWIN

TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 2.0

Ideal for slashing, jibbing and jumping

ULTRA MOUNTAIN TWIN

PROFILE: CAMROCK

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

	■ Directional Twin

	■ Twin Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
ULTRA MOUNTAIN TWIN

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

9 POWERFULFLEX

Ultra
Construction

Freeride
Freestyle Pack

Oversized
Recycled Edges

FSC™
Ash Veneer

UPDATED

Recycled
Black ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

Power Sustainable
Basalt Stringers

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

Triax
Fiberglass

Sintered
9900 Base

NEW SHAPE NEW SIZE

FSC™
Power Core

The shape of the Mountain Twin just got an extreme make 

over that was years in the making. The result is the most 

versatile, approachable, all-mountain, all-terrain, all-

conditions snowboard that we have ever made.

Jeremy Jones
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A passion for atmospheric science, an ambitious drive to live sustainably and 

incredible snowboarding talent steer Mat Schaer through life. CAMERA Vernon Deck

TALES FROM 
THE SKIN 
TRACK:
MAT SCHAER

Mat! You have quite an interesting educational background. 
Tell us about your studies and the master’s thesis you 
recently completed with the Swiss Institute for Snow and 
Avalanche Research?

Your commitment to reducing your impact by using public 
transportation to go snowboarding is super impressive. 
Tell us more about why you started doing this and your 
daily commute.

In your new movie Shelter you set out on foot to explore 
remote refuges in the Alps. Share one of your favorite 
highlights from the project. 

Thrilling to see you push the limits of what’s possible on 
a splitboard in Shelter. The glacier gap you hit on your 
Mountain Twin Split was massive! What inspired you to 
focus on splitboarding last season? 

What does the future hold for you? More snowboarding, 
more school, more environmental research?

For my master’s thesis I worked on data from numerical 
weather prediction models to study the wind and improve 
wind forecasts in the Swiss alpine region. One of the goals 
was to locate suitable areas to install wind turbines for 
renewable energy production. Wind is also a key factor in 
creating dangerous avalanche conditions, so my study is 
also useful for improving avalanche forecasts.

I’m now working at the Swiss national weather service as 
a part time job. Reliable weather forecasts have always 
been critical for scoring the best snow conditions and 
getting good riding footage, so I’m happy to work on 
forecasts for the weather service.

Transportation is one of the biggest environmental 
concerns in the world. In Switzerland, transportation 
is the main source of carbon emissions and one of the 
only sources still growing. Automobiles are also a major 
contributor to air pollution which causes health risks. 
Switzerland has one of the best public transportation 
systems in the world so I live in the perfect spot to try to 
avoid using cars as much as possible. Swiss trains are 
powered by primarily renewable energy making them by 
far the most sustainable means of motorized transport. 
A train produces about 20X less CO

2
 than a normal car 

for the same trip.

There are so many good memories. The first one that 
comes to mind is the morning when we left the Grand-
St-Bernard hospice super early to ride some couloirs 
at sunrise. It was absolutely stunning to be up there 
at sunrise. There were five of us including Jeremy and 
we found the perfect face where everyone could ride a 
different couloir right next to each other. The ascent was 
fun too because we skinned up the main chute and put 
in at least 40 short switchbacks to reach the top. Nobody 
wanted to carry their board and bootpack it.

My challenge last season was to capture the same level 
of snowboarding I had in previous films, but all on a 
splitboard. After many winters shooting in the backcountry 
terrain around my local resorts I wanted to explore what’s 
beyond and I knew that by hiking and sleeping in these 
high alpine huts a new world of endless amazing terrain 
would open up. Terrain where almost nobody goes filming. 
Going into the project I wasn’t planning on hitting such 
big ice gaps on my split, but when we passed the spot I 
simply couldn’t resist.

When I started planning the project I was initially concerned 
about breaking a splitboard while jumping, but I was really 
impressed by the durability of all my split gear. I didn’t 
break anything the entire project and I was definitely 
charging just as hard as I do on my solid board.

After six years of university, I’m thankfully done with 
school. My main goal for the next few years is to combine 
my passion for the environment and snowboarding. I 
want to continue riding as much as I can, while starting 
a career as an environmental engineer. It won’t be easy 
to combine both, but I’ve always managed to free-up 
time in the winter for riding while focusing on my other 
projects the rest of the year. It’s a nice balance to switch 
from rather intellectual activities to more physical ones. 
After months of studies or work, my motivation to ride 
is always the highest and I love being back on my board.

When i’m not on the train, i’m riding my bike. I live in 
the city of Geneva and pedal everywhere I need to go. 
Cycling helps keep me in shape for the winter. When I go 
snowboarding, 90% of the time I take the train and try to 
stay at least a few days in the mountains. When a train is 
not available for my time schedule, I carpool with friends.

By showing people that I can still film video parts and 
enjoy snowboarding to the max with a much smaller 
environmental footprint I hope I can inspire others to 
reduce their impact. We need people from all over the 
world to reduce their footprint to help influence the larger 
political decisions needed to tackle climate change and 
other environmental issues.
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Some people can’t splitboard past couloirs with out riding them. Mat Schaer 

can’t splitboard past gigantic glacier gaps with out hitting them. He found this 

jump spot a day’s walk from the resort in Arolla, Switzerland while filming for 

his new movie Shelter with Almo Films. CAMERA Vernon Deck
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#JonesMountainTwin

MOUNTAIN TWIN SPLITMOUNTAIN TWIN

157 · 159w · 160

Art by Joseph Toney 

151 · 154 · 156w · 157 · 159w

160 · 162w · 163 · 165w · 168w

Art by Joseph Toney 

The Mountain Twin Split offers creative splitboarders a premium directional twin shape option for 

getting rad in the backcountry. It’s designed to offer precision control riding regular or switch on any 

terrain, from chutes to tree runs to backcountry booters. We’ve completely redesigned the shape of 

the Mountain Twin Split for 2021 by adding a more blunted tip profile, a 3D Contour Base 2.0 and 

Inner/Outer Traction Tech 3.0 edges. The blunt tips reduce weight, Traction Tech keeps you locked in 

on firm snow and the 3D Contour Base makes every turn more effortless. For unmatched torsional 

board lock in ride mode the Mountain Twin Split features the Boltless Bridge and Karakoram Split and 

Tip + Tail Clips. To complete the redesign we upgraded to our new super fast and durable Sintered 

8000 base and added stance options with our new Freestyle/Freeride Stance Pack.

The Mountain Twin is a versatile directional twin designed for playful shredders who want one 

board that can ride-it-all. The Mountain Twin is built to shred the whole mountain like it’s an endless 

skatepark without sacrificing float in pow or stability for bombing lines. We’ve completely redesigned 

the shape of the Mountain Twin for 2021 by adding a more blunted tip profile, a 3D Contour Base 

2.0 and Traction Tech 3.0 edges. The blunt tips reduce weight, Traction Tech keeps you locked in 

on firm snow and the 3D Contour Base makes every turn more effortless. With a mid-stiff twin 

flex and a CamRock profile the Mountain Twin excels at poppin’ pillows and pressin’ boxes while 

it’s also an easy board to turn and finesse in tight terrain. To complete the redesign we upgraded 

to our new super fast and durable Sintered 8000 base and added stance options with our new 

Freestyle/Freeride Stance pack.

THE BACKCOUNTRY TWINFREESTYLE MEETS FREERIDE
Ideal for backcountry touring and freestyleIdeal for slashing, jibbing and jumping

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
MOUNTAIN TWIN

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

MOUNTAIN TWIN SPLIT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

7 7PLAYFUL PLAYFULFLEX FLEX

FSC™
Control Core

FSC™ Control
Split Core

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Bio Resin Bio Resin

Sintered
8000 Base

Sintered
8000 Base

Factory Tuned Factory Tuned

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Flip-Flop
Base

Flip-Flop
Base

Freeride
Freestyle Pack

Karakoram
Clips

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Wend
Natural Wax

Wend
Natural Wax

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Black ABS

Freeride
Freestyle Pack

MOUNTAIN TWIN SPLIT

PROFILE: CAMROCK

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

MOUNTAIN TWIN

PROFILE: CAMROCK

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

NEW SHAPE NEW SHAPE

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 2.0

	■ Directional Twin

	■ Twin Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Twin

	■ Twin Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

3D BASE CONTOUR 2.0

	■ Boltless bridge

	■ In. & Out. Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

Biax
Fiberglass

Biax
Fiberglass
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You know what’s even more amazing than Chamonix snowboard legend Julian ‘Pica’ Herry’s 

resume of first descents? His genuine passion for simply snowboarding. Pica loves ripping 

pow, riding switch and launching 180s as much as riding a heavy line. The fact that he rides 

a Mountain Twin when he’s cruising with his kids or jump turning down a fall-you-die couloir 

is testament to that. Pica’s amazingly diverse riding style demands a board as versatile as 

the Mountain Twin. CAMERA Arthur Ghilini

FREESTYLE MEETS FREERIDE
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The Mammoth Mountain Unbound park is one of the Mecca of the terrain park world. They 

have hits of every size and they keep it fresh by rebuilding the park every few weeks. You’ll 

catch Mammoth local Marcus Cassidy shredding the Unbound park on the Aviator. With a true 

twin shape, the most camber of any board in our line and a medium stiff flex the Aviator is 

an elite park and carving board for the expert rider. CAMERA Andrew Miller

THE RESORT RAZOR
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#JonesAviator

AVIATOR

The Aviator is an elite all-mountain directional twin built for experienced riders who like 
to carve hard and take to the air with confidence. The Aviators’s nimble handling and 
supersonic acceleration result from the 3D Contour Base 2.0, Traction Tech 2.0 edges 
plus the Power Camber profile. Power Camber keeps you locked in and railing hard 
while the spooned tips on the 3D Contour Base 2.0 help eliminate catch and improve 
turn fluidity. The Triax Carbon Innegra layer under the Eco-plastic Topsheet sucks up 
board chatter and offers supreme pop and lightning fast response to any rider energy 
input. New for 2021, the Aviator is built with our new ultra fast and durable Sintered 
8000 base.

THE RESORT RAZOR
Ideal for expert freestyle and all-mountain carving

TECHNOLOGY

FSC™
Power Core

Triax
Fiberglass

Sintered
8000 Base

Triax Carbon / Innegra
Reinforcement

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Black ABS

AVIATOR

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: POWER CAMBER

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 2.0

	■ Directional Twin

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
AVIATOR

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

8 PRECISEFLEX

Wend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

152 · 156 · 158 · 158w · 160

160w · 162 · 164

Art by Joseph Toney 
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GO DEEPER,
RIDE LONGER,
SHRED STRONGER
ALTERNATIVE FREERIDE



Feels like only yesterday that we sent Forrest Shearer one of the very first 

Hovercraft prototypes to test. Forrest has been a Jones ambassador since the 

day we started the company in 2009 and he’s also been our most dedicated 

Hovercrafter. The compact shape and directional rocker profile suit Forrest’s 

powerful, yet light on his feet surf style just perfect and when he travels to 

remote ranges you can bet he’s bringing the Ultracraft Split. CAMERA Andrew Miller



#JonesUltracraft
#iHeartHovercrafting

#JonesHovercraft

HOVERCRAFT SPLITULTRACRAFT SPLIT

152 · 156 · 160 156 · 160

The Hovercraft Split is purpose built to surf the earth and features a directional shape 
that truly shines in the backcountry. It’s nimble, squat outline provides the float of a 
much longer board, and the short running length makes it super maneuverable in the 
tight trees and skinning up. The blunt nose and directional rocker of the Hovercraft 
keep you surfin’ on top of the soft stuff, while the stiff tail keeps you stable through any 
unexpected crust. For added edge grip on icy skin tracks or firm descents, the Hovercraft 
Split features Inner/Outer Traction Tech 2.0 edges. For added ECO-performance, the 
Hovercraft Split is built with a FSC™ Engineered Veneer Topsheet. New for 2021, the 
Hovercraft Split is built with our new ultra fast and durable Sintered 8000 base and 
easily replaceable screw mounted tip + tail clips.

The Ultracraft Splitboard is one of the lightest, most technically capable splitboards 
on the planet. Despite it’s featherweight, the Ultracraft is rock solid on descent as the 
directional rocker nose delivers epic float while the stubby, stiff tail offers powerful 
board control. We’ve completely redesigned the Ultracraft Split’s shape and materials 
for 2021 by adding a 3D Contour Base 3.0 and Fusion Carbon Construction. The 3D 
Contour Base makes every turn more effortless and the new construction blends a 
new wood core with multiple layers of carbon stringers to deliver our most damp and 
responsive Ultracraft Split yet. The Ultracraft Split also features the Boltless Bridge 
and Karakoram Ultra Clips plus Tip Lock Tip Clips for unmatched torsional board lock 
and Inner/Outer Traction Tech 3.0 for added edge grip going up or down.

THE NIMBLE BACKCOUNTRY RACERONE OF THE LIGHTEST SPLITBOARDS ON EARTH
Ideal for backcountry chutes, bowls and tree runsIdeal for expedition touring and high alpine assaults

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-Core

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Inside & Outside Traction 

Tech 2.0

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
ULTRACRAFT SPLIT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

HOVERCRAFT SPLIT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

8 7PRECISE PLAYFULFLEX FLEX

FSC™ 
Classic Core

Fusion
Carbon

FSC™
Engineered Veneer

Ultra
Construction

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Outer Oversized
Recycled Edges

Biax
Fiberglass

FSC™
Fusion Core

Wend
Natural Wax

Inner Thin
Recycled Edges

Sintered
8000 Base

Textured ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Bio ResinRecycled
Rounded ABS

Fiberglass
Reinforcement

Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

Wend
Natural Wax

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Ultra
Base

Bio Resin

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Karakoram Ultra Clips
with Tips Lock

Factory Tuned

Karakoram
Clips

HOVERCRAFT SPLIT

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Boltless bridge

	■ In. & Out. Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

ISPO AWARD
WINNER
2014-2015
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#iHeartHovercrafting 
#JonesHovercraft

#JonesUltracraft

HOVERCRAFTULTRACRAFT

The Ultracraft is a high performance alternative freeride board that carves piste and 
rips pow like a race board. Featuring the same shape as the Hovercraft, only built with 
premium materials, the Ultracraft has no top speed railing a turn in smooth snow. The 
rocker nose delivers epic float in pow while the stubby, stiff tail and long sidecut offer 
powerful board control when moving fast. The 3D Contour Base 3.0 features a spooned 
nose and tail edges for improved float plus turn fluidity. The Ultracraft also features our 
FSC™ Ultra Core for lightweight pop and a Flax Topsheet plus Basalt Power Stringers 
for supreme torsional response, reduced board chatter and improved sustainability. 

The Hovercraft is an alternative freeride board who’s nimble maneuverability and 
diverse performance has earned it a cult following. The unique shape matched with a 
directional rocker profile, Traction Tech 3.0 and a long sidecut allows the Hovercraft to 
float through any snow plus rail turns of any size. With a blunt nose, a short stiff tail, and 
a wide waist width, the Hovercraft is designed to be ridden shorter then your average 
freeride board as the compact shape packs serious surface area in a small package. The 
Hovercraft features a 3D Contour Base 3.0 with spooned nose+tail edges for improved 
float plus a FSC™ Engineered Veneer Topsheet for added ECO-performance. New for 
2021, the Hovercraft is built with our new ultra fast and durable Sintered 8000 base.

COLD SMOKE ROCKETSHIP THE NIMBLE ALL-CONDITIONS RACER
Ideal for resort pow, cat boarding and carving Ideal for pow slashing, crud busting and slaloming trees

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
ULTRACRAFT 

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

HOVERCRAFT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

8 7PRECISE PLAYFULFLEX FLEX

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

HOVERCRAFT

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

FSC™
Ultra Core

FSC™ 
Classic Core

Recycled
Black ABS

Bio Resin

Ultra
Construction

FSC™
Engineered Veneer

Wend
Natural Wax

Factory Tuned

Power Sustainable
Basalt Stringers

Biax
Fiberglass

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

Sustainable
Flax Top

Sintered
8000 Base

Triax
Fiberglass

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Sintered
9900 Base

Recycled
Black ABS

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Wend
Natural Wax

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0 3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

152 · 156 · 160

Art by Joseph Toney 

148 · 152 · 156 · 160 · 164
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WOMEN’S SERIES

DREAM BOARDS
FOR DREAM
DESCENTS



Two-time Olympian Elena Hight has been pushing women’s 

snowboarding for the better part of two decades. After 

retiring from halfpipe competitions two seasons ago, she 

has gone all in on freeriding and filming to already incredible 

success. Last spring she took a break from filming her 

own signature TGR project to ride in Alaska with her friend 

Jaime Anderson. See Elena boost this full speed, fully flared 

method in Jaime’s film project “Unconditional”. CAMERA Justin Befu



Top: Beyond her snowboarding, Elena’s positivity is just as inspiring. She’s 

always all smiles. CAMERA Lesile Hittmeier / TGR

CATCHING 
UP WITH 
ELENA 
HIGHT

Highlights from Elena’s first season riding Jones and filming with TGR.

Elena! You had quite the epic season! It was also your first 
full year on Jones. How did it go? 

What boards did you find yourself riding the most this 
year and why? 

You dove in head first and committed 100 percent of your 
time to freeriding and filming lines in the backcountry 
this past year.  This was a big step with a sharp learning 
curve. What were your biggest challenges and highlights 
during this process? 

What’s next for Elena? Any big goals, plan or trips for 
this season?

Let’s talk Grizzly Spine in Tahoe.  Jeremy first opened up 
that now iconic line back in 2004 and you just made history 
with the first female decent this past March. Congrats!! 
Tell us a little bit about that day and how that line even 
came into play. 

Well thank you! This season was absolutely insane… first 
off for the snow and riding conditions that I was lucky 
enough to tap into all season, and coupling that with my 
first ever quiver by Jones, it was maybe the best season I 
have ever had in my 26 years of riding! The boards were 
beyond what I thought they were going to be in every 
condition. Performance, variety, stability… they really are 
next level to anything else I have ridden and it is crazy 
how much more fun it makes snowboarding!! 

Oh, the infamous Grizzly. The special thing about this 
feature is that it rarely fills in, so the opportunities to hit 
it are few and far between. In February when I decided to 
post up in Tahoe and film for the next 6 weeks I started 
to go back and watch a bunch of old Standard and Mack 
Dawg films to get inspiration from where they used to 
ride in Tahoe. Grizzly really stood out to me as something 
special so I put it on the hit list just in case we got lucky 
and the elements lined up. I actually asked Jeremy about 
what he thought of the line and he said, “Ya, its fastest, 
steepest front side board slide you will ever do! … and 
don’t worry if you fall you will just back flop onto the flats 
below” – SO that gave me some confidence?? 

About 5 weeks later nearing the end of our time filming 
in Tahoe we heard that it was filling in and ridable. We 

set out to do it on a day that was supposed to be sunny 
and got skunked. I actually sat on top of it waiting for 
the weather to clear for about 3 hours, which gave me 
plenty of time to contemplate how much it would hurt if 
I messed up and back flopped off the side of the spine. 
The following day we were there before sunrise waiting 
for the sun to pop. It all lined up and was a beautiful 
morning. I am so grateful for the crew that I had around 
me, they really made it possible… it’s such a group effort 
to make these moments happen and be able to capture 
them on film. 

We decided to share the photo this season to help inspire 
other women to push the limits and the sport, but we are 
saving the film shot which I am excited to showcase in the 
film I am working on with TGR which will drop Fall 2020. 

This season was incredible in so many ways and also 
incredibly challenging. Becoming a beginner again at 
something I have been doing my whole life gave me a 
lot of humility. I tomahawked a lot. I miscalculated runs 
and turns and features a lot. I blew a ton of shots and 
honestly probably made a fool of myself on the regular. 
It was also the best thing ever. I laughed harder than 
ever. I saw more consecutive sunrises than I have ever 
seen. I spent days collaborating with amazing people. I 
spent the better part of my winter immersed in nature.  
And I learned something new every single day... which 
is pretty special after having spent the better part of my 
life on a snowboard. 

Overall making the leap to this new aspect of snowboarding 
has been all the things. And they are all making life better 
and more exciting.

This season is going to be season two of working on this 
film project with TGR which I am really excited about. I 
have lots of big ideas for trips but one that is really taking 
most of my attention is going to Alaska. It’s one of those 
places I actually wake up dreaming about, so I am hoping 
that everything lines up for a good trip there.

When I was riding a solid board my go-to was the Women’s 
Flagship. It’s just the best overall board I have ridden. It has 
pop, holds an edge well, but also has great float for pow. 
When I was out splitboarding my go-to was the Solution. I 
like this board because it rides like the Flagship. It is stable 
and reliable in all conditions which is super important 
as I find when I am hiking I tend to hit a lot of different 
variable conditions in one day. 

My second pick for split boards is the Hovercraft. It’s just 
so fun. Its light under your feet which I love, it turns on a 
dime, and floats on any snow. 
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The Grizzly spine is a famous line in the Lake Tahoe backcountry first ridden 

by Jeremy Jones in 2005. It’s a steep fin of volcanic rock that demands a fat 

winter and serious commitment to put a track down. In March 2019 Elena Hight 

stepped to the unique line and nailed the first female descent while filming for 

her signature two-year video project with TGR. Watch Elena rip Grizzly spine 

at a film premiere near you in Fall 2020. CAMERA Lesile Hittmeier / TGR
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Ok, so it’s one thing to learn how to double cork in an icy superpipe. But it’s a whole other thing 

to learn how to charge lines through blind roll overs in Alaska. Some how, some way, Elena 

Hight does both with ease. Elena’s common denominator is riding talent, mental confidence 

and trusting her equipment. When Elena rode this line in Alaska last spring she was strapped 

into the Women’s Flagship. With a directional rocker profile and a stiff flex, the Women’s 

Flagship is the most confidence inspiring board in the Jones Women’s Series.  CAMERA Justin Befu

THE FREERIDE FAVORITE
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#JonesFlagship

WOMEN’S FLAGSHIP

146 · 149 · 152 · 155

The Women’s Flagship excels in technical terrain and is one the most confidence inspiring 
freeride boards on the planet. Featuring a Directional Rocker profile + Traction Tech 
3.0 for unmatched edge grip on hard snow and a 3D Contour Base 3.0 for epic float in 
pow, the Flagship carves, stomps or straight lines with unbelievable precision. We’ve 
completely redesigned the Flagship for 2020 with a new shape plus all-new materials. 
The tapered shape sinks the tail in pow for better float and quicker turns, while the FSC™ 
Control Core, FSC™ Engineered Veneer Topsheet and Flax/Basalt Power Stringers add 
torsional response and reduce board chatter in rough snow. For improved sustainability 
the Flagship is built with Bio Resin instead of standard petroleum-based epoxy.

THE FREERIDE FAVORITE
Ideal for all-mountain charging in any condition

TECHNOLOGY

FSC™
Engineered Veneer

Triax
Fiberglass

Sustainable 
Flax/Basalt Stringers

Sintered
9900 Base

Float Pack
Inserts

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Black ABS

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Tapered Shape, 12.5mm

	■ Directional Flex Pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Blunt nose

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
WOMEN’S FLAGSHIP

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

8 PRECISEFLEX

Wend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

FSC™
Power Core
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#JonesWomenSolution

WOMEN’S SOLUTION

The Women’s Solution is the ultimate all-terrain splitboard and delivers unrivaled 
backcountry performance in any snow condition. Featuring a directional freeride shape, 
directional rocker profile and a mid-stiff flex, the Women’s Solution is playful in soft 
snow, yet confidence inspiring on steep, hard snow. We’ve completely redesigned the 
Solution’s shape for 2021 by adding more taper and a 3D Contour Base 3.0. The tapered 
shape sinks the tail in pow for better float and the 3D Contour Base makes every turn 
more fluid and effortless. For added response, it’s built with our premium FSC Ultra 
core, Flax/Basalt Power stringers and an ECO-plastic topsheet. The Women’s Solution 
also features the Boltless Bridge plus Karakoram Ultra Clips and Tip-Lock Tip Clips 
for unmatched torsional board lock and Inner/Outer Traction Tech 3.0 for added edge 
grip going up or down.

THE ULTIMATE ALL-TERRAIN SPLITBOARD
Ideal for backcountry freeriding and wilderness exploration

TECHNOLOGY

FSC™
Ultra Split Core

Textured ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Sintered
9900 Base

Sustainable 
Flax/Basalt Stringers

Triax
Fiberglass

Karakoram Ultra Clips
with Tips Lock

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

WOMEN’S SOLUTION

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

PERSONALITY
WOMEN’S SOLUTION

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

8 PRECISEFLEX

Outer Oversized
Recycled Edges

Inner Thin
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

146 · 149 · 152 · 155

NEW SHAPE

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Boltless bridge

	■ In. & Out. Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

ISPO AWARD
WINNER
2016-2017
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Teton shredder Iris Lazzereschi rips into a tasty face on a backcountry touring day in Grand 

Teton National Park. Iris loves to share her passion for riding pow and is on her way towards 

becoming one of the first female AMGA certified snowboard guides. With a new tapered 

shape and a 3D Contour Base, the Solution is Iris’ favorite split for long days lapping pow 

in the backcountry. CAMERA Amy Jimmerson

THE ULTIMATE ALL-TERRAIN SPLITBOARD
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From close out rails to AK straight lines to Colorado’s most technical backcountry descents, 

veteran pro rider Laura Hadar has been setting standards in female snowboarding for nearly 

two decades. We’re honored to support Laura as she continues to chase her shred dreams 

and become the first female to ride all 54 of Colorado’s 14er’s. Going into 2020 she only has 

five left to ride! CAMERA Andrew Miller

THE PLAYFUL CHARGER
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#JonesDreamCatcher

DREAM CATCHER SPLITDREAM CATCHER

The Dream Catcher is a high performance all-mountain board with a friendly flex. 
It’s the perfect everyday, any day board as it charges in pow or on piste, yet it’s soft 
enough to be playful in any terrain. The Dream Catcher’s Directional shape, Directional 
Rocker profile and Traction Tech 2.0 edges provide stability riding through rough snow 
while the spooned nose and tail edges on the 3D Contour Base 1.0 reduce edge catch 
and make it easy to turn in tight terrain. The Dream Catcher offers high performance 
without skimping on materials as it’s built with our new super fast and durable Sintered 
8000 base, an Eco-plastic topsheet and a FSC™ Classic Core that is specially profiled 
between the feet for added pop.

The Dream Catcher Split is a high performance splitboard with a friendly flex. It’s the 
ideal split for backcountry riders looking for a playful board that’s easy to ride in any 
terrain or any snow condition. The Dream Catcher’s Directional shape and Directional 
Rocker profile provide confident stability riding through soft or rough snow. On icy skin 
tracks or firm descents, the Inner/Outer Traction Tech 1.0 edges offer enhanced edge 
grip. The Dream Catcher Split is built with premium materials including  our new super 
fast and durable Sintered 8000 base, an Eco-plastic topsheet and a FSC™ Classic Core 
that is specially profiled for added pop. For rock solid board connection in ride mode, 
the Dream Catcher Split comes with Karakoram Split clips and new screw mounted 
Karakoram tip + tail clips.

THE PLAYFUL CHARGER THE PLAYFUL BACKCOUNTRY CHARGER
Ideal for all-mountain freeriding and freestyle Ideal for backcountry touring and powder hunting

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
DREAM CATCHER

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

DREAM CATCHER SPLIT  

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

6 6FRIENDLY FRIENDLYFLEX FLEX

DREAM CATCHER

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

DREAM CATCHER SPLIT

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 1.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 2.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

142 · 145 · 148 · 151 · 154

Art by Dylan Fant

145 · 148 · 151 · 154

Art by Dylan Fant

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

	■ V-core

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Inside & Outside Traction 

Tech 2.0

FSC™ 
Classic Core

FSC™ 
Classic Core

Bio Resin Recycled
Rounded ABS

Biax
Fiberglass

Biax
Fiberglass

Factory Tuned Wend
Natural Wax

Sintered
8000 Base

Sintered
8000 Base

Flip-Flop
Base

Flip-Flop
Base

Bio Resin Factory Tuned

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Recycled
Black ABS

Karakoram
Clips

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Wend
Natural Wax

Oversized
Recycled Edges
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#JonesMindExpander

WOMEN’S MIND EXPANDER

The Women’s Mind Expander is an alternative freeride board built to slash every terrain 
feature in sight. Surf shaper Chris Christenson and Jeremy Jones designed the Women’s 
Mind Expander for the creative rider who draws lines blending freestyle, freeride and surf 
styles. For playful float in pow the Mind Expander features a Christenson Surf Rocker 
profile, 3D Contour Base 3.0 and a hybrid directional shape. The blunted nose, squared 
off tail and tight sidecut offer the nimble maneuverability of a directional board with 
the freestyle abilities of a directional twin. The Women’s Mind Expander also features 
a FSC™ Bamboo Surf Core and Basalt Power Stringers for better edge response and 
Rounded Recycled ABS Sidewalls for improved topsheet durability. New for 2021, the 
Mind Expander has a Sintered 8000 base and Carve Pack inserts that offer the option 
of a more centered stance for ripping hard pack.

ALTERNATIVE ALL-MOUNTAIN SHREDDER

TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

Ideal for creative freeriding and freestyle

WOMEN’S MIND EXPANDER

PROFILE:
CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex Pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Blunt nose

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
WOMEN’S MIND EXPANDER

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

6 FRIENDLYFLEX

142 · 146 · 150

FSC™ Bamboo
Surf Core 

Wend
Natural Wax

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Bio Resin

Sintered
8000 Base

Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

Biax
Fiberglass

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

The rocker makes surfing in deep snow 
feel effortless, while the stiffness makes it 

perfectly aggressive on the slopes.

Sustainable 
Flax/Basalt Stringers

TESTER’S VERDICT
Stella Pentti – Whitelines
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What dreams are made of. Elena Hight blows through billowing clouds of pow riding her 

Women’s Mind Expander down a fat pillow stack in Japan. With a 3D Contour Base and a 

Surf Rocker profile the Women’s Mind Expander is purpose built to porpoise pow turns 

and shred soft snow. Watch Elena ride this pillow line in her signature TGR film project 

dropping Fall 2020. CAMERA  Colin Wiseman

ALTERNATIVE ALL-MOUNTAIN SHREDDER
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What sets Jones Ambassadors apart from your average ripper is natural riding talent and 

passion. With both skill and stoke in spades we’re excited to welcome Mt. Bachelor local 

Marissa Krawczak to the ambassador squad. Marissa loves to splitboard, has competed in 

the Freeride World Tour and can hand plant on command. Need we say more? With a precise 

yet playful board feel and a Power Camber profile, Marissa rides the Airheart when she’s 

pop lockin’ around the park.

ALL-MOUNTAIN RESORT RAZOR
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#JonesAirheart

AIRHEART

146 · 149 · 152

The Airheart is an elite all-mountain directional twin built for experienced riders who 
like to carve hard and take to the air with confidence. The Airheart’s nimble handling and 
supersonic acceleration result from the 3D Contour Base 2.0, Traction Tech 2.0 edges 
plus the Power Camber profile. Power Camber keeps you locked in and railing hard 
while the spooned tips on the 3D Contour Base 2.0 help eliminate catch and improve 
turn fluidity. The Triax Carbon Innegra layer under the Eco-Plastic topsheet sucks up 
board chatter and offers supreme pop and lightning fast response to any rider energy 
input. The Airheart’s FSC™ Power core is specially profiled between the feet for added 
pop and new for 2021, it’s built with our new super fast and durable Sintered 8000 base.

ALL-MOUNTAIN RESORT RAZOR
Ideal for all-mountain charging and freestyle

TECHNOLOGY

NOSE

ROCKERROCKER CAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: POWER CAMBER

AIRHEART

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 2.0

	■ Twin Directional

	■ Directional Flex Pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Blunt nose

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
AIRHEART

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

7 PLAYFULFLEX

Art by RP Roberts

FSC™
Power Core

Triax
Fiberglass

Sintered
8000 Base

Triax Carbon / Innegra
Reinforcement

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Black ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base
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#JonesTwinSister

TWIN SISTER

The Twin Sister is a premium all-mountain board for riders who want a playful board 
that excels in any terrain or snow condition. Featuring a CamRock profile and a friendly 
flex, the Twin Sister offers amazing float in pow, turns on a dime and is easy to ride 
switch or take into the terrain park. We’ve completely redesigned the shape of the 
Twin Sister for 2021 by adding a more blunted tip profile, a 3D Contour Base 2.0 and 
Traction Tech 3.0 edges. The blunt tips reduce weight, Traction Tech keeps you locked 
in on firm snow and the 3D Contour Base helps you avoid catching your edge and 
makes every turn more effortless. To complete the redesign we upgraded to our new 
super fast and durable Sintered 8000 base and added stance options with our new 
Freestyle/Freeride Stance Pack.

THE FRIENDLY, FUN BOARD
Ideal for slashing, jibbing and jumping

TECHNOLOGY

TWIN SISTER

PROFILE: CAMROCK

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 2.0

	■ Directional Twin

	■ Twin Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
TWIN SISTER

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

7 PLAYFULFLEX

140 · 143 · 146 · 149 · 152 · 155

Art by Annie Brace 

NEW SHAPE

FSC™
Control Core

Bio Resin

Sintered
8000 Base

Factory Tuned

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Flip-Flop
Base

Freeride
Freestyle Pack

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Wend
Natural Wax

Recycled
Black ABS

Biax
Fiberglass
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How do you learn to charge lines with no hesitation like Elena Hight? Build your riding 

confidence one step at a time. With a balanced rocker camber profile and a friendly flex, the 

new Twin Sister is super easy to maneuver making it the perfect board for riders looking 

to improve their shred skills and gain confidence in riding a wide diversity of terrain and 

snow conditions. CAMERA  Andrew Miller

THE FRIENDLY, FUN BOARD
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Not even a nasty pre-season skateboarding injury could contain Utah ripper Amber Nelson’s 

shred stoke last winter. After half a season of healing, Amber got cleared to shred mid-winter 

and headed up to Canada to ride around the infamous Powder highway on her Women’s 

Hovercraft. The Hovercraft’s compact shape and directional rocker profile offer insane float 

in pow and equally epic edge grip on firm snow. CAMERA Eric Sales

THE POWERFUL PISTE & POW BOARD
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#iHeartHovercrafting

WOMEN’S HOVERCRAFT SPLITWOMEN’S HOVERCRAFT

The Women’s Hovercraft is an alternative freeride board who’s nimble maneuverability 
and diverse performance has earned it a cult following. The unique shape matched with 
a directional rocker profile, Traction Tech 3.0 and a long sidecut allows the Hovercraft 
to float through any snow plus rail turns of any size. With a blunt nose, a short stiff 
tail, and a wide waist width, the Hovercraft is designed to be ridden shorter then your 
average freeride board as the compact shape packs serious surface area in a small 
package. The Hovercraft features a 3D Contour Base 3.0 with spooned nose and tail 
edges for improved float plus a FSC™ Engineered Veneer Topsheet for added ECO-
performance. New for 2021, the Women’s Hovercraft is built with our new ultra fast 
and durable Sintered 8000 base.

The Women’s Hovercraft Split is purpose built to surf the earth and features a directional 
shape that truly shines in the backcountry. It’s nimble, squat outline provides the float 
of a much longer board, and the short running length makes it super maneuverable in 
the tight trees and skinning up. The blunt nose and directional rocker of the Hovercraft 
keep you surfin’ on top of the soft stuff, while the stiff tail keeps you stable through any 
unexpected crust. For added edge grip on icy skin tracks or firm descents, the Hovercraft 
Split features Inner/Outer Traction Tech 2.0 edges. For added ECO-performance, the 
Hovercraft Split is built with a FSC™ Engineered Veneer Topsheet. New for 2021, the 
Women’s Hovercraft Split is built with our new ultra fast and durable Sintered 8000 
base and easily replaceable screw mounted tip + tail clips.

THE POWERFUL PISTE & POW BOARD THE NIMBLE BACKCOUNTRY RACER
Ideal for pow slashing, crud busting and slaloming trees Ideal for backcountry chutes, bowls and tree runs

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
WOMEN’S HOVERCRAFT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

WOMEN’S HOVERCRAFT SPLIT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

7 7PLAYFUL PLAYFULFLEX FLEX

WOMEN’S HOVERCRAFT

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

WOMEN’S HOVERCRAFT SPLIT

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ V-core

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

144 · 146 · 150

  

146

SHAPE TECH

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Inside & Outside Traction 

Tech 2.0

FSC™ 
Classic Core

Bio Resin

FSC™
Engineered Veneer

Factory Tuned

Biax
Fiberglass

Flip-Flop
Base

Sintered
8000 Base

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Black ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

FSC™ 
Classic Core

FSC™
Engineered Veneer

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Biax
Fiberglass

Wend
Natural Wax

Sintered
8000 Base

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Karakoram
Clips
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INSPIRED 
SNOWBOARDS FOR 
INSPIRED YOUTH
YOUTH SERIES

Like father like son, Jeremy and Cass light up a slope in Mammoth CAMERA Andrew Miller

I ride with kids all the time and the riding level of a kid who is 
putting in 20-50 days a year is really high. Their bodies are still 
made of rubber and they are not afraid to charge in mediocre 
conditions so in many ways their equipment demands are 
even greater than adults. Offering these committed young 
riders our hardest charging boards had to happen. The kids 
are the future and that the future will be better if the kids 
are charging! Now I just need to come to terms with the fact 
that the kids are going to be the ones doing the waiting at 
the bottom of the chairlift.

— Jeremy Jones



#JonesYouthFlagship

YOUTH FLAGSHIP

127 · 132 · 137 · 142 · 147

Art by RP Roberts

The new Youth Flagship is a high performance freeride board for youth and small 
adults who want to confidently explore advanced terrain. Unlike most twin-tipped 
youth boards, the Youth Flagship features a proven directional shape that offers legit 
freeride performance on steeps and off piste. The Youth Flagship has a directional 
rocker profile that excels in variable resort conditions and a tapered directional shape 
that sinks the tail in pow for better float and glide. The Youth Flagship also features 
a 3D Contour Base 1.0 that helps eliminate edge catch and improve turn fluidity and 
Traction Tech 3.0 edges for added grip on icy runs. For speed and durability, the Youth 
Solution is built with a blazing fast Sintered 8000 base.

SERIOUS SHRED STICK FOR SMALLER RIDERS 
Ideal for freestyle, freeride, pow, corn or chop 

TECHNOLOGY

FSC™ 
Classic Core

Biax
Fiberglass

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Sintered
8000 Base

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Black ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

YOUTH FLAGSHIP

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 1.0

	■ Tapered Shape, 12.5mm

	■ Directional Flex Pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Blunt nose

	■ Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
DISCOVERY

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

5 FRIENDLYFLEX

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

NEW MODEL

— Jeremy Jones
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#JonesYouthSolution

YOUTH SOLUTION

The new Youth Solution is a high performance splitboard designed for youth and 
small adults. This fully featured splitboard throws open the door for smaller riders to 
confidently ride advanced backcountry terrain and explore the wilderness. The Youth 
Solution has a directional rocker profile that excels in the inevitably variable backcountry 
snow conditions and a tapered directional shape that sinks the tail for better float in 
pow. The Youth Solution also features a 3D Contour Base 1.0 that helps eliminate edge 
catch and improve turn fluidity and Inner/Outer Traction Tech 3.0 edges for added grip 
on icy skin tracks or firm descents. For speed and durability, the Youth Solution is built 
with a blazing fast Sintered 8000 base and the Boltless Bridge plus Karakoram Split 
and Tip + Tail Clips.

SERIOUS BACKCOUNTRY TOOL FOR SMALLER RIDERS 
Ideal for sidecountry and backcountry exploration 

TECHNOLOGY

FSC™ 
Classic Core

Biax
Fiberglass

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Sintered
8000 Base

Karakoram
Clips

Stainless Steel
Reinforcement

Oversized
Recycled Edges

YOUTH SOLUTION

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 1.0

	■ Tapered Shape, 12.5mm

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ Blunt nose

	■ Boltless bridge

	■ In. & Out. Traction Tech 3.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

PERSONALITY
DISCOVERY SPLIT

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

5 FRIENDLYFLEX

Recycled
Black ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

Bio Resin Factory Tuned Flip-Flop
Base

137 · 142 · 147

Art by RP Roberts

NEW MODEL
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#JonesMindExpander #JonesProdigy

PRODIGYMINI MIND EXPANDER

The Mini Mind Expander is a unique surf-inspired shred stick built for youth with 
the skills to draw creative lines down the mountain. Designed by surf shaper Chris 
Christenson and Jeremy Jones, the Mini Mind Expander features a Christenson surf 
rocker profile and a blunted nose for epic float in pow plus a full sized tail for legit 
freestyle performance. The unique shape is matched with a short sidecut for snappy 
turn performance and a little wider waist width so the board can be ridden shorter. 
Youth who can confidently link turns and are looking to blaze their own tracks into the 
powder deserve this board. New for 2021, the Mini Mind Expander is built with our ultra 
fast and durable Sintered 8000 base.

The Prodigy is our all-mountain directional twin built for hard-charging kids. Most kids boards are 

made with very basic materials and are designed for first-time riders. Not the Prodigy. The Prodigy 

features the same premium materials and performance features as Jones’ adult models and 

offers quick learning young riders a solid foundation to keep progressing their skills. The spooned 

nose+tail edges on the Prodigy’s 3D Contour Base 1.0 allow for fluid ‘no catch’ turn initiation while 

the CamRock profile keeps the board floating in any snow condition. The Prodigy is also designed to 

be a little narrower than most other kids boards so small-footed riders can learn to rail turns with 

the board up on edge. New for 2021, the Prodigy is available in one bigger size, 135cm.

ALTERNATIVE ALL-MOUNTAIN SHREDDER HIGH PERFORMANCE FOR KIDS
Ideal for small yet inspired slashers Ideal for freestyle, freeride, pow, corn or chop

PERSONALITY PERSONALITY
MINI MIND EXPANDER 

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

PRODIGY 

FREESTYLE / PARK

DEEP POWDER

SLOW SPEED SLASHING

HIGH SPEED CARVING

STEEPS / TECHNICAL

ICY EDGING

5 4FRIENDLY FRIENDLYFLEX FLEX

MINI MIND EXPANDER

PROFILE:
CHRISTENSON SURF ROCKER

ROCKER ROCKERCAMBER UNDER FOOT

PROFILE: DIRECTIONAL ROCKER

FSC™ 
Classic Core

FSC™ 
Classic Core

Bio Resin Bio Resin

Biax
Fiberglass

Biax
Fiberglass

Factory Tuned Factory Tuned

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

ECO-Plastic
Topsheet

Flip-Flop
Base

Sintered
8000 Base

Extruded
5000 Base

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Oversized
Recycled Edges

Recycled
Rounded ABS

Recycled
Black ABS

Wend
Natural Wax

Wend
Natural Wax

TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

SHAPE TECH SHAPE TECH3D BASE CONTOUR 3.0 3D BASE CONTOUR 1.0

	■ Directional Shape

	■ Directional Flex pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Directional Twin 

	■ Twin Flex pattern

	■ V-core

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

	■ Blunt Nose

	■ Traction Tech 1.0

	■ Progressive Sidecut

130 · 138 110 · 115 · 120 · 125

130 · 135 · 140 · 145

Art by Jeremy Collins 

NEW SIZE
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SUSTAINABLE
APPAREL



BEANIES

Jones beanies are made with recycled 
fibers, acrylic yarns and ethically harvested 
merino wool.

Polylana is a low-impact alternative to 
100% acrylic fiber that requires less energy, 
water, waste and CO

2
 emissions to produce.

Mulesing is a sheep husbandry procedure that has been 
banned by several international farming agencies for 
being in-humane.  The merino wool in the Cortina beanie 
is certified to be 100% mulesing free.

100% Mulesing Free Merino Wool

Left: Jimmy Goodman, Dave Faus and Joey Maiz take a break from hooking golden trout on a mid-summer High Sierra fly fishing and corn 

harvesting trip. Watch action from their adventure in the Jones Presents: Cast & Carve video on YouTube. CAMERA Andrew Miller

ARLBERG

TAHOE

BAKER

CORTINA

Black
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Black
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Black
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Heather Tan
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Black
100% Mulesing free Merino wool

Heather Charcoal
100% Mulesing free Merino wool

Tan
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Green
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Green
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Charcoal
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Red
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Yellow
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Charcoal
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Green
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

CHAMONIX

Black
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Removable Pom-pom

Charcoal
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Removable Pom-pom

Green
60% Polylana / 40% Acrylic

Removable Pom-pom

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Our factory partner is a veteran organic 
textile manufacturer and is certified to 
produce garments that meet the Global 
Organic Textile Standard (GOTS). Jones 
tees and hoodies are made with 100% 
Organic Cotton that has been grown with 
no chemical pesticides. 

100% Organic Cotton

SPLIT

RIDING FREE

TRUCKEE MOUNTAIN JOURNEY

Black - FRONT Black - BACK

Black / Tan - FRONT Black / Tan - BACK

Black - FRONT Black - BACK

Grey - FRONT Blue - FRONT

Black

100% organic cotton

The Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI) is 

a leading supply chain management system that 

supports companies to drive social compliance and 

improvements within the factories and farms in their 

global supply chains.

Oeko-Tex textiles and fabrics are certified free of harmful 

chemicals and are safe for human use.

Grey - FRONT Grey - BACK

Black / White - BACKBlack / White - FRONT

Green - FRONT Green - BACK

Grey- BACK Blue  - BACK

Green

Green - FRONT Green - BACK

Grey - FRONT Grey - BACK

Grey Blue

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW

SUSTAINABLE APPAREL
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AMPING FOR CAMPING

SURF PELICANRIDING FREE

RIDING FREE ZIP

RIDING FREE LS SURF PELICAN

Black

Grey - FRONT Grey - BACKBlack - FRONT

Black - FRONT

Grey - FRONT

Grey- FRONT

Black - BACK

Black - BACK

Grey - BACK

Grey - BACK

Grey Green Black - FRONT Black - BACK Grey

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW
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HEADWEAR

JACKSON

SPLIT RIDING FREE

SIERRA

AMPING FOR CAMPING SURF PELICAN

Black
100% Organic Cotton

Snapback

Blue
100% Organic Cotton

Snapback

Black
100% Organic Cotton

Snapback

Tan
100% Organic Cotton

Snapback

Green
70% Organic Cotton

30% Recycled Polyester
Snapback

Black
70% Organic Cotton

30% Recycled Polyester
Snapback

Black
95% Recycled Polyester

5% Spandex
Snapback

Green
95% Recycled Polyester

5% Spandex
Snapback

Black/White
100% Organic Cotton

Snapback

Green
100% Organic Cotton

Snapback

Blue
100% Organic Cotton

Snapback

Black/Black
100% Organic Cotton

Snapback

Jones caps are made with 100% Organic Cotton that has 
been grown with no chemical pesticides. Growing organic 
cotton uses less water and produces less waste and CO

2
 

emissions than conventional cotton.
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NECKWARMERS

Jones neckwarmers are made with Repreve, a unique 100% 
recycled lightweight polyester. Repreve is primarily made 
from recycled plastic bottles and is certified to contain 
80% post-consumer recycled content (plastic bottles) and 
20% pre-consumer recycled polyester content (factory 
material scraps).

100%
Repreve – Recycled

Lightweight Polyester
Quick Dry &

Highly Breatheable
No Seams

AIGUILLE

STORM FRONT

SUNRISE

SPINE LINE ALPENGLOW GRIZZLY PEAK ANCIENT LAYERS DREAM BREAK

ALPINE VIBES

SURF SERIES RANGE

Blue
Lightweight

Black
Lightweight

Orange
Lightweight

Red
Lightweight

Rainbow
Lightweight

Turquoise
Lightweight

Black
Lightweight

Blue
Lightweight

Black
Lightweight

Blue
Lightweight

Black
100% Mulesing free

Merino wool

Orange
Lined with

100% Recycled
Polyester Polar Fleece

Tan
Lined with

100% Recycled
Polyester Polar Fleece

Blue
Lined with

100% Recycled
Polyester Polar Fleece

Tan
Lined with

100% Recycled
Polyester Polar Fleece

Black
Lined with

100% Recycled
Polyester Polar Fleece
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P.O.P.

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

Size:

COIR FLOOR MAT

WOOD JONES DISPLAY

WALL SIGN

WOOD BINDING DISPLAY

DISTRIBUTOR STICKER PACK

SPLIT SCRAPER

WOOD POSTER #2

WOOD BINDING SHELF

SHOP STICKER PACK

WOOD POSTER #1

BOARD STAND

CONSUMER STICKER PACK

Natural coir floor mat.Solid wood Jones logo sign. Includes shelf 

display stand.

545 Stickers (500 Consumer, 30 Die-cut in three 

sizes, 10 Authorized Dealer and 5 EPICenter)

Scraper designed to clear ice and snow from 

your splitboard hardware. Made with recycled 

ocean plastics.

Solid wood printed poster featuring our mission 

statement.

Beech wood binding display shelf with laser 

engraved details.

76 Stickers (60 Consumer, 15 Die-cut in three 

sizes and 1 Authorized Dealer)

Solid wood printed poster featuring our tagline.

11 stickers

70 x 47 cm

H-36.5 cm / W-20 cm / D-11.5 cm

45 x 34 cm

H-44 cm / W-22 cm / D-21.5 cm

Packed in A3 envelope with bar code

5.5 x 10 cm

80 x 60 cm

H-7 cm / W-26 cm / D-20.5 cm

Packed in A5 envelope with bar code

80 x 60 cm

H-56 cm / W-35 cm / D-5 cm

Packed in A5 envelope with bar code Size:

WAX
Premium natural wax made with non-gmo plant 

based speed additives. Collaboration with WEND 

Wax. Universal Temp (10 to 40° F / -12 to 5°C)

98 x 80 mm

For more detailed information about POP please download the program PDF from the online Resource Center.
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RECYCLED SKATEBOARDS

RECYCLED SKATEBOARDS ROLL-UP BANNERS

TENTS / BANNERS

Size: Size:

Size:Size: Size:

Size:

Size:

Size: Size: Size: Size:

FISH CRUISER LONG CRUISER

3D CONTOUR BASELONGBOARD SUSTAINABILITY

OPINEL KNIFEWAX SCRAPER

SPLITBOARD

COMPLETE FOLDING TENT -  3 X 3M BLACK TENT BANNER - 100 X 35 CM BLACK BANNER - 300 X 105 CM BLACK BEACH FLAG - 4.5M 

Upcycled skateboard with new trucks and wheels. 

Deck is cut from a Jones factory reject or warranty 

return. Made by NoK in France.

Upcycled skateboard with new trucks and wheels. 

Deck is cut from a Jones factory reject or warranty 

return. Made by NoK in France.

Roll-up banner explaining the 3D Contour Bases 

featured on most Jones snowboards.

Upcycled skateboard with new trucks and wheels. 

Deck is cut from a Jones factory reject or warranty 

return. Made by NoK in France.

Roll-up banner explaining Jones’ mission 

statement and sustainability efforts.

Wood handled pocket knife. Made by Opinel, a 

French knife manufacturer since 1890.

Triangle wax scraper. Made with recycled acrylic.

Roll-up banner that offers a detailed presentation 

of Jones splitboard tech features.

Complete, ready-to-use tent package - 50mm 

aluminum tent frame, printed roof, printed back 

wall and 4x tent stakes. Packed in a roller bag.

Durable vinyl banner with attachment eyelets 

in each corner.

Durable vinyl banner with attachment eyelets 

around the sides and in each corner.

Ready-to-fly beach flag with ground spike. 

Packed in a carry bag. 

H-66 cm / W-26 cm H-75 cm / W-29.6 cm

85 x 200 cmH-86 cm / W-33.9 cm 85 x 200 cm

117 x 135 mm

85 x 200 cm

3 x 3 meters 100 x 35 cm 300 x 105 cm 4.5 meters
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SPECS 2020/21
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SNOWBOARDS

Ultra Flagship 158 106.6 117.6 32.7 18.7 29.4 24.9 28.1 1.20 8.5 60 58 2.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

161 109 120.0 33.0 19.0 29.6 25.2 28.3 1.20 9.1 60 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

check 162W 110 121.0 33.0 19.0 30.7 26.3 29.4 1.20 9.3 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

164 111.6 122.6 33.2 19.2 29.9 25.4 28.6 1.20 9.3 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

check 165W 112.4 123.4 33.3 19.3 31.1 26.6 29.8 1.20 9.4 60 58 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Project X 156 109 116.0 27.0 20.0 30.3 25.4 29.3 1.00 7.2 58 56 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

Ultracraft 152 97.1 119.1 39.4 15.5 29.8 25.4 28.7 1.15 8.9 56 54 3.0 110-150 lbs. / 50-68 kg. -

156 100.5 122.5 40.0 15.5 30.5 26.0 29.3 1.15 9.3 58 56 3.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

check 160 103.7 125.7 40.4 15.9 31.0 26.4 29.9 1.15 9.5 60 58 3.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

Flagship 151 100.8 111.8 32.1 18.1 29.0 24.3 27.6 1.20 7.3 54 52 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

154 103.2 114.2 32.4 18.4 29.2 24.6 27.8 1.20 7.9 56 54 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

158 106.6 117.6 32.7 18.7 29.4 24.9 28.1 1.20 8.5 60 58 2.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

check 159W 107 118.0 33.0 19.0 30.7 26.3 29.5 1.20 8.7 60 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

161 109 120.0 33.0 19.0 29.6 25.2 28.3 1.20 9.1 60 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

check 162W 110 121.0 33.0 19.0 30.7 26.3 29.4 1.20 9.3 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

164 111.6 122.6 33.2 19.2 29.9 25.4 28.6 1.20 9.3 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

check 165W 112.4 123.4 33.3 19.3 31.1 26.6 29.8 1.20 9.4 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

167 113.6 124.6 33.7 19.7 30.5 25.9 29.2 1.20 9.4 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

check 169W 115.6 126.6 33.7 19.7 31.7 27.0 30.4 1.20 9.5 62 60 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

check 172 117.8 128.8 34.1 20.1 31.1 26.3 29.8 1.20 9.5 62 60 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Stratos 153 106.8 113.8 26.6 19.6 29.7 24.8 28.7 1.00 6.8 56 54 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

156 109 116.0 27.0 20.0 30.3 25.4 29.3 1.00 7.2 58 56 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

159 111.6 118.6 27.2 20.2 30.5 25.6 29.5 1.00 7.5 60 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

check 161W 113.4 120.4 27.3 20.3 31.3 26.4 30.3 1.00 7.7 60 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

162 114.2 121.2 27.4 20.4 30.7 25.8 29.7 1.00 7.8 60 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

check 164W 116.2 123.2 27.4 20.4 31.4 26.5 30.4 1.00 8.0 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs.+ / 73-95 kg. + -

Aviator 152 103.2 114.2 24.9 23.9 28.9 24.8 28.9 0.00 7.4 56 54 2.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

156 106.2 117.2 25.4 24.4 29.4 25.3 29.4 0.00 7.8 58 56 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

158 108.2 119.2 25.4 24.4 29.6 25.3 29.5 0.00 7.8 60 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

158W 108.2 119.2 25.4 24.4 29.9 25.7 29.9 0.00 7.9 60 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

160 110 121.0 25.5 24.5 29.7 25.4 29.7 0.00 8.0 60 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

160W 110 121.0 25.5 24.5 30.2 26.0 30.2 0.00 8.2 60 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

162 111.8 122.8 25.6 24.6 29.8 25.5 29.8 0.00 8.2 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

164 113.6 124.6 25.7 24.7 30.5 26.2 30.5 0.00 8.4 60 58 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Lone Wolf 162 105.4 105.4 45.6 11.0 28.68 25.2 27.18 1.50 9 58 56 0.5 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

168 111.0 111.0 46.0 11.0 29.28 25.6 27.78 1.50 9.3 60 58 0.5 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

174 116.6 116.6 46.4 11.0 30.08 26.2 28.58 1.50 9.6 60 58 0.5 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Storm Chaser check 142 94 101.0 37.5 10.5 31.0 26.5 29.0 2.00 6.6 54 52 2.2 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

check 147 97 104.0 38.5 11.5 32.1 27.5 30.1 2.00 6.8 60 58 2.2 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

check 152 102 109.0 38.5 11.5 32.4 27.5 30.36 2.00 6.9 60 58 2.2 140-190 lbs. / 63-86 kg. -

check 157 107 114.0 38.5 11.5 32.7 27.5 30.7 2.00 7.1 60 58 2.2 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

check 160 110 117.0 38.5 11.5 32.89 27.5 30.8 2.00 7.2 60 58 2.2 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Ultra Mind Expander 150 90.8 109.8 39.6 19.6 29.47 25.2 27.47 2.00 6.7 54 52 0.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

154 94 113 40.0 20.0 30 25.6 28 2.00 6.9 56 54 0.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

158 97.2 116.2 40.4 20.4 30.53 26.0 28.53 2.00 7.1 60 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

check 162 100.4 119.4 40.8 20.8 31.07 26.4 29.05 2.00 7.3 60 58 0.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Mind Expander 146 87.6 106.6 39.2 19.2 28.86 24.8 26.91 2.00 6.6 54 52 0.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

150 90.8 109.8 39.6 19.6 29.47 25.2 27.47 2.00 6.7 54 52 0.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

154 94 113 40.0 20.0 30 25.6 28 2.00 6.9 56 54 0.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

158 97.2 116.2 40.4 20.4 30.53 26.0 28.53 2.00 7.1 60 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

check 162 100.4 119.4 40.8 20.8 31.07 26.4 29.05 2.00 7.3 60 58 0.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

check 166 103.6 122.6 41.2 21.2 31.6 26.8 29.58 2.02 7.5 60 58 0.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Ultra Mountain Twin 154 108.6 118.6 23.2 22.2 29.2 25.1 29.2 0.00 7.6 56 54 0.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

156W 110.4 120.4 23.3 22.3 30.1 25.9 30.1 0.00 7.7 58 56 0.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

157 111 121.0 23.5 22.5 29.6 25.4 29.6 0.00 7.8 60 58 0.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

159W 113 123.0 23.5 22.5 30.4 26.1 30.4 0.00 7.9 60 58 0.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

160 113.4 123.4 23.8 22.8 30.0 25.7 30.0 0.00 8.0 60 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

check 162W 115.6 125.6 23.7 22.7 30.7 26.3 30.7 0.00 8.1 60 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

163 115.8 125.8 24.1 23.1 30.3 26.0 30.3 0.00 8.2 60 58 0.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

check 165W 117.8 127.8 24.1 23.1 31.1 26.7 31.1 0.00 8.3 60 58 0.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -
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SNOWBOARDS

MEN’S SPLITBOARDS

Ultra Solution 158 106.6 117.6 32.7 18.7 29.4 24.9 28.1 1.30 8.5 - 58 2.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. B

161 109 120.0 33.0 19.0 29.6 25.2 28.3 1.23 9.1 - 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. B

check 162W 110 121.0 33.0 19.0 30.7 26.3 29.4 1.22 9.3 - 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. F

164 111.6 122.6 33.2 19.2 29.9 25.4 28.6 1.23 9.3 - 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. D

check 165W 112.4 123.4 33.3 19.3 31.1 26.6 29.8 1.23 9.4 - 58 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ G

Ultracraft Split 156 100.5 122.5 40.0 15.5 30.5 26.0 29.3 1.15 9.3 - 56 3.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. C

check 160 103.7 125.7 40.4 15.9 31.0 26.4 29.9 1.15 9.5 - 58 3.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. E

Solution 154 103.2 114.2 32.4 18.4 29.2 24.6 27.8 1.36 7.9 - 54 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. B

158 106.6 117.6 32.7 18.7 29.4 24.9 28.1 1.30 8.5 - 58 2.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. B

check 159W 107 118.0 33.0 19.0 30.7 26.3 29.5 1.27 8.7 - 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. G

161 109 120.0 33.0 19.0 29.6 25.2 28.3 1.23 9.1 - 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. B

check 162W 110 121.0 33.0 19.0 30.7 26.3 29.4 1.22 9.3 - 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. F

164 111.6 122.6 33.2 19.2 29.9 25.4 28.6 1.23 9.3 - 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. D

check 165W 112.4 123.4 33.3 19.3 31.1 26.6 29.8 1.23 9.4 - 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. G

167 113.6 124.6 33.7 19.7 30.5 25.9 29.2 1.25 9.4 - 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. F

check 169W 115.6 126.6 33.7 19.7 31.7 27.0 30.4 1.25 9.5 - 60 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ H

Storm Chaser Split check 147 97 104.0 38.5 11.5 32.1 27.5 30.1 2.00 6.8 - 58 2.2 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. i

check 152 102 109.0 38.5 11.5 32.37 27.5 30.35 2.00 6.95 - 58 2.2 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. i

check 157 107 114.0 38.5 11.5 32.7 27.5 30.7 2.00 7.1 - 58 2.2 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. i

Mind Expander Split 154 94 113.0 40.0 20.0 30.0 25.6 28.0 2.00 6.9 - 54 0.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. C

158 97.2 116.2 40.4 20.4 30.5 26.0 28.5 2.00 7.1 - 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. C

Mountain Twin Split 157 111 121.0 23.5 22.5 29.6 25.4 29.6 0.00 7.8 - 58 0.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. D

159 113 123.0 23.5 22.5 30.4 26.1 30.4 0.00 7.9 - 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. D

160 113.4 123.4 23.8 22.8 30.0 25.7 30.0 0.00 8.0 - 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. D

Hovercraft Split 152 97.1 119.1 39.4 15.5 29.8 25.4 28.7 1.15 8.9 - 54 3.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. C

156 100.5 122.5 40.0 15.5 30.5 26.0 29.4 1.15 9.3 - 56 3.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. C

check 160 103.7 125.7 40.4 15.9 31.0 26.4 29.9 1.15 9.5 - 58 3.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. E

Frontier Split 152 108 111.0 23.0 21.0 29.1 24.9 29.1 0.00 7.1 - 54 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. D

156 111.4 114.4 23.3 21.3 29.5 25.2 29.5 0.00 7.3 - 56 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. D

158W 113 116.0 23.5 21.5 30.5 26.2 30.5 0.00 7.5 - 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. G

159 114 117.0 23.5 21.5 29.8 25.4 29.8 0.00 7.5 - 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. D

check 161W 115.6 118.6 23.7 21.7 30.8 26.4 30.8 0.00 7.7 - 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. G

162 116.6 119.6 23.7 21.7 30.0 25.6 30.0 0.00 7.9 - 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. D

check 164W 118.2 121.2 23.9 21.9 31.0 26.6 31.0 0.00 8.1 - 58 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ G

Hovercraft 148 93.6 115.6 38.9 15.5 29.6 24.9 28.4 1.15 7.9 54 52 3.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. -

152 97.1 119.1 39.4 15.5 29.8 25.4 28.7 1.15 8.9 56 54 3.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

156 100.5 122.5 40.0 15.5 30.5 26.0 29.3 1.15 9.3 58 56 3.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

check 160 103.7 125.7 40.4 15.9 31.0 26.4 29.9 1.15 9.5 60 58 3.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

check 164 106.9 128.9 40.8 16.3 31.4 26.8 30.3 1.15 10.0 60 58 3.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Mountain Twin 151 106.2 116.2 22.9 21.9 28.9 24.8 28.9 0.00 7.4 54 52 0.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

154 108.6 118.6 23.2 22.2 29.2 25.1 29.2 0.00 7.6 56 54 0.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

156W 110.4 120.4 23.3 22.3 30.1 25.9 30.1 0.00 7.7 58 56 0.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

157 111 121.0 23.5 22.5 29.6 25.4 29.6 0.00 7.8 60 58 0.0 130-180 lbs. / 59-82 kg. -

159W 113 123.0 23.5 22.5 30.4 26.1 30.4 0.00 7.9 60 58 0.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

160 113.4 123.4 23.8 22.8 30.0 25.7 30.0 0.00 8.0 60 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

check 162W 115.6 125.6 23.7 22.7 30.7 26.3 30.7 0.00 8.1 60 58 0.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

163 115.8 125.8 24.1 23.1 30.3 26.0 30.3 0.00 8.2 60 58 0.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

check 165W 117.8 127.8 24.1 23.1 31.1 26.7 31.1 0.00 8.3 60 58 0.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

check 168W 120.4 130.4 24.3 23.3 31.41 26.9 31.41 0.00 8.5 60 58 0.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

Frontier 152 108 111.0 23.0 21.0 29.1 24.9 29.1 0.00 7.1 56 54 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

156 111.4 114.4 23.3 21.3 29.5 25.2 29.5 0.00 7.3 58 56 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

158W 113 116.0 23.5 21.5 30.5 26.2 30.5 0.00 7.5 60 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

159 114 117.0 23.5 21.5 29.8 25.4 29.8 0.00 7.5 60 58 2.0 140-190 lbs. / 64-86 kg. -

check 161W 115.6 118.6 23.7 21.7 30.8 26.4 30.8 0.00 7.7 60 58 2.0 150-200 lbs. / 67-91 kg. -

162 116.6 119.6 23.7 21.7 30.0 25.6 30.0 0.00 7.9 60 58 2.0 160-210 lbs. / 73-95 kg. -

check 164W 118.2 121.2 23.9 21.9 31.0 26.6 31.0 0.00 8.1 60 58 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

165 118.8 121.8 24.1 22.1 30.4 26.0 30.4 0.01 8.2 60 58 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -

check 167W 120.8 123.8 24.1 22.1 31.2 26.8 31.2 0.01 8.4 60 58 2.0 170-220 lbs.+ / 77-100 kg.+ -
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WOMEN’S
SNOWBOARDS

WOMEN’S
SPLITBOARDS

YOUTH

Mini Mind Expander 130 72 91.0 39.0 19.0 27.4 23.8 25.2 2.15 5.6 52 50.0 0.0 75-120 lbs. / 34-54 kg. -

138 79.6 98.6 39.2 19.2 27.9 24.0 25.7 2.20 6.0 52 50.0 0.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. -

Youth Flagship 127 82.1 89.1 27.2 17.7 26.3 22.8 25.4 0.85 6.0 54 52 0.0 70-90 lbs. / 31-42 kg. -

132 86.7 93.7 27.4 17.9 26.9 23.2 26.1 0.82 6.3 54 52 0.0 75-120 lbs. / 34-54 kg. -

137 91.3 98.3 27.6 18.1 27.5 23.6 26.7 0.83 6.6 54 52 0.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. -

142 95.9 102.9 27.8 18.3 28.1 24.0 27.3 0.83 6.9 54 52 0.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-71 kg. -

147 100.5 107.5 28.0 18.5 28.6 24.4 27.8 0.83 7.2 54 52 0.0 110-150 lbs. / 50-68 kg. -

Prodigy 110 71 76.0 20.0 19.0 23.5 21.0 23.5 0.00 5.4 38 36 2.0 55-75 lbs. / 25-34 kg. -

115 75.5 80.5 20.3 19.3 24.3 21.5 24.3 0.00 5.5 40 38 2.0 55-85 lbs. / 25-39  kg. -

120 80 85.0 20.5 19.5 25.1 22.0 25.1 0.00 5.7 42 40 2.0 65-85 lbs. / 29-39  kg. -

125 84.5 89.5 20.8 19.8 25.8 22.5 25.8 0.00 5.9 44 42 2.0 70-90 lbs. / 31-42 kg. -

130 89 94.0 21.0 20.0 26.6 23.0 26.6 0.00 6.0 46 44 2.0 75-100 lbs. / 34-45 kg. -

135 93.5 98.5 21.3 20.3 27.3 23.5 27.3 0.01 6.2 48 46 2.0 80-110 lbs. / 36-50 kg. -

140 98 103.0 21.5 20.5 28.1 24.0 28.1 0.00 6.3 50 48 2.0 90-120 lbs. / 41-54 kg. -

145 102.5 107.5 21.8 20.8 28.9 24.5 28.9 0.00 6.5 52 50 2.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-71 kg. -

Youth Solution 137 91.3 98.3 27.6 18.1 27.5 23.6 26.7 0.83 6.6 - 52 0.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. -

142 95.9 102.9 27.8 18.3 28.1 24.0 27.3 0.83 6.9 - 52 0.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-71 kg. -

147 100.5 107.5 28.0 18.5 28.6 24.4 27.8 0.83 7.2 - 52 0.0 110-150 lbs. / 50-68 kg. -

Women’s Solution 146 96.2 107.2 31.9 17.9 28.2 23.7 26.8 1.41 7.1 - 51 2.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. A

149 98.8 109.8 32.1 18.1 28.5 23.9 27.1 1.41 7.3 - 53 2.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. A

152 101.4 112.4 32.3 18.3 28.8 24.1 27.4 1.40 7.5 - 53 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. A

155 104 115.0 32.5 18.5 29.0 24.3 27.6 1.38 7.8 - 53 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. A

Dream Catcher Split 145 100.8 107.3 24.1 20.1 27.9 23.8 27.8 0.00 6.6 - 51 2.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. A

148 103.4 109.9 24.3 20.3 28.15 24.0 28.12 0.00 6.8 - 51 2.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. A

151 106 112.5 24.5 20.5 28.44 24.2 28.41 0.00 7 - 53 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. A

154 108.6 115.1 24.7 20.7 28.72 24.4 28.69 0.00 7.2 - 53 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. A

Women’s Hovercraft Split 146 91.4 113.4 39.1 15.5 29.1 24.4 27.8 1.30 7.6 - 51 3.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. A

Women’s Flagship 146 96.2 107.2 31.9 17.9 28.2 23.7 26.8 1.20 7.1 53 51 2.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

149 98.8 109.8 32.1 18.1 28.5 23.9 27.1 1.20 7.3 55 53 2.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

152 101.4 112.4 32.3 18.3 28.8 24.1 27.4 1.20 7.5 55 53 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

155 104 115.0 32.5 18.5 29.0 24.3 27.6 1.20 7.8 55 53 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

Airheart 146 98 109.0 24.5 23.5 28.0 24.0 27.9 0.00 7.0 53 51 2.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

149 100.6 111.6 24.7 23.7 28.2 24.2 28.2 0.00 7.2 55 53 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

152 103.2 114.2 24.9 23.9 28.5 24.4 28.5 0.00 7.4 55 53 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

Twin Sister 140 97.2 107.2 21.9 20.9 27.6 23.8 27.6 0.00 6.6 51 49 0.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. -

143 99.8 109.8 22.1 21.1 27.9 24.0 27.9 0.00 6.8 53 51 0.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

146 102.4 112.4 22.3 21.3 28.2 24.2 28.2 0.00 7.0 53 51 0.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

149 105 115.0 22.5 21.5 28.5 24.4 28.5 0.00 7.2 55 53 0.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

152 107.6 117.6 22.7 21.7 28.8 24.6 28.8 0.00 7.4 55 53 0.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

155 110.2 120.2 22.9 21.9 29.0 24.8 29.0 0.00 7.6 55 53 0.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

Dream Catcher 142 98.2 104.7 23.9 19.9 27.6 23.6 27.5 0.00 6.4 51 49 2.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. -

145 100.8 107.3 24.1 20.1 27.9 23.8 27.8 0.00 6.6 53 51 2.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

148 103.4 109.9 24.3 20.3 28.16 24.0 28.12 0.00 6.8 53 51 2.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

151 106 112.5 24.5 20.5 28.44 24.2 28.41 0.00 7 55 53 2.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

154 108.6 115.1 24.7 20.7 28.73 24.4 28.7 0.00 7.2 55 53 2.0 120-170 lbs. / 54-77 kg. -

Women’s Hovercraft 144 89.6 111.6 38.9 15.5 28.9 24.1 27.6 1.30 7.3 53 51 3.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. -

146 91.4 113.4 39.1 15.5 29.1 24.4 27.8 1.30 7.6 53 51 3.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

150 95.1 117.1 39.4 15.5 29.5 24.7 28.3 1.30 7.9 55 53 3.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -

Women’s Mind Expander 142 84.4 103.4 38.8 18.8 28.1 24.0 26.1 2.00 6.1 53 51 0.0 90-140 lbs. / 41-63 kg. -

146 87.6 106.6 39.2 19.2 28.7 24.4 26.6 2.00 6.3 53 51 0.0 100-150 lbs. / 45-68 kg. -

150 90.8 109.8 39.6 19.6 29.2 24.8 27.2 2.00 6.5 55 53 0.0 110-160 lbs. / 49-73 kg. -



SHOVELS SKINS

BACKPACKS

PROBES

BINDINGS

BOARD BAGS POLES

Excavator Carbon Nomad

DSCNT R.A.S. 32L

Excavator Nomad Pro

DSCNT 32L DSCNT 25L DSCNT 19L

Strike 320

Apollo

Talon ProEscape Expedition Adventure

Strike 240

Mercury · Surf Series Mercury · Natural Mercury · Navy Mercury · Black

Talon Talon FXP
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NEW NEW NEW NEW



DISTRIBUTORS

ARGENTINA DENMARK / GREENLAND

ESTONIA

FINLAND

FRANCE

GERMANY

GREECE

HUNGARY

IRAN

ISRAEL

ITALY RUSSIA

JAPAN SLOVAKIA

KOREA SLOVENIA

KYRGYZSTAN SPAIN

NETHERLANDS SWEDEN

NORWAY SWITZERLAND

POLAND UKRAINE

PORTUGAL UNITED KINGDOM

ROMANIA USA

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

BULGARIA

CANADA

CHILE

CHINA

CZECH REPUBLIC

26 Sports SRL
Facundo Fernandez
facundo@snowboardpatagonia.com
294-154399013

BB Agentur ApS
Mikkel Spellerberg
snow@bb-agentur.dk
+45 40 87 50 49

Surfar OU
Tanel Tepper
tanel@surfhouse.ee
+37 263 130 95

White Balance
Heikki Tapaninen
heikki.tapaninen@whitebalance.fi
+358 45 129 4896

Sportpulsion
Fabrice Piccamiglio
fpiccamiglio@sportpulsion.fr
+33 4 50 46 50 50

Element Sports GmbH & Co. KG
Willi Schiedermeier
info@element-sports.de
+49 8031 9413690

Microxtreme Ltd
Gerasimos Avramidis
gerasimos@microxtreme.gr
+30 23 104 76 463

Snowboardshop.hu
Endre Nagy
info@snowboardshop.hu
0036 20 9 423290

Pamchal Sports
Saeed Zakeri
pamchalgroup@gmail.com
+98 (0) 21 886 170 19

Israel skateboard club LTD
Reuven Adi 
reuven.adi@googlemail.com
972 505742717

Wave Distribution
Alessandro Grieco
alex@wavedistribution.it
+39 01 17 80 19 38

Kant
Evgeniy Popov
jones@kant.ru
+7 (495) 604 1021

Hasco Enterprises INC
Shige Ebata
s.ebata163@hasco.co.jp
+81-909-882-8440

Destiny Distribution
Lukas Puchta
lukas.puchta@destinydistribution.cz
+420 775 919 855

Raon Inc.
Sunho Hwang
master@raon-inc.com
+82 70 7731 0555

Obsession
Cic Trobec
cic@obsession.si
+386 1 28 22 028

LLC Asia Alpine Distribution
Misha Mikhailov
misha_mikhailov@mail.ru
+996 (312) 93 15 51

KITSUNE GAC, S.L. 
Cristian Iglesias
kitsunegacsl@gmail.com
+34 654418805

Newsports
Bert Den Boer
bert@newsports.nl
+31 (0)85 877 17 51

Dynamite Distribution
Hampus Mosesson
hampus@dnmtdist.se
+46(0)70 362 91 91

Brown Couch AS
Jens Aabech
jens@browncouch.no
+47 67 58 17 01

Nidecker SA
Fabien Grisel
FabienG@ndk.group
+41 (0) 21 822 33 63

Intersurf
Nikos Liolios
biuro@intersurf.pl
+48 22 824 31 73

Shambala Mountain Group
Pavel Vasianovych
info@smgc.com.ua
+38067 547 38 80

Action Snow
Nuno Geirinhas
info@actionsnow.pt
+351918305559

The Snowboard Asylum
Jeremy Sladen
jeremy@snowboard-asylum.com
0161-743-3826

Openbox 
George Juncu
george@openbox.ro
+40 762 205 020 

Nidecker North America
Josh Hoyer
JoshH@na.ndk.group
+1 530 550 9800

Rush Distribution 
Dan Kabi 
dan@rush.net.au
+613 9646 6661

SP United Vertriebs GmbH
Bernhard Altmanninger
bernhard@motion-sports.at
+43 1 617 42 82 10

Pacific Boardshop
Marc Boydens
marc.boydens@pacific-boardshop.com
+32 15 20 35 85

Microxtreme Ltd
Gerasimos Avramidis
gerasimos@microxtreme.gr
+30 23 104 76 463

Nidecker North America
Josh Hoyer
Hoyer@nidecker.com
+1 530 550 9800

Jones Snowboards Chile
Rodrigo Medina P. 
rmedina@jonessnowboards.cl
+56 9 66794995

X-Wing Distribution
Danny Jia
jia@xwing.cn
+86 15110033522

Destiny Distribution
Lukas Puchta
lukas.puchta@destinydistribution.cz
+420 775 919 855
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 CAMERA Andrew Miller

MARKETING & TEAM

MEDIA ACCESS

NORTH AMERICA PRESS

EUROPEAN PRESS

Seth Lightcap
seth@jonessnowboards.com

Jones / NDK North America
10153 West River Street 
Truckee , CA  96161 / USA 
844-274-0400
info@jonessnowboards.com

Jones / Nidecker SA
Place de l’industrie 2
Rolle, VD 1180 / Switzerland
+41 21 822 33 33

website: rc.nidecker.group
Media
user: media
password: media

Groundswell PR -  Dax Kelm
Dax@groundswellpr.com
307-699-4459

All Conditions Media - Marlon Bouman
marlon@allconditionsmedia.com
01273-789-358

CONTACT INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

EUROPEAN OFFICE
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Forever curious about what’s around the corner, Jeremy Jones sets a skin 

track to the unknown in Argentina. / Cover: Is this the real life? Jimmy 

Goodman drops into a dream on Mammoth Mountain. CAMERA Andrew Miller


